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THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM OF CHINA AS
RECENTLY CONSTRUCTED.
INTRODT?CTION.

When we think of China, with a history dating. back more than
4,000 years, with a national literature not excelled by that of any
other ancient people, a system of government conducted by her ablest,
scholars, chosen for more than 12 centuries by competitive examina-

tions, we are not surprised to find her characterized by a spirit of
.self- confidence. By reason of her early development in culture and
in government, she became the teacher of neighboring countries, .and

invariably compelled her victor to adopt her language, literature,
customs, and 1pws, literally absorbing the conqueror and Making him
lose himself among her people.
With her 4,217,170 square miles of territory, occupying geographically one of the most favored portions of the globe, having such a
diversity of climate and such fertile soil, sheThas been able to provide
not only the necessities but also many of the luxuries of life, and has
made content her 400 millions of people.
Secluded by sea. mountain, and desert from contact with outside

nations, she has been left alone to develop her own social, moral,
intellectual, and governmental institutions. To quote Capt. Brinkley: " No other tuition has preserved its type so unaltered; no other
nation has developed a civilization so completely independent of any
extraneous influences; no other natioit has elaborated its own ideas
in such absolute segregation from alien thoughts; no other nation
has preserved the long stream of its literature so entirely free from

foreign affluents; no other nation has ever reached a moral and
national elevation comparatively so high above the heads of con-r:
temporary States: "'

China has a right to glory in her ancient civilization, which has
produced some of the most learned sages the world has ever known.
Her longevity has been due largely to the teachings of her ancient
sages, her reverence, for the past, her educational system, with its one
object to provide able men for the State, and her civil- service examinations, which determined who were-worthy to Tule.
lOrlental Berle.: Japan and China. Vol. X, p. J.
7
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Confucius warned his disciples to " walk ih trodden paths," and
theses loyal disciples have proclaimed, " What Confucius teaches is

true; what is contrary to his teaching is false; what, he does not
teach is unnecessary; " and Kang Hsi (1662 -1723) also urged his
people to " discard strange doctrines in order to glorify the orthodox
teaching."
The comRetitive-examination system has done'more than anything

else to make the officials and literati oppose the introduction of
"western learning." Under the old educational regime China can
not be said to have possessed any Government schools. All education was left to private effort, but literary attainment was decided by
the Government through its system of competitive examinations, and
rewarded by official recognition. Corning into forced contact with
European powers, China has slowly discovered the fact that in order
to preserve her national existence she must modify her educational,
system, and instead of devoting all her attention, as formerly, to the
study of the classics, she now seeks also to understand the literature,
sciences, arts, laws, and governments of western nations.
It is not the province of this thesis to enter into a discussion of the
old system of education nor to attempt to treat the excellent educational work done in the mission schools and universitiesa work that
has up to date been the most efficient of all educational-work done in
the Empire. It has been zi great object lesson and a great factor i4
hastening on the new education in China. To it is due more than to
any other cause the establishment of Government schools for girls.
It has furnished many native teachers for the Government schools,

and many of the presidents of the first Government cOleges and
universities have been men who had been engaged in missionary
education. Among them are the well-known names of Drs. Martin,
Tenney, Ferguson, Hayes; and Richards, and Messrs. Duncan and
Soothill.

We purpose first to trace the growth of_the first national educational institutions and the struggle over the introduction of modern
education into China before the formation of the ministry of education.

Second, to treat of the present educational system as outlined by
the ministry of education.

CHAPTER I.

THE GROWTH OF MODERN EDUCATION IN CHINA
UP TO 1898.
China's contact with foreign nations, the misunderstandings and
conflicts she encountered, ending often in unsuccessful wars, convinced her finally that she.hadHri need to learn from the western world.

Dr. Martin tells us that "44-1i.inPss than a year from the close of
hostilities in 1860 lafge bodies of Chinese troops might have been
seen learning foreign tactics under foreign drillmasters on the very
battle grounds where they had been defeated. Arsenals, well sup-.
plied with machinery from foreign countries, were put in operation
at four inf)ortalt points, and navy yards were established at two
principal seaports where native mechanics were taught the construction of steam gunboats."'
The treaty of 1860 called into being the tsung-li-yamen" or
" foreign office." One of the provisions of the treaty require8 that
all dispatches for the period of three years should be accompa d by
,a Chinese translation, thus giving the Chinese Government time to
provide competent native interpreters. Almost immediately afterwards the yainen memoralized the Throne advocating the establiShment of a school for the training of official interpreters. Now for
the first time it dawned upon the minds of Chinese officials that
unless they became conversant with foreign affairs, and understood
foreign languages and literature, it would be impossible to protect
the nation from becoming the victim of crafty imposition. This led
to the establishment. of the Tung Wen Kuan in Peking in 1862.
Prior to this in 1861 Prince Kung had sought to secure as teachers
Chinese competent to give instruction in foreign languages. Failing
in this, he was forced to seek the aid of foreigners. The Tung Wen
Kuan. thOugh connected with the tsung-li-yamen, was placed under
the direclion of Mr. Robert Hart, the inspector general of maritime
customs. An English department was first established, with a class
of about 10 students. The next year French and Russian departments were 'added, later a German department, and by 1899 a Japanese department also. During the four years following the establishment of the Tung Wen Kuan, the " new education" had made
such progress that the tsung-li-yamen again presented a memorial to
Lore of Cathay, p. 16.
9
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the Throne in which occurred these words:

It is plain that it is

impossible to do otherwise than to pursue the study of western knowledge." This memorial received the imperial sanction December 30,
1866, and the school was raised to the rank of a college. The membership, preqously limited to 30, was now increased to 120. At first

languages only had\ been taught, now a scientific department was
added, and the chairsOf chemistry., physics, mathematics, and astronomy were established. International law was taught by Dr. W. A. I'.

Martin, who in 1868 had been called to that professorship, and. in
1869 was appointed the first president of the collegean office ably
filled by him for 25 years. The progress made during that period
was largely due to his scholastic attainments, his extensive translations, and his executive ability, influencing its entire life of nearly
40 years.

In the beginning students were selected only from the Manchus or
from Chinese families who had been adopted by the conquerors of
the Mings in 1644. Later on the doors of the college were opened
to members of the Hardin Academy, but these supreme scholars of
China scorned to sit at the feet of the west, and being supported by
the president of the academy, who was also the Emperor's teacher,
they haughtily refused to become members of the college. Unable
to secure students from the higher literati, they had, to be content
with recruits of lower degree.
In 1896 the full course of study extended over eight years. The
first three were given exclusively to languages, and the remaining
'five were devoted to securing scientific and general knowledge
through the medium or those foreign languages they had pursued.

It was not usual for a student to attempt more than one foreign
language.

('lasses of about 30 students were formed, who were expected to devote one-half of each day to Chinese and the remainder
of the day to the language chosen and to scientific study. The college was in session fur the entire year, with the exception of a short
vacation at Chinese new year and during a few days in the warmest
part of summer. Sundays were holidays for the foreign teachers
only.

The college provided all its students with free tuition, food, and
clothing, and in addition each received a monthly allowance from
the Government ; this amount was increased or decreased according
to the student's proficiency in examinations. Written examinations
were held at the end of each month, and examinations of three days'
duration at the end of each year, the latter being always held in the
presence'of the ministers of foreign affairs. At each examination,
monthly br yearly, prizes to the amount of from 40 to 60 taels were
distributed as an encouragement to effort. Once in three years was

held the "great examination " for determining the awarding of
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Receiving this distinction did not necessarily
remove the.student from the college. After performing his official

official distInction.

duties at the yamen, which were usually but nominal, he was allowed
to return to the college and continue his studies as a resident graduate; but he must hold'himself in readiness to fill any official post to
which he might be appointed.
In 1896 the faculty consisted of 4 native professors, 10 assistants,

and 10 foreign instructors, including the president of the college.
There were 120 students, averaging 30 years Of age. Up to that time
about 1,000 students had been enrolled in the college.

Some of the students secured pOsitions in Government schools
and arsenals; two lxcame tutors in English to the Emperor Kuang
lIsii; some became secretaries or interpreters to foreign embassies;
others were appointed as consuls or vice consuls, while at least four
represented their Government abroad.
There is no doubt but that Tung Wen College played an important
part in helping forward the cause of modern education.
Soon after the establishment of the Tung Wen College the tsung-

li-yamen established two auxiliary schools. ' One was located at
Shanghai, having two departments, one in French and the other in
English, enrolling about 30 students in each department. The other
school, establishea in 1864, was located at Canton. By imperial
edict it was to furnish instruction in English ail(' Chinese to 20
Manchu and Banner boys. In 1870 this school sent 14 students to
the Tung Wen College at Peking for further study. Of these, in
1880, 5 ,had retired, 3 had been appointed abroad, and 6 were still
in the college. Up to 1880 no more students had been promoted

from that school to the college; and these boys who had entered the
school at 17 grew to manhood, married, and had families of their
own, and were still pyrsuing their foreign studies.
In 1897 Russian and Japanese departments were opened, and in

1990 a French department was added. In 1904 there were 40
students in tie. Russian, 37 in the Japanese, and 42 in the French
department.

This Tung Wen school was in 1903 amalgamated with another
school under the name of I Hsueh Kuan.
The Foochow Arsenal naval schools, which had their beginning
in 1867, were very prosperous under the managenient of Mr. Prosper
Clique!, and have supplied China with some of her best naval officers.
In 1880 the English school .had about 50 students divided between

the naval and the mechanical branches. The course of four and
one-half years included the subjects of English, analytic geometry,
algebra, trigonometry, navigation, and geography. The students
received a monthly stipend of $4.

12
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The French school enrolled about 40 students in four divisions.
The subjects taught were French, arithmetic, algebra. geometry.
trigonometry, analytical geometry, calculus, and mechanical engineering. The students likewise received $4 per month.

The Chinese Imperial Naval College at Nanking was established
in 1890: During the first six years about 120 cadets had been enrolled.
and in 1896 80 cadets were in attendance, averaging 19 Years of age.
Foreign instructors in navigation and engineering were employed. as

well as several native assistants. The students were boarders and
drew Government pay. English was taught and the college was
doing good work, but after the war with Japan it received n new
stimulus to progress.
At Wuchang was established in 1892 the Government mining and
engineering college of the llupei hoard of mines. Its 20 students
received instruction from 1 foreigner assisted by an able corps of
native teachers.
The Imperial Northern Government Telegraph College at Tientsin
was established in 1879. Its superintendent up to recent (late was
Mr. C. II. 0. Poulson. Native teachers were employed. In 1896 50
students were enrolled, varying in age from 16 to 22. They were
divided into four classes and received a monthly pay of from 3 to 10
taels, according to their ranAkStudents entering with a good foundation in English and mathetWics could complete the course of study
in 4 or 5 years. During the first 16 years 300 students were sent out.
having completed the entire course of study.
Not a few of themore intelligent Chinese had been gaining some
knowledge of mathematics and science through the medium of works
that had been translated by the early Catholic missionaries, and there
were among them those who were thirsting for more knowledge and
felt that the entire educational system needed reorganization. The
subject was widely discussed and bitterly opposed! as is shown by the
memorials establishing some of the above-named schools. These

memorials sternly repudiated the notion that they were seeking to
introduce new ideas borrowed from foreigners, as appears from the
following citation: " The idea that it is wrong to abandon Chinese
methods and follow in the steps of Europeans may also be dilated
upon. It is to be remarked that the germ of western science is, in
fact, originally borrowed from the heaven-sent element of Chinese
knowledge. The eyes of western philosophers, having been turned
toward the east, and the genius of their men being minutely painstaking and apt for diligent thought, they have succeeded in pursuing
the study to new results. For these they have usurped the name of
science brought from over the sea; but in reality their methods are
Chinese methods. This is the case with astronomy and mathematics,

PPP"-
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and it is equally so with the other sciences. China has originated
the methods which Furopeans have received as au inheritance."'
As evidence that it has not been considered a disgrace for a scholar
to receive manual training in the application of the theories of science they refer in the same documents to their sacred books.. But

they added the following apology: "The study now urged is the
study of theory; that is to say. it is the scholar's ditty to acquire
knowledge through scientific analysis without compulsion upon men
of letters and Akers of government to take hold personally of meThe new movement
chanical pursuits. Can doubt further exist
was making'slow progress. The importance of wider dissemination
of the new learning was making thinking men desirous of reforms.

In 180 the viceroy of Ftaikien memoralized that a knowledge of
mathematics should be required for the Government civil-service
examinations. The memorial failed to receive the royal sanction, and
in 1875 the viceroy of Chihli, Li Hung Chang. made a second petition. adding physical sciences. This likewise failed to receive the
sanction of the Government.
Menilwhile Attempts were made to introduce mathematics into the
provincial examinations. which doubtless showed that the new learning was acquiring favor more rapidly with the literati of the country
than with the Peking authorities.
In 1874 an examiner of mathematics accompanied the commissioner of education to.11umm, but no candidates appeared. In 1885
a few candidates were examined in Shantung. but it was not until
1887 that the Government. yielded. and by an imperial decree thgse
subjects were added- to those required at the metropolitan examlia-

The following year. at the triennial examination held in
Peking, for the first time in Chinese history students of science
were placed on a par with those of classical learning. sixty candilion.

dates presented themselves, only 33 of whom were considered 'advanced enough to he admitted to the examination, and only 1 obtained

the degree. A writer of the time remarks: "No one can possibly
overestimate the importance of the effect upon the, futtire history of
China. This first and only man promoted to the second literary

rank for his knowledge of science is the sure leader of a gretit host.
in days to come. The thin edge of the wedge has been driven into
the competitive system, which in the end will rive asunder the old
wall of Chinese conservatism; liberalizing the minds of the literati
and setting them forward in the path of progress."2
It was after the Titntsin massacre (1870) that the Chinese Government, through Tseng Kuo Fan's representations, consented to Yung
1" The new education In China," by I.. W. Pilcber. The Chinese Recorder, 1889, pp.
305-310.

November number of tie Chinese Recorder, pp. 99, 90.
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Wing's plan to educate Chinese youth in the United States. It was

durint his undergraduate days at Yale (1850-1854) that he

con-

ceived the plan of organizing a Chinese educational commission.

In

August, 1871, by imperial edict, $1.500,000 were appropriated to
send 120 students to the United States for 15 years. Yung Wing
and an assistant were appointed commissioners in charge of them
for that period.' Four yearly ''knstallments of 30 students each, the
youngest to be nia less than 1'2 and the oldest not more than 15 years
of age. They were selected from respectable homes, required to pass
a medical examination, also an examination in Chinese. and in Eng-

lish in case they had studied it. All candidates had to attend a

preparatory school in Shanghai for at least one year before leaving
for the United States. The parents were required to sign papers

stating their willingness for their. sons to go. and consenting to
their remaining in the United States-for 15 years, and that the
Government was not.to be held responsible for any accident that
might happen to any of them. The Government was to pay all
their expenses while absent, to give them a. suitable outfit. and to
provide C.inese teachers to instruct them in the Chinese classics while

in the United States. Ilk preparatory seltool for preparing these
four installments was etittblished at Shanghai under the supervision
of Liu Kai Sing. Nine-tenths of the students cant(' from the south of
China. In the summer of 1872 the first installment reached the
United States, and were distributed in families living near Springfield, Mass. Before this, in 1871, Tseng Kuo Fan died and Li Hung
Chang suareeded him on the educational commission. In 1874 Viceroy Li recomniended the building of a substantial headquarters for
the Chinese educational commission in the United States, and the
next year the new building was erected at IIart ford and occupied.
In 1876 Yung Wing, contrary to the advice of some of his friends,
accepted the appointment of associate minister to the United States,
Peru, and Spain. His last act in connection with the educational
commission was to make application to the United States Govern. tnent to permit some of the Chinese students to enter the Government
military and naval academies. lie received the following reply:
"There is no room provided for Chinese students."
For reasons, which it is not necessary to relate, the Chinese Government recalled these students in 1881. At that time the majority of
them were either in scientific schools or in colleges, and all but two
were undergraduates.
In 1882 Dr. Yung Wing returned to China to try to persuade the

Government to permit the older students to return to the United
States and complete their studies, but in vain.
,Idy Lite In Chinn nnd Arnerien, p. 207.
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For some time after their return to China: the students received
no official recognition., Subsequently about 14 were sent to each
of t4iv naval academies at Foochow and Tientsin. Over 20 were ap-

pointed to the service of the ,imperial telegraph administration.
Eight were placed in the viceroy's ( Li I lung ('hang) -medical school
at Tientsin. under the care of Dr. lackenzie. About the same number were sent to Kaipidg, and also to the torpedo service at TAIL Of
the remaining 28. t. went hack to the United States.-about 10 were
left in Shanghai. and the rest scattered here and there.''
The tsung-li-yameu. unwilling to establish a medical college in
connection with the Tung Wen College. appointed 1)r. Dudgeon. of
the London mission. Peking. prufes-or of anatomy and physiology
in the college. It was left for the viceroy. Li 1Iung ('hang. to open
the first. Government medical college in China. In November, 18913,
the military medical college-was established in Tientsin, too late to
be of any practical help in the war that followed.
In. 1887 Li Hung ('hang. through a suggestion of 'Mr. I)etring,
commissioner of customs, formulated the idea of establishing a university in Tientsin. With funds contributed by both Chinese officials
and Europeans 0 large building wkis constructed' on the river hank
below in the European settlement. 1)r. Charles D. Tenney was called
to the presidency. but for some reason Viceroy Li did not proceed
further, and the building remained empty for eight years. It was
not until 1SU:i, after the war with Japan, and upon the promise of
the customs taotai at Tientsin to finance the institution with funds
from the telegraph administration, the China :Merchants' Steamship
Navigation Co.. and the customs tiotai's .vamen, that imperial sanction was given for the organization of the Tientsin University. Dr.
Tenney, who during these years of waiting had Been conducting 0
private school at Tientsin, now entered upon his duties as president,
and Mr. Tsai Shim' Chi, formerly a Yale student. became the first
Chinese director. The Government at that time having 110 secondary
schools, a preparatory department with a four-years' course in English and elementary niathemalics was organized in connection with
the university to prepare students to enter the collegiate department.
A four-years' course was arranged in the four schools of civil engineering. mechanical engineering, mining. and law. In order to
organize classes without delay in these special departments. students
who had made preparation in the private schools of Tientsin. Shanghai, and the British Government schools of Hongkong were entered
in the lower classes. The first class graduated in the early spring
of 1900.

With the Boxer outbreak the students were sent to their homes.
Later came the seizure and occupation of the university buildings by
I Education& number, Emit of Asia Magazine, p. 112.
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the German military forces,,and the if of the first Tientsin university was thus ended.
The .next important educational institution to be estahlishe,41 w us
:he Nan Yang College at Shanghai in 1s97. The plan originated by
Sheng
Huai .was to found a college.where students. hating

already received the elements of a Chinese edniition, could take a
thorough i:ourse in English and western science, and at the same
time prepare for the Government competitive examinations. An
annual grant of 100,0(X) tack was subscribed by the Chinese Merchants' Steamship 'Navigation Co. and the Imperial Chinese
graph Co., each giving :i0.000 taels. Tliest, pledges having beeri
confirmed in a memorial to the Throne, air imperial decree was issued
authorizing the establishment of the college. Dr. John C. Ferguson.
president of the Nanking l'inver,Oty, became the first president. and
was authorized to purchase a site and erect thr necessary buildings:
these were completed in 1s99. The institution had three depart-

jnents,gp primary, preparatory, and a commercial school' each with
a t.hree yea j' course of study. Mr. Lattitutr. a former 1W4I'llcitin the college. has N ritten: No graduate of
cionniercial school
would tied much ditlirtilty in gaining admiSsion to the freshman

class of an American college afte a year's study in the United
States. "' Since the resignation of 14.. Ferguson in the autumn of
1901, the administration of
Achml huts been entirely i t the hands

e

of the Chinese officials. though American teachers have formed a
part of the teaching statT. 111.190:fthe college was.made a school of
technology and commerce and placed,under the control of the ministry of commerce, and in April. 19(S7. it became an imperial polytechnic (410p-under the administration of the ministry of posts and
communication.

During this period Chang ('hilt Piing attempted to institute some
reforms by introducing western education at Wuchang. the capital.
Colleges of agriculture, language. mechanics, mining. and military
science were organized. Professors were invited. front America,
Belgium, England, France, Germany- and Russia. Many of them
were, enthusiastic. expecting to organize modern colleges and teach
according to modern methods. But fhe two Cornell University
graduates who were called to conduct the agricultural collet found,
that no provisions had been made for the college, and when, after
long delays, the work was begun, it was hedged in on all sides by
conservatism. The American instructors, though receiving good salaries, chafed under the reitraints and, unwilling to fritter away their
time, resigned.
The disastrous defeat in the-China-Japanese,war convinced China

that she must make some reforms in education or never regain her
The South China Collegian. July 1, 1905, p. 128.
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place as thefirst power in the east. Many of her literati. scholars
haCing the highest degrees. sought instruction in western learning
fs by attending missionary schools and colleges. by employing private
teachers. by forming clubs. and through the pi:ivate rending of all
the translations of western books available. Even the Emperor,
liming Usu. who for years had been studying English, now lierme
so interested in western science and learning that he had his eunuchs
searching out and bringing to hint all the translations of books on
western learning that, could be found. among them being the Bible,
portions ofwhich he is known to have read.. Never before had there
been such a demand ill China for the new. education.. By 1S:14; all
shnols where w,.1,,rn silence and language were taught were overe""vded with }" Pik Eve" Young
InexPeriehred 'Indent` found
it easy to obtain lucrative positiow; as private teachers. .1t this time
many Peking oiliciels, some quite advanced in ago, inatrieulated in
.

.

'the preparatory department of the Peking University for the purpose of beginning the study of the .English language. special
classes were formed to accoMmodate them. The older 'ineti. though
fatuous for their Chinese learning. had passed the age when mill can

easily learn a foreign tongue. It was often not linty nnr.ing. hut",
pathetic as NVOIL to witness their vain efforts to speak the language'
distinctly. The great majority of these older men. finding the language so much more difficult to acquire than they bad anticipated,
after a few months of hard NVOrkr. became discouraged and retired:,
Some persisted. and though never becoming Iluent, speakers. were
able to make good Chinese translations from Engli-th. Excellent
results were obtained by a number of the yonnger men, all of whom
were Government graduates. some having the -econd degree (- chin
or master of arts). and two were Ilanlins
D.), members -of
the imperial icadenty. So anxious were these brilliant scholars to
acquire a knowledge of westivn learning from an .ktneriean teacher*
(lint they thought it no disgrace to it side by side with boys their
pigmies in classical learning: a marked contrast. to the Ilanlins, who,
in the sixties, hail refused to study foriign langiulges in the Tung
Wen College.
There were. however, Well of vision among the literati and officials.'
They saw that reforms alone could save their nation and they sought.
to bring them about. In a short t
Chinese reform club, having
at first a meinbership of admit 30. was organized in Peking. Its main

object was the translation of newspapers and books into Chinese.
The newspapers were circulated among the Chinese officials that.they
might become acquainted with western methods and conditions. The

books were the best that could be found on science, literature. and
law, and were to be at the disposal of any who might desire to read
them. It being contrary to Chinese law for any company of Chinese

9561°-11-2

.
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to meet to discuss Government matters, in less than a month after
the establishment 4.the club the Emperor was memorialized on the
subject. and he caused the place of it

to be senh4i: later on. re

eel\ ing another memorial in favor of trie dub. he restored it, hui
made it a Government institut:.ni. nominating his teacher. Sun Chia
Nai, president. and retaining the former board of managers. The
Emperor and many of tee otlicialsVpromised th give liberally toward
its support.
Reform dubs then sprang up all over China. Their membership

fonsisted largely of the vole zer members of the

scholars

abroad or in the modern schools of ehnia. and
a few of the members had been in consular or diplomatic ser\ ice
abroad.
The Cassini convention." the territorial inlvance of Germany.
Russia. England. and France, the articles that tilled the foreign newswho IMO lk`Vt1

papers and periodicals on the break-up of China. the partition of
China among the European powers. and like questions of the day.
aroused the Chinese as nothing had done before. They saw their
helpless condition and realized that somthing newt he done, and
that soon.

it was known throughout the Empire that the Emperor had bean
devoting all the time he could get to the stioly of those works that
would both qualify him to rule wisely his people and to make preparation to enter upon reforms that would place his country alongside
the leading powers of the world:

To show the influence of tin-, study

upon his people. we quote from Prof. Headland : " I doubt if any
C'hineSe monarch has ever had a more far-readiing influence over the

minds of the young men of the Empire than Knang Ilso had from
The fever for reading the -saute books that
Ilsu had read was so great as to tax to the tunnkst, the presses
of the port cities to supply the demand. and the leaders of some of the
publication societies feared that -a condition had arisen for which they
were unprepared. Books written by such men as Drs. Allen, Mateer.
189 5 till 1598:

Martin. Williams. and Legge were brought out in pirated photographic reproductions by the book shops of Shanghai and sold for

one-tenth of the. cost of the original work. Authors, to protect themselves. compelled the pirates to deliver over the stereotype plates they
had made, on penalty. of !wing brought before the Avid,: in litiga-,
Lion if they refused. But during the three yearr: the Emperor had

been studying these foreign books, hundreds of thousands of these
young scholars 'bud been doing the same, preparing themselves for
whatever emergency the studies of the young Emperor might bring
about."'
lu IRK through this treaty. Russia secured from China territorial and railway concessions In Manchuria.
',Court Life In China, pp. 132, 133.
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EDUCATION FROM 1898 T0_1900 .REFORMS AND COUNTER
REFORMS.
III

I

Emperor J hang 11!-Ii entered up011 the greatest revolution

(41;0.4.
in the history of China, 10,.
bodied the great principles of all the reforms that have since heed
instituted in China. Memorials were sent in by men holding the
highest caul: and influence. nili eating these re whi,, and while
Kung Vu Wei is accredited with originating the most sweeping of
the reforiw: yet we must remember that there were men of true type
of SIIII ('hit Nai and ('hang
Tung who were in full Nytnpatbky
with the Emperor, In China's -Only Hope. (hang Chili Tung
ad wales many of the radical changes- that the Emperor hoped to
institute_

The Emperor. in reply Mg to sonic of his old conservative ministers

who were urging hint to conform strictly to the ancient institutions
and reject all suggestions of a new ri'lriine, says:
us 4n41; what
other country except our own is there that is laboring under such
difficulties. because of being behind the times..*
Our
,cholars are without solid and practical education: our artisans
are without scientific instructors: when compared vitli other vountries we soon see the glaring difference between our strength and
the strength of others: and when we compare the ready wealth of

this Empire with that of other countries, the difference

is still

greater to our detriment.
t'llanges must be made to
accord with the necessities of the
'
That he had no intention
of ruthles.sly ,listing aside all doctrines of the past, he goes on to
say:" 1.0 us, keeping.in mind the morals-of our s-ages and wise men,
make them the basis on which to build new and more advantageous
foundations.- Then, advocating the necessity of reform,- he continues: "We must also select such subjects of western knowledge as
shall keep us in touch with the times, and diligently study and practice them in order to place our country abreast with other countries.
Let useast off from us the empty, impractical, and deceiving things
which obstruct our forward progress, and strive with one-hearted....-ness and energy to improve upon all things that we have learned:
I This and the following quotations are taken from The Emperor Kuang 1111134 Reform
Decrees. 1808. Reprinted from The North China Daily Newel,
19
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let us eliminate the crust of neglect that has accumulated on our
system, and cast away the shackles which bind us; in.a word, let us
those which 'hitherto have been useless,
evolve useful things but
let us seek able instr ctors to fashion the materials in our possession. With these objets in view, let us strive toward advancement and progress."
. On the same day, June 11, he ordered the establishment of a great
university in Peking that. should be. a model for the capitals of the
Provinces to copy,' and commanded his ministers and the princes to
provide speedily for its inception. After stating that "all who desire will be given all the privileges and instruction the new University of Peking can provide," the edict closes with these final declarations: " We earnestly hope that all will eagerly take advantage of the
modern education now open to them, so that in time we may have
many able and willing helpers in the great and arduouS work before
us,, of putting our country on a level with the best of the western
powers.

Let everyone listen to and obey these, our sincere and

earnest words, and let it be known that this edict is specially issued
to ap. our subjects." Two days later, June 13, Hsu Chili Ching, a
recorler of the Hanlin Academy, recommended to the Emperor's
favorable notice Kang l'u Wei, known as " Karig, the Modern Sage
and Reformer," a third-class secretary of the ministry of *orks, as
being a man "of deep learning and exceptional ability and progressive ideas." Dr. Arthur Smith says of him: " He had the welfare

of China deeply at heart, and had studied its conditions and the
possible methods of reform until he had clear and definite ideas of
what could he done and of what ought to be done."
Kang had written two,. books, The Reforms of Russia and 'Vile Reforms of Japan, which he sent to the Emperor. These were followed later by a memorial urging the Emperor to be firm and not,
delay bringing about reforms. Mr."Kang's introduction to his Imperial Majesty was largely due to Wong Tung He, the Emperor's
tutor, who had been devoting considerable attention to Mr. Kang
and had become deeply impressed with his ability. June 16, Kang
was granted an imperial audience, which is reported to have lasted
two hours, and to have so deeply imptessed the Emperor with the
needs and methods of reforms as to inspire him to issue his famous
edicts of that summer. Al edict was issued June 23 that abolished

the "Eight-Legged Essay," called the "Wen Chang," which was
the standard for Government examinations. " The Wen Chang is

a style of composition of ancient and arbitrary origin which
stretches the elastic thought upon a cruel rack. The eight legs
upon which the essay,stands are as rigid as if cut out of wood with

a saw. The number of characters (words) and for the most part
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their meaning and purport in each leg must agree with those in the

The least slip would be fatal to success.. To
make these numbers correspond required the unceasing, untiring,
and indefatigable labor of years, and the strain of the continued
agonizing effort during the three days of incarceration in the damp,
cheerless cell is something awful."' It was pointed out that in the
time of Kang I-4i the Wen Chang had been abandoned and short
essays substituted in:stead; that though this lasted but a short time,
coprespondiag leg.

yet it made the reign celebrated for its number of learned d
nner;
brilliant scholars who proved their worth in a practical
that they had the ability to search and compare ancient I e with
that of their own times. It declared that learning had d ined by
scholars sticking to the classictii style. that it had produc fraudulent practices in the system of examinations, that no man desired
to be learned beyond the requirement for the degree for which he

wished to be examined. "To this deplorable state have we now
come. But to attain solid and practical education, adequate to the
times we live in, we must cast away all empty and obsolete customs,
nor can we advance true talent by following the old regime." In
dui, future all the examinations for the chu jen and chin shill are to

be conducted according to the new requirements. "We have been
compelled to issue this decree because our examinations have degenerated to the lowest point, and we see no other why to remedy
matters than by changing entirely the old methods of examinations
for a new course of competition. Still scholars must not forget to
study the Confucian analects and the classics as the root. of their
education, from whence they are to write short practical essays
suitable to the times we live in. Let us all try to reject empty and
useless knowledge which has no practical value in the crisis we are
passing through."
In commenting upon this decree, Dr. Arthur Smith writes: "By
a stroke of his pen the progressive and enlightened young Emperor
revolutionized the stream of Chinese thought, long since semistagThere is a strong probanant, and opened new channels.

.bility that if there had been no political counteraction the new
scheme might have been put into operation without serious opposi-

tion and with far-reaching and beneficent effects, for there was
already a large minority of thinking men throughout the Empire
who profoundly felt the necessity of a change of some sort and,would
have gladly followed an imperial leader.
"It is true that not a few foreigners ignored or decried the reform
movement as the mere effervescence of a handful of brainless enthu-

siasts, whose zeal outran their knowledgedreamers, not practical
1 The Educational Conquest of the Far East, p. 18S.
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men.

But there are others whose occupation gave them ample opportunity of obtaining incontestable evidence, who affirm that it was a
national and intellectual movement that permeated the Provinces and
moved the mind of the nation.
A renaissance had begun."'
Immediately after the publication of this decree telegrams from
the most distant Provinces of the Empire began to arrive at Peking
Univ5rsity from students wishing to matriculate and secure accommodation in our university dormitories. Han lin and chu jen came
to have outlined courses of study for them to pursua at the university.
Private schools of foreign science and literature were opened in Peking and other cities. Scholars .came offering me large salaries if
I would take charge of their schools, and when they found they could
not secure my services, begged me to engage them instructors from
abroad. Never can I forget those happy, enthusiastic students, their
eyes sparkling as they told me of the Emperor's edicts and revealed

to me their future plans of study. How hopeful they were for the
future of their country ! Surely " their ideas were changed, and
their ideals were changing. This reform movement shook the Empire."' In a month's time some of these students were in hiding to
escape the vengeance of the Empress Dowager.
Ori the 26th of June a decree was issued reproving the ministers
and princes for delaying to make reports of plans for the new university, and commanding "all concerned to hasten on with their
"consultations and report with all speed." with "no more unmeaning
delays in the matter." Following this is a decree threatening punishment to all who in future delayed to carry out the imperial commands. A bureau of agriculture was established by imperial decree
on July 4, and persons able to do so were commanded to translate
western books on agriculture, which were to be used as textbooks in
the agricultural schools and colleges soon to be established. On
September 12 a decree provided for agricultural schools to be modeled
after the Kiangyin school. July 6 a memorial of Hu Ping Chili,
governor of Shansi, suggested changing the military examinations
and allowing graduates of the newly established western-learning
schools to compete for the chu jen and chin shih. The ministry
of war and the tsung-li-yamen were commanded to deliberate and
report on the same. The day following a decree virtually established
patent and copyright laws for China, and rewards were to be given
those writing practical and useful books and to those inventing articles of use, machinery and the like. The foreign office was commanded to draw up the necessary rules and regulations. On July 13,
the yimen's report having been made and accepted, the scheme was
put into operation. On July 11 appeared an edict concerning educaChina In Convulsions. vol. 1, pp. 186 -187.
p. 188.
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lion of the greatest ilAptirtance, which looked toward the establishing
of a national system of modern schools for the joint study of Chinese
and western literature and science. Provisions were to be made for
establishing schools and colleges in the provincial capitals, prefec-

tural cities, departmental and district cities, all to lead up to the
imperial university at Peking. All the rules and regulations for
governing these institutions were to be furnished by imperial university authorities, and the rules and regulations were commanded
to be observed.

All schools which had been established by public subscriptions,
such as charity schools or local public schools, were to introduce
western' studies into their curriculum. The educational funds were
to conic from the telegraph administration, the China Merchants'
Steamship Navigation Co., the Wei Sing Lottery at Canton, and
perquisites of local and petty officials which had recently been turned
over to the Government; also rewards were to be given persons making any public subscriptions toward the establishment or support of
schools or colleges. Provision was made for translation bureaus for
the translation of foreign books into Chinese, which were to be distributed among the schools for the use of the pupils. To save expenses, all temples belonging to the people not. recorded by the ministry of rites were ordered turned into schools for the instruction and

spread of western and Chinese learning. "By adVocating reforms
in this direction the minds of the masses will be enlightened by education, and whatever they may learn will be of the useful and practical kind, and thus our ambition to nourish talent and ability for the
good of our Empire shall be accomplished. Let this edict be distributed far and wide for the information of all our subjects."
July 10 the Emperor accused his conservative ministers, delaying
the carrying out of his decree, of ingratitude for the honors conferred
upon them, and warned them that if in the future he found the same

laziness in aiding him in his attempts at reforms they,should bear
the weight of his righteous indignation.
July 20 a decree proclaimed the regulations for the new examinations. Calligraphy was no longer to hold such importance in the
examinations. " What we really aim at now is to give a practical

education to our scholars, and hereafter successful candidates for
literary degree4 will not be selected for their fine penmanship, but
for their practical knowledge of the subjects in which they shall be
examined in future." The ministry of rites was given the permission
to recommend to the Emperor any subject that they deemed necessary
to be incorporated in the examinations. The Emperor, July 25, com-

manded copies of Chang Chih Tung's Essays on Exhortations to
Study, to be distributed by the grand council to the various viceroys

and governors with instructions to reproduce as many copies as
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possible for dissemination among the students and scholars of the
country' The establishment of schools and colleges as feeders to
the imperial university was ordered by a decree of July 29. August
4 five preparatory schools were ordered established in the city of
Peking to prepare .chu jen, chin shih, and Han lin, living outside of
the city, for their entrance examinations into the new university.
On the 9th of the same month an outline of the scope of work to be
done in the imperial university, with regulations and rules modeled
after those of the JapaLese and European universities, was presented
by Sun Chia Nai, the director general of the university, and approved

by the Throne. A site was selected and Dr. W. A. P. Martin was
appointed president of the imperial university. " In recognition of
his previous services," says the edict, "and to click urage him to further

effort, we hereby grant him the brevet button of the second rank as
a special honor. The board of civil appointments is commanded to
take note of this." 2 Sun Chia Nai memorialized the Throne, urging
the establishment of a Government newspaper, citing that it would
be "similar to the ancient custom of officials calling upon the people
for poems and literary essays in order to find out the thoughts filling
the minds of the masses at the time under them." Ile goes on to
suggest that "it will be most important to grant liberty and license
to newspapers to write freely and 'succinctly on all topics whether
advantageous or disastrous to the country, thereby giving warning
notes and assisting those in power to know how to remedy matters
and the like. These newspapers, moreover, could translate the news

and editorials of foreign newspapers for the enlightenment and
knowledge of officials and merchants, students and people, of what
is going on in other countries. Such newspapers would then be more
than valuable not only to local administration but also to enlighten
all as to what is proper in regard to foreign intercourse." The memorialist further suggested that money be set aside for the support
of this newspaper in the future. The memorial was approved, and
the Chinese Progress, published at Shanghai, was made the Government official organ and money set aside for its future needs.

Viceroys

and governors were commanded to secure subscriptions from "all
civil and military officers under their several jurisdictions, various
bureaus, colleges and schools, in fact all who wished to subscribe to
the Chinese Progress newspaper, and send said lists to the Government book-printing bureaus." Nqt only was liberty granted all
newspapers, but they were commanded " to write broadly and plainly

and in a liberal spirit. on all subjects affecting the welfare of the
nor should they refrain from writing boldly
*
EMpire;
against all frauds and misgovernment, thereby preventing us from
1 China's Only Hope.

*This honor requires Dr. Martin to be addressed as " to Jen," or " your excellency."
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learning the exact truth and facts. Bang Yu Wei was requested to
codify regulations and rules for the guidance of editors of newspapers in accordance with those governing editors in foreign countries, which were to be "sent to Sun Chia Nai, who shall then present
. the same for our approval."
The following day the Emperor issued a long decree informing his
people of his " heart's desires," urging them to comprehend his reiforms and to give him their loyal support. Realizing that there were
" traitors in the camp," he warns them : " Beware how you put on a
false mask, pretending on your face to be eager to embrace the practi-

cal way but in your hearts determin i g to disobey our commands,
and thereby thwarting our most earne. t wishes. We can not forgive
such hypocrites, who will only cause delay and embarrassment to our
schemes for our country's welfare." Ile then points to Chen Pao
Chen, governor of Hunan, as worthy of imitation. "Observe how

earnestly he has worked for reform, see how by constant effort he
has, as it were, hammered the advantages of practical modern reform
into the minds of the gentry and literati of that Province and has
brought them to join him in his efforts in that direction. You should
all strive to follow that governor's practical earnestness and diligent
energy." Young men of ability are needed to fill important posts,
and the high mini:iters are commanded to search out and " recommend to us thoseiwfio are really brilliant and practical in their talent
and we will at once appoint such to posts where they may assist us
in our great scheme of reform; but we shall not hesitate to punish
those who recommend to us useless men. We see no other way to
benefit the country unless we set earnestly to work iji changing the
present stagnant state of affairs, and you all niust74Snipathize with
our troubles and extreme difficulties in getting things done in the

piper way."
On the same day commands were given Wang Wen Shao and
Chang Yin Huan to look after the establishment of efficient schools
for training men in the administration of railways and mines, also
schools for the education of men competent to command the navy.
August 16 :1 Government translation bureau was authorized to be
established at Shanghai, with Liang Chi Chao, M. A., ex-editor of the
Chinese Progress Magazine, in charge, " for putting into Chinese
western works on science, -arts, literature, and textbooks for schools
and colleges," especially for supplying the needs of the imperial university. Printing machines and American textbooks were to be purchased, and appropriations were made to. meet the expense of the
-bureau.
August 19 a decree approved the joint memorial of the Viceroy
Chang Chih Tuloafrid Governor. Chen Pao Chen, of Hunan, conprocedure to be observed in Government excerning the mod
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aminations, and commanded. the board of rites (li pu) to notify all
provincial high authorities to make the necessary changes in the
curriculum of studies in all the schools and colleges in accordance
with the accepted regulations. The palace examinations for the
Han lin degree were for the time being abolished. The next day the
ministry of war were commanded to make suggestions for reforms
in the military examinations. August 21, as a result, of suggestions made by Kang ill Wei, embodied in a memorial sent to the
Emperor, all viceroys and governors were commanded to establish
in each of their respective Provinces a branch bureau of agriculture,

arts, and, commerce, and to report by telegraph the date of its
establishment. On the same day it was ordered that - ministers

and consuls abroad should establish schools for teaching Chinese
literature to the sons of Chinese doing business in foreign countries,
especially in the British Empire and Japan," and that the ministers
to Great Britain and France should engage competent interpreters
and put into Chinese the most important books on science of government, textbooks for schools. and the like,.for the instruction of all

officials in the Empire. and great care should be taken that they
retain elegance and clearness in diction, and keep to the strict mean-

ing of the originals. Such books were to be from time to time

presented by the tsung-li-yamen to the Emperor for perusal.
August '26, through the memorial of the grand secretary, Sun
Chia Nai, Liang Chi Chao, M. A., was granted permission to establish a training school for translators in Shanghai. On the same day

the Emperor severely reprimanded the two viceroys, Liu Kim Yi
and Tan ('hung Lin, of the Liang Kiang (including Kiangsu, An
Hui, and Kiang Si), and Liang Killing (including Kuangsi and
Kuang tung) Provinces, for delay in carrying out the reforms as
commanded, and hereafter. they. according to edict of the 27th of
August, are to reply by telegrams. lie urged Jung Lit, viceroy of
Chihli, to be the first to institute reforms as an example to others.
September 8 a medical college. to be under the jurisdiction of the
imperial university, was ordered established. 0
,
September 12 provision was made for the 2,000 for er directors
of studies in the prefectural and district cities, who hac been thrown

out of enAloyment by the abolition of the Wen Chang and the

establishment of modern schools throughout the Empi ,fe; these men
were to be appointed tutors of Chinese classics in the new colleges
and schools. On the same day imperial sanction was given for the

establishment of a newspaper in Peking after the raft of the

Chinese Progress. In another edict, of the same day, the Emperor
again explains the need of the reforms he is instituting. He would
have his people know that his entire thought is for the good of the
nation, that as western learning has brought happiness and prosperity

1
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to other lands, so he would institute reforms, that his people might
enjoy the same blessings. He would have them appreciate the danger
of their situation. "The nations around us are gathering about us;
they have come to take away what we can not keep; we are trying
* we are fighting hard t, conquer in order
to prevent this; *
to bestow the highest blessings upon our beloved children." He commanded that all the reform'edicts since June 11 should lie printed and.

read by the officials to all the people, believing that when once the
whole people understood the benefits accruing from these reforms
that they themselves would work to carry them out. " Then will we
have a strong China and a happy and contented people."
On September 19 provision was made for a compendium of the
treaties to lie printed for future distribution among all subordinate
in the Provinces, so that they might study them thoroughly
t.
and so not display ignorance then called upim in regard to international matters. Provision was made for establishing middle schools
in the capital to feed the imperial university. The students were
all to be Government graduates selected by competitive examinations,
and funds were provided for their support. Permission was also
granted to establish a college of western learning in Peking "for the
special education of sons of metropolitan officers from Sze Chuan
and for such licentiates froni Sze Chuan as may be staying in the
capital.''' The college was to be supported by private funds already
subscribed.
On September '21 occurred the coup d' t'i at. The Emperor became

a prisoner, never again to sit on the thronec The Empress Dowager
seized the regency, which she held until the day of her death, and
reactionary influences for a time gained full sway. Sonic of the
reformers were executed, degraded, or banished, while others sought
safety in Hight or concealment. Of all the reforms of that summer
the imperial university alone withstood the storm of reaction. It
had a capital of 5,000,000 taels, but the president hadecarcely had
time to organize the institution, secure a competent faculty, and
collect '200 or 300 students, before all were dispersed by the Boxer
uprising. Later on all were relieved of their offices by the Chinese
chancellor.

On September 21 the Chinese Progress and other official newspapers were suppressed, " Rscause," as expressed by the edict, " they
Offer no advantages * * * and will only be instruments to stir up
discontent and restlessness. * * * The Peking Imperial University is allowed to remain, but those schools intended to be estab-

lished in prefectural, subprefectural, and district cities are commanded to be held in abeyance." The edict authorizing the use of
temples, monasteries, and nunneries for school purposes " is hereby
revoked and the present inmates allowed to remain there as usual.','
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On the 9th of October, by edict, the Empress restored the composi-

tion of Wen Chang at the literary examinations and returned " to
the usual methods instituted by our ancestors," which were to be ob-

served in future. "The system of special recommendation of men
of learning and talent recently inaugurated' is also prohibited from
this day. * s. * As newspapers serve only to excite the masses
to subvert the present order of things, and the editors thereof are
composed mainly of the dregs of the literati, no good can be served
by the continuance of these dangerous instruments against the public
.peace. We hereby command our viceroys and governors of 'Provinces
to suppress and confiscate all newspaper offices within their jurisdiction, to arrest the editors concerned, and to have them punished
to the utmost extent of the laws. * s * The labors of the head
bureau of agriculture. commerce, and the arts at Peking, having been

so far abortive, there appears to be no necessity for its existence
any further in the capital, and we, therefore, hereby abolish that
institut ion."

October 11, feeling secure on the Dragon Throne, she began her
edicts by using the first person singular, as" I, the Empress; Dowager,
hereby issue the following decree." On this date was issued a proscription against all reform clubs and similar associations, claiming

their-object was not to exhort men to he good and virtuous, but
primarily to disturb the peace, and she commanded the viceroys and

governors of the Provinces " to search diligently for members of
these associations and punish them according to their respective
.responsibilities as chiefs Or followers." The sentence against chiefs
and principal members of secret societies (Ohich the above were
not) was immediate decapitation, while the less responsible were
usually banished. Their property was to be confiscated to the Government. No leniency was to be shown, and "traitors will then

learn to fear and tremble when they see their companions thus
punished." At the same time Jung Lu was mad r the supreme head

of all the military forces guarding Peking, anti the power of life
and death over them was conferred upon him by edict of the Empress
Dowager.
November 1 she proclaimed her love for things medieval by restor-

ing the old order of affairs in the military examinations. " I, the
Empress Dowager, am of the opinion that, as the military examinations of students for degrees by the lifting of heavy stone weights,
manipulations of the great sword, and archery on horseback and on
foot, are merely a forth to go through in order to obtain the three

degreeschin shih, licentiate, and chu jenand have nothing to do
with service in the army; this form should be still retained in mill-4_
tary examinations, and I hereby command that viceroys and gov-
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ernors and other officers follow the old order of things hitherto
existing."

On the 13th of November the orthodox way of conducting the
literary examinations was restored, as indicated by the following
quotations from the edict : I, the Empress Dowager, Tze lIsi
to set at rest, once for all, the present uncerTitan Yu
tainty that has been caused by the Emperor's recent reform measures in the above direction,' now as the Empire has always prospered and flourished under the old r(gime
there is indeed no necessity for making any changes in- the ourricultim of
literary examinations that has hitherto always obtained." The edict
commands all literary examiners and literary chancellors and intendent graduates to keep to the orthodox way.'' This retrograde
policy culminated in the Boxer outbreak, which nearly wrecked the
nation and made the Empress a fugitive. After her return to power
she cast her lot with the progressives, she reenacted and enlarged
upon ninny of Kining Hsu's edicts, and started the country again on
a great work of educational reform.
l'onetrnIng the aloolndilng of the Wen Chain;

Eightlegged CompoxItion ).

CHAPTER III.

bEVELOPMENT OF MODERN EDUCATION FROM
1900 TO 1906.

A decree of June 1, 1901. granted the memorial of Sun Chia Nai,
president of the Ilan lin Academy, who complained that the members
of the academy, instead of studying such subjects as would prepare
them for appointments abroad and other Government offices, spent

their time in trivial matters. such as composing poetry and other
things which to-day are perfectly useless, and suggested that they
devote themselves to the study of the principles of government,
mathematics. chemistry, and other technical subjects; and also that
each member should be allowed to select any such subject as he might

desire, and furthermore that he be permitted, if he desired, to enter
the Pei Yang Tu list 01 Tang, Tientsin University,' or the Nan Yang
College.. The memorial being granted. Sun Chia NO was orderefl to
draw up a list. of subjects to be stuiied.
July 8 of that year the Empress Dowager issued a decree commanding all Chinese diplomatic ministers to keep a lookout for
young Chinese, sons of merchants, who had shown special ability and
talent while studying in schools and colleges in foreign countries

and had graduated with honor, and possessed diplomas in their
various professions. These young men were to be sent to China to
undergo an official examination, and one of the thine Chinese degrees

is to be conferred upon each accordhig to the extent of knowledge
shown by the examination. Strictest impartiality in selecting these
men was to be observed. The following month, August 29, she
reissued the substance of liming Hsu's edict abolishing the wen
chang in the examinatifts for literary degrees. She also abolished
the old examination for military degrees. and September 11 com-

mandsd that military schools on a modern basis be established

thro*hout the Empire, and as there are military schools in Tientsin,
Nanking, Wuchang, and Chinan, the Viceroys Li Hung Chang, Liu
Kun Yi, Chang Chih Tung, and Yuan Shih Kai were ordered to
lose no time and draw up regulations for the new military schools.
September 14 she issued the great edict, which commanded all the
provincial shu yuan or examination agencies in the capital cities to
The Tientsin frversity was not reopened until April, 1903.
80
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turned into to hsueh tang or universities modeled after the imperial university at Peking; in every fu and chou there was to be

established cluing hsueh tang, or middle schools, and in every hsien
or district lisiao hsueh tang, or elementary schools, while many yang
hsuel tang, or primary schools, were to be established in larger numbers. The course of study was to include the Chinesr classics (four
books and five classics),' Chinese history and principles of government, and foreign science.
Three days later was published the edict regulating the sending
of students to be educated abroad, Commanding the viceroys and
governors of other Provinces of the EinjUre to follow the example

of Viceroys Liu Kim Vi of the Liang Kiang, ('hang Chih Tung
of the Ilu Killing, and Kuci Chum of Szo Oman, in sending young
men of scholastic promise and ability abroad to study any branch
of western science or art best suited to their abilities and tastes. so
that they may return in time to China and place the fruits of their
knowledge itt the service of the Entp re. l'pon the return of a student from abroad with his diploma, proving the completion of his
studies, he may present himself before the viceroy or governor and
literary chancellor of his native Province for examination, and, if
approved of, may then lx' recommended to the ministry of foreign
affairs for employment, and subsequently11161Ionialized to the Throne
for promotion by said.miiiistry. The various expenses of the educa-

tion abroad of said students shall be paid by the viceroys or governors, of the young men's native Provinces, on account of the
imperial exchequer. Any student desiring to go abroad to study
at his own expense may obtain anoflicial dispatch from his viceroy
or governor introducing the said student to the Chinese minister'
accredited to the country where the said student wishes to obtain
his education. requesting said minister to take charge of the young
men and render any needful help required. These private students
may, if they so desire, be treated on the some privileged terms as are
to be accorded those who have been sent abroad at Government
expense, and may also be granted literary degrees of dm jen (M. A.)
or chin shih (Ph. I).), like the others, should they prove their knowl-

edge of Chinese literature equal to the attainment of such high
degree."

Yuan Shih Kai in 1901 secured the services of 1)r. W. M. Hayes
as president of the provincial college to be established at Chi Nan
Fu, the capital of Shantung Province. Dr. Hayes drew up a system
of rules and regulations for the college and the preparatory schools
of the Province, which were to be under the control of the authorities
of the college. His Excellency Yuan memorialized the Throne
suggesting that a provincial college should be located at Chinanfu,
a preparatory school for the univatsity also should be located at the
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capital. and as soon us possible other preparatory schools should l
located in the fu and hsien cities. Annexed to the memorial was :1
copy of the rules and regulations. An edict of November :i ap
and ortlered t he APO g wa el111 It)
proved Yuan Shill Kai's
mennirial and his regulations for cob
make copies of Viceroy
leges and schools and send to each viceroy. governor. and literary
chancellor for their information. expecting them to model after the
colleges and schools of Shant mtg. The cheng u elm was also con
rnanded to consult with the board of rites as to rewards and ',rialto.
tions-to be bestowed upon successful students in the future. A report
with regard to new methods of education and the lwstowitl of 'liter-

ary degrees upon graduates was soon made to the Throne. and on
December ri'the following decree appeared: "graduates of the lower
schools, of promise and ability. are to he seat to the mithlle school
to complete a course of higher study: and gadnales from the latter.
selected for their talents and ability. are to Ix' sent to the colleges
of their native Provinces to go through another ',ours'. of study.
After these have graduated front their respertite colleges they :1 ro
to be styled "students of the superior class.- and hilt then to be thoroughly exam netI by their own .%icer4tys or governors and literary
chancellors. and the most promising are to be granted passports to

'go to Peking for reexamination at the Poking rniversity. after
which they are to await an imperial decree bestowing upnn them the
literary degrees of dot jen. or M. A.. and kung Along. or senior licentiate. The latter are then to remain and ?writ.' compete at the next
examinations for the chit jen degree. ThSse who ha ;e obtained their
chu jen degree are to again undergo another strict examination at the
Peking University. and the most promising are to Ix' sent by the said

university authorities to the hoard of rites. The said board will
menwrialize the Throne. asking that some high ministers of thecourt
LW apptdtited to hold a sprial examination of these elm jen candidates. and a recommendation will then be presented to the Throne

asking for the granting of the doctor's degree (chin ship) to the
An examination of the latter will then he held
in one of the throne halls. after which the successful candidates are
to Ix! introduced to the Throne. when either the grade of lianlin
-bachelor or secretaries of the six boards or secretaries of the grand
secretariat will be bestowed upon them." This edict again commands
recommendation for schools and colleges is
that Yuan Shih
to be followed, first, in the provincial college at the capital; second.
in middle schools; and, third, in lower schools.
successful students.

January 10, 1902, a decree was issued -commanding members of the
Hanlin Academy to diligently study ancient and modern history and
politics, also western learning, in order that they may be of future

use to the Government. The chancellor of the academy is corn-
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mantled to examine them every five months in their Audit., and report
the results to the Throne.
On December 1. P.10.2. a decree states that though the

won cliang "

Lis been abolished. the examination,: and the short essays on current topics used at the recent examinations for the chti jell degree
dies not qualify them for Government service: and it is decreed that
it only the cliii jell. but the llanlin also, niii-t hereafter attend the
imperial univer,ity. anti each person must pursue a certain course
of modern -I ;line-. and thow who suevessfutiv ronlpiete such route

of :only at the university, hall obtain diplomils allowing ilium to
enter the ranks of expectant officials in the Province. flint who
Dave joined the public -ervice -hall he periodically examined in what
they are !supposed to kiiim by the viceroys or governors. The chancellor of the itiinerit i commanded to draw up suggestions for a
course of study In 1/1`. pursued h the lie graduates in question.
The Boxer
closed the schools in Peking and Tientsin, and

the north and \\ est of t'llioa all the schools Well' temporarily

abandoned for M1111.'

1114)11111".:

111115' were l'I,1111)1iCIV tiesi

(10111)( slums of the si.liotils cut,ide of Shanghai were seriously affected.

her chess of reform;
Soon after the Empress biwager began to
her viceroy, mid governor...owing their appointments In Iler Majesty.
were ino-4 \villing to aid her, in carrying out these measures. The
orders were first to establish provincial colleges and so work down

to the Itroer gratis.

method that later. as we -hall see, had to

reversed.

In 1901_2 new college: were opened in the following Provinces
wills the accompanying appropriations for their annual support :
llonan: :30.000 taels: Fookien
KWelellOW. 20,000 tack: Shantung. :i0.000 tails: Shansi. 5(1.000
tads; Kiantesi. $1).onn Mexican: Iuaturtittig. 100.00o taek Colleges were also optmed in Soochow and
Chekiang. :i0.(100

A memorial signed by Chang Chili Tung, Chang Pai IIsi, and
Jung ('Iling states that the Raiding of young inexperienced students
to foreign countries has life been alt(gether a sifreeS'i. d reeommends that older and more learned men be -eat so that the Empire
31

niay recent. more help from their experiences and study abroad.
Thp memorial recommends that Ilanlin and princes of high rank be
permitted to Ira \ el abroad. and that they he rewarded by the Gov-

ernment according to the length of time spent abroad first class,
those that have spent at least three years in foreign countries; second
class, those who have spent two years in Europe and America; third
dims, those who have traveled in Japan over one year. Those who
stay in a foreign country less than a year are to receive no reward
from the Government. The object of sending these men is that they
may examine the methods of foreign governments, especially

9581.-11-3
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diplomatic policies; examine their military and naval regulations;
and studyfintO their educational systems. Men of the highest degrees are to meet foreign men of distinction and try to understand
their customs and ideas. The men of lower rank are to take notes
of what has especially interested, them, and their notebooks upon
return to China are to be handed to an imperial inspector and rewards to be given only to those who make out worthy notes. Those
who remained in universities and pursued regular courses of study
would accomplish greater results, and if upoh their return they
passed successful examinations they should be most liberally rewarded. Those standing first should be granted the Han lin degree
and given some important office; those who simply traveled were not

to receive as high reward as those who studied while abroad; all
officials traveling abroad would receive their regular salaries as anencouragement to such travel.
Chang Chih Twig recommended that an educational board should
be established, located at Peking, to have control over the entire
system of education in the Empire; that the imperial university
,should be under the management of one man, to be called " tsung
chien tu" in order to make its management more effective.

August 21, 1903, Chang Chili Tung, Chang Pai Hsi, and Jung
Ching made a report on the enforcement of the normal-school system and what should be the policy of the Government toward the
chin shihs. It was recommended that the normal schools ih Peking
should be raised to the grade of a normal college, and that foreign
languages were not to be taught in schools below the middle school.
It had been planned in order that all Ilanlins, chin shihs, and chung
shus might understand some western learning that they study ip a
school called the "chin shih kuan." It was found not practicable
to require all of them to enter the school, as some were disqualified
on account of age. So it was agreed that all these scholars under
85 years of age should 'enter the chin shih kuan, and while studying
to be paid salaries; but that those above the age of 35, who wished,
were to be given the official rank of "chih hsien," district magistrate,
and were then to be given offices in the Provinces; but should any of

these older students wish to study in the " chin shih kuan " they
might do so. This recommendation received the imperial sanction.
Although the Pa Ku Wen Chan (Eight;Legged Essay) had been

abolished and the short essay instituted in its place, still the old
competitive examinations were in existence. These examinations
were the very bone and sinew of the Chinese constitution. China
without her examinations was unthinkable; they possessed the key
to official life; they required a thcfixTugh knowledge of Chinese liter-

ature, and what the literary chancellor had been obliged to know to
secure his degree was still required of hiS undergraduates. To be
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successful students they must still follow the old beaten tracks, and
there was little or no time to give to modern learning. The goal of
all Chinese education had been for over 1,200 years, and still was,
Government, official recognition. The modern educational system had
been in force two years and few modern schools had been established.

The people still clung to the old system, and as long as it was in
existence it would be next to impossible to get the -wealthy to give'
toward the establishment of modern schools, and without their voluntary contributions the schools could not exist. The leaders of reform
saw that in order to develop the modern educational system the old
examinations must be abolished. There were about 1,839 degree

giving halls in the Empire, with its many as 960,000 competing
scholars, and there were at least another million of students preparing to enter the lists. It certainly -would be a drastic measure,
resulting in a great revolution, that would abolish the examination
system and destroy the hopes of 2,000,000 men.

,In the eleventh month of the twenty- ninth year of the reign of
Xuang Hsu, Chang Chili Tung, Chang Pei Hsi, Jung. Ching, and
Yuan Shill Kai presented a memorial to the Throne advocating the
gradual abolishment of the old examination system. They believed
that unless it was fully known that the old system was to be abolished the modern shawls would not prosper. They pointed out that
if the modern system of schools, as had been outlined, were fostered

and supervised by the viceroys and governors, in 10 years the,,
colleges would be able to furnish numbers of young men capable of
doing efficient service for the Empire. They offered the following,:,,,,
suggestions in order to abolish the system:
1. For the degrees of Mullin, chin shill; and chu jen, there would
be held but three more examinations, the number of degrees granted
to he decreased one-third at each examination, and so no more imperial or provincial examinations would be held after the third.

2. For the hsiu tsai (A. B. degree) there were to be held four
examinations in the next six yeAr. The number of degrees granted
to be decreased one-fourth at each examination, abolishing the exami-

nation for A. B. after the fourth examination.
3. Thereafter the imperial examinations were to be restricted to
graduates of the imperial university. The chit jen degree was to be
conferred uporrgraduates of the provincial colleges,. and the hsiu
tsai to be given by examination only to graduates of the middle
schools.

4: The educational officers of the old system were to be retained in
the new educational system.
5. Men under 30 years of age having the degree of chu jen, or kung
sheng, were to enter schools. Men from 30 to 50 years of age might

enter the training classes in normal schools, and those who did not
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wish to enter the normals might, after the three examinations, present themselves at a general examination (grace examination), where
some of the highest might be made chih hsien and distributed among
the different Provinces, and those of good literary ability, in case
they are not made officials, might be given positions as teachers in
the schools, and after three years' successful work might be rewarded
by the Government.
It was an imperial decree of September 2, 1905, that gave the last.
blow to the old style of literary examinations. Yuan Shill Kai felt
that the decree of gradually abolishing the old examinations would
delay matters too much, and that the old examinations should be
abolished at once in order to allow the expansion of the modern
system of education, and so memorialized the Throne. Viceroy
Yuan first pointed out that it would not be violating ancient custom,
but rather following it, since "before the era of what is termed the
Three Dynasties men of office were selected from the schools, and it
must be .confessed, that the plan produced many talented men."
The decree goes on to say: "It was indeed a most successful plan
for the creation of a nursery for the disciplining of talent and the
molding of character for our Empire of China. Indeed, the examples before us of the wealth and power of Japan and the countries
of the west have their foundation in no other than their own schools.
Just now we are passing through a crisis fraught with difficulties,
and the country is most urgently in want of men of talent and abilities of the modern sort." He asserts that unless these old-style examinations be abolished at once the people of this Empire will con-

tinue to show apathy anti hesitate to join the modern schools of
learning. "Hence, if we desire to see the spread of modern education by the establishment of a number of schools we must first abolish
the old .9tyle of studying for the examinations. The said memorial-

ist's arguments on the subject show the result of experience and
knowledge, and we therefore hereby command, beginning from the
Ping Wit Cycle (1906), all competitive examinations for the literary
degrees of chu jen (M. A.) and chin shih (Ph. D.) after the old style
shall be henceforth abolished; while the annual competitions in the
cities of the various Provinces for the hsiu tsai (B. A.) or licentiati;
degree are also abolished at once. Those possessing literary grades
of the old style chujen and hsiu tsai who obtained their degrees prior
to the issuance of this decree shall be given opportunities to take up
official rank according to their respective grades and abilities." It
states that the methods of rewards in rank and 41 egree are to be the
same as those, formerly given in the examinati .. "We are certain
that the official classes and gentry throughout the Empire, on learning of this, will enthusiastically set about to start as many schools
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as possible and to give the blessing of modern education to every
individual subject of the Throne.
* * We command our ministers of educations, on receiving this our imperial decree, to lose
no time in at once distributing to the various Provinces the textbooks
that have been prepared for schools, so that we may have a uniform
system in teaching in all our.schools." It further urges that primary schools shall be established at once in all the towns, hamlets,
and villages, and that the utmost care be exercised in the selection of
teachers for these schools.
The next day was issued an edict commanding that all the literary

chancellors in the various Provinces should be given the duty of
holding examinations and inspecting the schools of the Province to
Which each of them had been appointed under the previous regime,
and that each should work in conjunction with the vicefoy or governor of the Province in which he held office. The same day another
edict commanded that for the sake of uniformity the literary chan-

cellors of the Provinces, instead of remaining under the board of
rites, were in future to be under the control of the ciftief commissioners of education (hsueh wit to chen). The chief commissioners
of education, Chang Pai 1Isihing Ching, and the Viceroy Chang
Chili Tung, presented an elaborate outline for the educational system in China, and rules and regulations for the governing of the
same. They had carefully studied the educational systems of foreign
countries before preparing their report. The rapid development of
Japan and her successes in the war with Russia called forth the admiration of China, and Viceroy Chang was especially pro-Japanese.
Hence it is not strange that the Japanese educational system was to
these commissioners the most attractive, and that they should have
developed an educational system by grafting the Japanese system
upon the old Chinese educational system devoted to the study of the
Chinese classics. They were. not trained in western learning, and it
is not surprising that they did so poorly, but that they should have
succeeded so well in outlining a complete system of education, which
included kindergarten and orphan schools, lower and higher primary
schools,,middle schools, provincial colleges (higher schools), and a
natioNal university, with its colleges and graduate school. They also
outlined courses for normal schools and colleges, colleges of languages,
the Chin Shih College, agricultural schools and colleges, and technical schools and colleges. An edict of the eleventh month of Kuang
Hsu, twenty-ninth year, approved this memorial.

On the 5th of September, 1905, an edict was issued in regard to
Chinese students studying abroad. It states that the viceroys and
governors have obeyed the command to send a number of selected
students to study in foreign countries; that as there is a very large
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number of students 'already in Japan, a large number should also
be sent to study in Europe and America, and " to those who are

willing to cross the wide oceans in order to gain uihstantial knowledge to be of use to their country when they return home,weshall
certainly show our deepest pleasure and commendations." The min.
isters abroad were to have charge of the students in the country where

they were accredited, and they were commanded to " treat the
students like their own children and relatives." They must also at

times examine the students as to their studies and see that they lived
orderly lives and were diligent in their work. " Should any of them

be in want of money to prosecute their studies or any be ill, our
ministers are expected to give what pecuniary or other aid the case
Let not our officials look slightingly on
may demand.
these students, but assist the Throne in every way to obtain men of
ability and use for the betterment of the Empire." The students

were reminded that they should study with profit to themselves and
their country, so that upon their return they might be of service
to their Emperor. They were urged to make careful selections of
studies, not choosing simple ones, nor shirking difficult ones, but
choosing those subjects which they were best fitted to pursue and
which would give them knowledge and ability so that they might
upon their return show by examination that they were qualified to
take places of responsibility.

It was after receiving a joint report from the ministers of the

chu) and the commissioners
department of state affairs (cheng
(
hsueh
yu
to
cheit)
that the Government
of educational affairs
created the ministry of education (hsueh pu), December 6, 1905.
The following is a translation of a part of the edict :
"At the present moment schools and colleges are being established
in every Province of our Empire, and it has therefore become necessary to create a department in the Government which shall be at
their head for the better purpose of perfect, control. We therefore
hereby command that a-ministry of education (hsueh pu) be created
forthwith, and that Jung Ching, assistant grand secretary and chancellor of the Hanlin Academy, be appointed president of the ne'
ministry. We further appoint Hsi Yin to be senior vice president,
with the rank of an expectant metropolitan officer of the third grade.
We further command that the duty and admini,tration work of the
imperial academy (kuo the chien) be amalgamated with the new
ministry. The newly appointed president of the ministry of education is also commanded to confer with his colleagues as to whatever
shall be further needed for the completion of the rights and duties
of the ministry that have not been touched. upon in this decree and
to report the same to us. With the inauguration of this new depart-
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ment of the Government the members thereof have the very important and serious duty of specially seeing to the encouragement and
nurture of education throughout the Empire, and we would therefore enjoin upqn each and all of them to put forth their best effort

to do their du* in furthering the earnest wishes of the Throne in
this matter, which shall lead to the enlightenment and civilization
of the people and the establishment of a universal education throughout the country."
The Chinese Government, realizing the necessity of coming into
closer relations with foreign nations and of securing a better understanding of their various political- institutions, manufactures, commerce, agriculture, navies, armies, and educational institutions, have
since 1901 sent many e'elegations of commissioners abroad to study.

In 1904 Prince Pu Lun was appointed commissioner and Wang
Kai Hah vice commissioner to.go on a mission abroad to visit the St.
Louis Exposition. Prince Pu Lun was the fifth prince of the imperial blood who had ever visited Shanghii during the past two centuries. The first was Prince Chun, the present regent, who in July,
1901, passed through Shanghai on his way to4;ermany to apologize

for the murder of Baron Von Ketteler, German minister, in June,
1900. The second was Prince Tsai Chen, son and heir of Prince
Ching, who in May. 1902, was on his way to England as special antbassador to congratulate King Edward on His Majesty's coronation:
The third and fourth princes 'Were the sons of Prince Su, who in the

slimmer of 1902 were on a trip to the Straits Settlements and the
Osaka Exhibition in company with the Mongol prince Kharachin.
Again, in the fall of 1905," the five high commissioners," composed of
Duke TSai Tse, Hsu Shill Chang, Tai Hung Tze, Tuan Fang, and Li
Sheng Te, were commissioned to visit Japan, the United States, England, France, Germany, Austria-lIungary, Russia, Italy, and Belgium.

China had for so long shut herself up in her complacency against
the whole world that these commissions, composed of some of China's
greatest men, should be sent abroad to study western education, agri-

culture, and jurisprudence, with the hope of finding something that
would revolutionize and build up China into one of the world's great
powers took the Occident by surprise. The results have more than
justified the expenditure and truly demonstrated to the world that
China is in earnest in her effort. to reform her educational, indti.strial,
economic, and constitutional systems. During the period of reorganization of education from June 1, 1901, to the time of the abolishing of the old system of examinations, September 2, 1905, as is in=
dicated by the contents of the edict of that date, modern schools were
not being established as rapidly as the Government desired. In some
Provinces little if any attention had been given the subject, and in
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some others where half-hearted attempts had been made the schools
were of necessity poorly organized, the management was in, the hands
of unqualified men, and the teachers had little or no knowledge of
pedagogy and western learning. There were three or four Provinces
that had made a more earnest attempt. Chili Province.at this time
took the lead in educational matters. In a measure this was due to
her location, being the metropolitan Province, although the schools
of Peking :Ire not under the jurisdiction of the Province, having an
independent educational board, but the- rapid development of the
schools was very largely clue to the energetic measures and good
administration of the viceroy, Yuan Shih Kai. He had a clear conception of what was needed, understood how to organize, and was
wise enough to employ Dr. Tenney to supervise the schools of the
Province during the first period of reconstruction. In May, 1902,
Viceroy Yuan established a provincial .board. of education at Paotingfu, with the object of having it supervise all the schools in the
Province. Hu Yueh Fan was appointed to pan (director). At the
same time there were eight other officers connected with the board.

The administration was divided into three departments, special
science, general educational, and translation and publication. March,

1903, a printing press was added to the board's outfit, and a few
months later the department of translation and publication added
six more officers to its staff, superintendent of map drawing, proof
reader, accountant, publisher, translator, and copyist.
By May,1904,1ecture halls were opened, where lectures were given
under the supervision of the board of education. The lectures were
given with the hope of educating the public along the lines of reform
and progress in the new system of government, industry, and education. These halls are open every night, Sundays excepted, when
four half-hour lectures are given by able men. By the end of 1905,
18 lecture halls had been opened in the Provinces. The provincial
college at Paotingfu was organized in the spring of 1902. Its work
.

was quite elementary, similar to that now required of the middle
schools. In 1904 it had ti teaching staff consisting of two Europeans

and six Chinese, who were formerly students of the Tientsin University and the Tientsin Naval College. In 1902 a normal school
was established at Paotiugfu under Japanese instructors. Its object was to train teachers to take charge of the primary schools. In
1904 the school enrolled between 400 and 500 students,, who were
mostly of advanced age,' many if not most of whom had Chinese
degrees.

The Tientsin University (Pei Yang Ta Hsueh Tang) was reopened
in April, 1903, having been rebuilt on the site of the ruined arsenal
at Haiku, situated about 5 miles outside of Tientsin city. The stu-
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dents entering at that time were compelled to devote two years
preparatory work. In August, 1905, classes were formed in th
technical departments of law, civil engineering, and mining. In
1906 members of the advanced class were sent to the United States
to complete their education.
It was realized that middle schools must be established throughout

the Provinces as feeders to the Tientsin University and provincial
college. Dr. Tenney, president of the university, began theirbrgani-

zation in some of the feand chow cities, and by the spring of 1904
had 14 such schools organized, with an average of about 50 students
in each school. These schools were scattered over the Province. from
*the extreme north on the borders of Mongolia to the extreme south of

the Province not far from the Yellow .River. The Chinese examination halls (shit yuan) were reconstructed Mr these middle schools,
and as a rule are very suitable and commodious. Former students
of the Tientsin University. were intrusted itith the teaching in these
schools, and were very successful, often showing much enthusiasm
in the work. All the schools had athletic grounds, and the students
were required 'to take physical exercise daily as 9 part of their work.
We are told by Dr. Tenney that the gentry often looked askance at
the innovation, but the fear of the viceroy compelled them to tolerate
it. In 1904 orders were given to establish a middle school in each
fu of the Province, and in each hsien was to be established a higher
primary school, and the smaller places were to organize lower primary schools. At this date students were selected and sent to Japan
for study in normal schools; upon their return they were expected
to teach in the schools of Chihli Province. In order to save expense
the three departments of the educational board were united in one
department in October, 1904. In April, 1905, the hoard was moved
from Paotingfu to Tientsin, where it is still located, having many
buildings in spacious and beautiful grounds. That. year the hoard
was divided into seven departments, accounts, special sciences, gen-

eral education, supervision, technical, map drawing, and one in
charge of students studying in foreign countries.
At this time night schools were opened giving officials an opportunity to study English. The students sent the year before to study

in the normal schools'in Japan, having completed a short course,
returned to Tientsin and were distributed among the fu cities to
teach; and more students were sent abroad to study.
During this period other schools had been established in the ProvAt Paotingfu an agricultural college was established in 1902,
a medical college in 1904, a political science school in 1905. A miliince.

tary and a Japanese language school were also established. An
industrial school and an army medical school were established in
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Tientsin. The Educational Directory for China, 1905, gives the

following report of the middle schools of Chihli Province under
Dr. Tenney, superintendent:
Name of schools

I

Chine..k 1 Pupils
,...1,,,,.

Name of school,

.

chineee

teachrs.

Pupils.

i

I

I

2

:it)

4

10

4

0

3

Shen Chow
Shen Te
00 . Ta Ming
40 Ting Chou

2

30

4

10 I

Tsun !lux.

2

30

Haan Hue

4

60 I

Yung Ping... .....

1

50

I Chou

2

30 :

Is Ho
Kiang Ping

4

tin

52

750

4

60

Tientsin

Sin

Chao Chou

3

Chanting

4

Chi Chou
Ho Chien_

50

.

I

Total

:.

1

English is taught in all the middle schools.
By January, 1906, there were in Chihli Province 35 lecture halls.
8 technical and special schools, 21 normal schools, 24 middle :drools,
and 166 boys' higher primary schools.

CHAPTER IV.
CONTROLLING AGENCIES OF THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM.
The eclucational system .in China, as we have seen by studying the
growth of modern edtication, rests upon imperial decrees. The con-

trolling authority, therefore, has been intrusted to. first, the ministry of education, with its headquarters at Peking. and. second, the
provincial boards of education and other local officers. As shown
in the previous chapter. the ministry of education (hsuelt pu),
created December 6, 1905, by imperial decree, has at its head a
president and two vice presidents. These are assisted by five depart-

ments, three of which are subdivided into three bureaus, and the
other two into two bureaus each. Each department has a senior

secretary in charge. and each bureau a second-class secretary and one
or two second-class assistant secretaries.

The first department is the department of general supervision
szti), and is composed of the following bureaus: First.
bureau of seen and important documents (chi yao ke). and, as its

(tsug

name indicates. it has charge of all secret and important documents,
prepares 1111.111(wials and documents for the ministry of education.
has the supervision and recommendation of educational officials to be
promoted or degraded. Second. bureau of records (an to ke). which
receives and Id tiles all records and reports from the educational boards
of the Province. Third, bureau of textbooks (shen tint lie), which
has the supervision, inspection. and approving of all textbooks, and
the preparing and providing suitable ones for the schooli, of the
r
Empire.
The second department is the department of professional education
( chuan men SZU ), and is composed of: Mist, the bureau of instruction of professional education (cilium men chino). which looks after
the establishing of universities, provincial colleges, and professional
schools of law, polit ical 'science. and the like: it also has charge of the
examination of private professional schools as to their standard,
rank, and privileges, and makes reports concerning them to the
ministry of education. Second, the bureau of administration of
professional education (chuan men szu), which is to protect and
encourage professional education; to examine all professional associations and to reward those who are worthy; to have charge of
museums, observatories, and the weather bureau, and to have charge
of all students studying.in foreign countries.
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The third department

is

the department of general education

(pu tung szu), and is composed of : First, the bureau of normal educa-

tion (shill fan chino yu kel. which has charge of all normal schools;
deaf, dumb, and blind schools, women's normal schimls, and domestic

education, as to their schedules, rules, regulations. administrative
officers, teaching staff, and the like.

Second. the bureau of secondary

education (doing teng chino yn ke), which has charge of middle
schools for boys and girls, and all ther schools of the same rank, as
to their studies, rules, regulation , administration. teaching staff, and
the like. Third, the bureau of primary eduisition (hsiao
Aim)
yu ke), which looks after the interests of all the primary schools, has
charge of the halls for promoting education (chmin hAtelt so); also
of kindergartens and all elementary schools.
The fourth department is the department of technical education

(shih yeh szu) composed of: First, the bureau of instruction in
technical education (shih yeh chino wu ke), which has charge of
the agricultural, industrial, and commercial schools; also of all
technical schools, as to their rules.. regulations, administration,
students, teaching staff, etc. Second, the bureau of administration
of technical education (shill yeh shu wu ke), which is to CX1111111e
into the conditions of technical education in the Provinces and to
devise ways and means for promoting and supporting the same.
The fifth department is the department of finance (hui chi szu)
and is composed of; First, the bureau for the receiving and disbursing of funds (tu
ke), which has the preparing of the budget
for the ministry of education and for the Provinces and also has
charge of all the finances of the ministry of education and makes
reports of the same; it also has charge of all property connected
with the ministry of education. &econd. the bureau of building,

(chien chu ke).. which looks after the buildings of all

schools.

libraries:and -museums of schools directly under the supervision of
the minister of education; also examines the architectural plans for

all schools in China. Third, the bureau of miscellaneous affairs
(szu wu ting), which has charge of the seal of the ministry of education and stamps all papers: superintends the buildings and
grounds of the ministry of education, day and night, and is in
charge of all the servants connected with the ministry of education.
The ministry of education sends out inspectors to visit the schools
of the various Provinces, and they are required to make. personal
inspection of the- schools

and within six months to sad in reports
to the ministry of education, of the number of schools visited with

the number of teachers and 'pupils. The Peking Daily News of

February 28, 1908, reports that these inspectors receive a salary of
200 tads per Month, but it is not. customary .to publish the salaries
-of Chinese Covernment officers. The North China herald of
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Detxtmlwr IS, 1909, page 1142, states that The regulations drown up

by the ministry of education for the inspection of schools have been

approved by decree, and will be put into operation next year."
The Universal thizette. December 31. 1909. states that the ministry
III education. having appointed educational commissioners and-.
provincial boards of education, is contemplating establishing' district boards of education in every Province.
The Ministry of education is to establish a large depot in Peking
from which it Can supply every kind of educational requisite for the
entire Empire. It has a nomenclature committee at work compiling
a uniform and much-needed dictionary of technical 1911,
.kbuilt the time of the establishment of the minist,v of education
the Japanese ministry of education provided Japanese professors to
give a live-weeks' 41Parse of lector F1 iefore the Chinese ministry of

idik.tion .ind the e.inimi,si,),,,,,rof education who had been sent
to Japan to-study the Alapatiese system of education.

Later in Haat

the cmunissioners Of educut ion who had nut been abroad were
requested to visit Japan and examine the educational system Of
that count ry before hvoinning then official duties.

In each Pilo ince there is 0 provincial board of education. called
the hsueh wit kung so. All the officers of this board are nominated
by the ministry of education and c(ndirind by the Throne. The
provincial commissioner of education (ti hsuch shift) is to be of the
same rank as the provincial treasurer, and is under the control of the
viceroy or governor of the Province. Ilis duties are. to enforce the

regulations of the ministry of education: to report to the viceroy
or governor any prefectural or district magistrate wi is not carrying out the regulations of the minist- y; to make yearly ',ports of all

(he schools in the Province and to present them to the ieroy In'
governor who will forward the reports to the ministry of education;

to work with the provincial treasurer and see that funds are provided for the schools. Ile is also required to make reports whenever
called upon, and he van, in cat:es of great importance, connounicate

directly with the ministry of education; but he can not leave the
Province without first securing the consent of the ministry of education. This provincial commissioner of education, who has a number
of officers to assist him, nominates. and the viceroy or governor appoints, six inspectors (shengshih hsueh) who are chosen from normal
graduates, returned students from abroad, administrators. or teachers
of schools. 'These inspectors are required to visit the schools and
make reports. There are a senior and five junior counselors called
i (thong and i show, who are ti assist the provincial commissioner in
devising ways and means for carrying out the educational program,
and are to be able to answer all questions asked by the viceroy or
governor concerning education in the Province. There are also- a
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superintendent of education (kao_teng chino yu chiang shih)..
private secretary (mi shu kuan), and a Commissioner of investigation (chi din).
There are six bureaus in the board of education, each having a
president., vice president. and secretary. Pki.O. the laireau of acvomits (huai chi he) ; second, the bureau of technical schools (shill
yell he); third, the bureau of lohninistration ( tsung wu he) ; fourth,
the bureau of general education (pu tong lie): fifth. the bureau of
professional education (ehuan men ke) ; sixth, the bureal, of niap
drawing and engraving (tu shu he). We have been informed that
the educational hoard of Chili Province in 1ti contained 5.2. me
brs; that 1 was a returned student having graduated in Japan; 1 a
returned student. who had graduated from an American college; :(
had traveled in Japan; 1-I were graduates of normal schools or of
political science schools;1 was a graduate of he Tientsin Naval
College; 1 a graduate of an engineering school; 1 was a chin shill

(Ph. D. Government graduate) : 14 were elm jen (N. A. Government
graduates): ()(1 all had received sonar Government literary degret;.
The expense of this educational hoard for the thirty-third year of
Knnng Hsu (1907-5) was -11,261 taels. or $.2.760
Educational commissioner's offices had liven established ire ncenu
of the foreign countries to have charge of Government Chinese
students studying abroad. In Japan, where there is the largest
number of. Chinese students, this office is located inside of the
Chinese' legation at 'Tokyo. The Chinese minister is the president
and the educational commissioner is his assistant, and must be
chosen from among the Chinese legation secretaries in Japan by
the ministry of education and the Chinese minister of the legation
in Tokyo. The educational commissioner receives instructions from
the minister. but all diplomatic affairs concerning the students are
entirely in the hands of the minister. but the educational commissioner is to report such eases to the minister. ]lit is the duty of the
commissioner to keep records of- the students as to their school
work and character and to make reports of the saint fo the ministry

of education in Peking. De also protects, directs. and corrects
these student's when occasions require. but is to act with discretion.
He is also to give certificates, such as are required by the minister
of education, to students graduating from Japanese schools; to issue
excuses to students, such as granting them the privilege of return

ing to China on a visit or permanently; and he has the right. to
send lack to China such students as have a bad character ,or are
not snaking progress in their studies! but he must make reports

also of these matters to the ministry of education. In making choice
of a course of study, the student must first secure the approval of the
educational commissioner before entering upon the work. The board-,.
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ing or lodging places of students outside of I he legation are subject
to the commissioner's approval. and in case of sickness he selects the
hospital to which the student is to be sent. Ile has charge of paying the monthly stipends to the students, and in cases where selfsupporting students become financially embarrassed he may loan
them to the amount of $.-4), which must be paid hack inside of two
-months' time, or the student will forfeit the right to borrow further
sums from the Ai( e. llelp call he given to but one student at a
time from the same Province. In the case of the death of a selfsupporting student the commissioner may furnish the amount necessary to send the body home. but the .xp se must not exceed $300
Mexican.

The commissioner's office has four I lip:1014WD t S . 14' ;I I'M , charge of
students; second. finances; third. charge of official documents; fourth,
department of translation. when: the regulations of Japanese schools
arc put into Chinese. The commissioner selects at the most 10 men
for his staff Of ath;sor.,: w ho are to aid him in solving difficult questions. The salarios of these lower officers are fixed by the minister.

For the students studying in Great Britain and Europe there has
been but one educational commissioner's office, which has been located
I

in Iiondon, but we are informed that the ministry of education. has
changed this plan and in future educational commissioners' offices
will be establrilwd in each European country where Chinese Government students are pursuing their studies. In the United States there
is more than one educational commissioner. Dr. Tenney was one of
the first to be appointed to look after the stUdents sent out by the
Tientsin ITniversity. and later tliey have 1,cen placed under a commissioner of tiio Chinese imperial customs. Mr. Yung Kwai, son
of the venerable lung Wing. is., in charge of the Chinese students
sent out under the indemnity fund returned to China by the United
States.

The provincial hoard is also aided by supervisory boards of primary schools. In Chihli Province there were. in 190R, 31 such
boards. In the same year there had been established in the Province
29 educational clubs (rhino vim hull. The ministry of education
ordered all the Provinces to establish educational exhorting societies
Milian knell so), where the school officials and teachers might meet

and discuss the ways and meaus for pronniting the schools, and
where some might receive help from those of experience and acknowledgea success. In Peking. in 1908, an attemitt was made especially
to interest those eminected with the Government, public, and private

elementary schools to bring abopt better results and a more unified
system of conducting the school and better teaching methods. They
met at a place called the ".Ifs hen ino" on the fourth Sunday
in each. month, in spring and winter, r
1 to 4 o'clock, and the
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remainder of the year from 8 to 11 o'clock. Any teacher of Government, public, or private schools could become a membeof this club
through the recommendation of a regular member. In 1908 there
were 149 of these societies in Chihli Province. Throughout the Empire there have been established great numbers of lecture halls (hsuan
chiang so). In Chihli Province alone there were by 1908 no less
than 158 lecture halls. Four lectures are given every night, except
on Sundays, from 7.15 to 9.15. During the daytime the majority of
the halls are used for half-day schools. It has been my privilege to
attend some of these meetings in'Tientsin city. The halls are large

and comfortable, fitted up with tables, stools, and long benches.
They are well lighted, and the guests during the evenings are often
refreshed by a cup of hot tea. The attendance is usually good, averaging anywhere from 80 to 160, and some evenings as many as 1,000
have-been known to attend. In the city there Were, in 1909, 18 lecturers, who volunteered their services, receiving but $5 to pay for
their rickshaw hire. Lectures are given to educate the people along
educational, governmental, industrial, commercial, and general subjects. The provincial board of education insists that the edicts must
be explained to the people; also that lectures shall be given on parliamentary government, so that the people may intelligently exercise
the franchise as soon as a constitutional government is established in
China. In many of the Provinces much pains was taken to prepare
the people for the first provincial assemblies of 1909. One evening
in the east ma lu lecture hall in Tientsin I heard lectures on the following subjects: First, How Egypt Came to Lose Her Independence;
second, History of Korea; third, The Russia) and Japanese War;
fourth, Principles of Commerce. These subjects were discussed in
an intelligent and instructive manner, and commanded the close
attention of the hearers. Another evening the subjects were: First,
The. Cultivation of the Individual ; second, Following the Customs and

Manners That Have Been Handed Down to Us; third, Education;
fourth, Books Which We Must Study. Every effort is being made
by the educational boards to educate the people along the lines of
modern education, and thus to secure their support and cooperation
in advancing education.

CHAPTER V.
PRIMARY EDUCATION.

Under the head of primary education may be placed kindergarten
and home education, elementary schools, and technical schools of
an elementary character. The last class is treated under technical
schools.

At the time of the adoption of the system of education no place
outside of the kindergarten and home education was provided for
the education of girls, hence this chapter otherwise treats only of
schools for boys.

Kindergartens are tl be established for children from 2 to 6 years

of age, and are to be taught by women specially trained for the

Stork. Thus far the ministry of education has not been able to give
much attention to the developing of this work, but it does expect first

of all to have kindergartens organized in connection with the orphanages that are being opened in the large cities, and it has provided that women shall be trained:is nurses for the caring for and
teaching of these -orphan children. Training classes are to be provided for. widows who may be able to devote themselves to the carrying on of this work. It is the plan of the Government to prepare
books relating to home education, and also to have translations made
of the best foreign books on kindergarten subjects. The Government

hopes that through the preparation of these books many mothers
will, by reading them, learn the most modern methods of training
their children. It also suggests that the wealthy may be able to open
such schools ih their homes.
I VMS able one day to visit the first private kindergarten school
established in Tientsin, which had been opened by His Excellency

Yen Hain, a Hanlin and the vice president of the ministry of education, in his home. It was carried on very successfully, doing the
work of a model kindergarten, and its founder no doubt hoped by
creating an interest in this department of education to induce many
of the wealthier gentry to open kindergarten schools. His excellency
had also established in his home a women's kindergarten training
school, in which were 27 students; the instruction was good and the
students gave promise of developing into good teachers.

In Japan the kindergartens have flourished and are looked upon
by, the people as a very essential part of the educational system, and
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a_y infer that 'they will be just as attractive to the Chinese
people and in time will be estabigarn- large numrs- m Ui Eii rwe

pire. The home Life in China needs to be supplemented by just what
the kindergartens can furnish. The Chinese child seems to be more

amenable to early instruction and to kindergarten influences than
the European child, and this should be taken advantage of, and a
widespread use of the system would save much time and expense in
after years when the child is passing through the primary schooLs.
The elemeatary schools are divided into two grades, called lower
primary (civil tong hsiao hsueh tang) and the higher primary (kao
tong hsiao hsueh tang). Sometimes the two are united in one school,
known as a higher-lower primary. Again, there are schools called
half-day schools, where the attendance is so great that accommoda-

tion can only be given all the pupils by dividing them into two
classes, one attending school in the forenoon and the other in the
afternoon. Again there are night schools, where the poor children
who have to work during the daytime may attend and secure an ele-

mentary education. Many night schools have been opened in the
towns and villages where men have attended in large numbers. The
subjects taught are morals, reading, writing, and accounts.
Lower primary schools, having a course of five years have been
agre-of -O. These schools
established for boys, who ma
are classed as Government, public and priVate schools. It is expected
that each village having 100 roofs will establish one of these schools,
and the Government expects this rule to be enforced by 1915. The
Government proposes to establish in each hsien at least two p-called
Government lower primary schools, and in each town at least one
such school. The funds for these Government schools are to be supplied by the local Magistrate. The public lower primary schools are
such as have been established and organized according to the regulations of the ministry of education for lower primary schools, and are
being supported by contributions that formerly were used for other
purposes, such as theatricals. These contributior may be turned
into apernianent endowment. Any private school supported by any
individual, providing it has an enrollment of over 30 boys and conforms to the regulations made by the Government for lower primary
schools, may be placed under Government control, being under the
control and supervision of the local magistrate. All schools are to
be established by sanction of the local magistrate, and without his

sanction no school is allowed to be closed. The magistrate is expected to encourage and foster such schools, and if it be found that
he is negligent in his duties, he is to be reported and degraded; and
if he interferes and obstructs the establishment of schools, he is to
be reported and severely punished. He is required to select some of
the most respectable citizens to aid him in securing the establish-
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ment of schools. His future promotion depends' not .a little upon
how he has been able to organize, establish, and finance schools. Any
citizen who gives liberally toward the support of these schools may
be reported to the governor of the Province for reward.
The course of study extends through five years. Eight subjects

are taught through the entire course, and the number of hours re
quired per week is to be uniform through the course as given below.
Course of study fur the lower primary schools (flve. years).
Subjects.

Ethics
Chinese classics
Chinese literature
Mathematics
History

Number

Subjects.

of hours.
3
12

4

Number
of hours.

Geography.,
Science
Drill

V.
Total

a

ao

The work required in mathematics is: First year, 1 to 20; read and
write: addition and subtraction. Second year, 20 to 100; multiplication and division. Third year, addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. Fourth year, decimals; the use of the abacus.
Fifth year, application of the four rules, using the abacus.
The work required in Chinese classics: First year, Filial Piety
Classic; Analects, volume 1 (Lun Yu), taking about 40 characters
in advance each day, reading and explaining them. Second year,

Analects, volume 2 (Lun Yu) ; Great Learning (Ta Hsueh) and
Doctrine of the Mean (Chung Yung), 60 characters per day. Third
year, Meng Tze, 100 characters per day. Fourth year, Meng Tze,
Li Chi, 100 characters per day,. Fifth year, Li Chi, 100 characters
per day.

The work required in Chinese literature: First year, nouns and
verbs; second year, building sentences; third year, building paragraphs; fourth year, continuation of third-year work; fifth year,
letter writing, common style. The pupils also have work in penmanship, and practice recognizing characters at sight..
History is one hour per week throughout the five years and con-

sists. of reading short stories and biographies of famous men in
Chinese history.

In geography they begin with the neighborhood, extending out
to the hsien, fu, Province, China, and the countries bordering on
China.
Science work, elementary study in zoology; botany,-and mineralogy.

Morals are taught to develop in the boys a desire to do right in
and out of school.
Drill consists of physical exercises.
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Drawing and manual work may be taken as elective studies.
The teacher has the right to diminish the number of hours of study
.during the 20 days before examination.
The old system of having the boys learn to commit without any
explanations is no longer desired. The best schools explain the text
as a pupil proceeds in his lesson. It is not unusual to find teachers
still clinging to the old methods of teaching in the primary schools.
In Tientsin city, while visiting schools, I found some old-style primary schools in the very vicinity where the " model primary school "
is located. I had just left the model primary school and was therefore able to compare the old with the nevi- system. The model primary school contained all the grades of the higher and lower primary
schools.

Here, indeed, I found all the classes conducted by able

teachers, who not only understood the most modern primary methods
of teaching, but were also able to apply these methods. Here I found

the best primary work that I have seen in China. The pupils were
in perfect order, giving the very best attention, were enthusiastic,
and showed by their recitations that they had had excellent drill in
the work they had been over. Never have I seen better work done
in the schools of the United States than I saw in this model primary
school. Tint work done in most of the modern primary schools that
I have visited, while being somewhat better than the old schools, still
falls very far short-of what. we would call good work in the United
States. Most of the teachers are men taught in the old way and
have very little knowledge of western science and less of pedagogy.
and they find the old way much easier than the new. 'When China
has young men teaching who have been well trained in normal
methods, then, and not before, we may expect to.find better primary
schools in China.
It was discovered that the lower primary schools were not. doing
good work, and that the pupils were not able to complete all the outlined course of study in the five years, so, on May 15, 1909, the ministry of education sent in a memorial asking that the course of study
for the lower primary schools might be altered.to meet the needs of
the people and with the hope of establishing a larger numlier of such
schools. The ministry of education made the following suggestions,
which were on. the same day approved by an imperial edict: That
each school should have at least 30 pupils, and that there should be
offered two courses of study, one a complete course and the other a
much easier course. The memorial says: " When we examined the
lower primary schools last year, scarcely could be found one school
conforming strictly to the regulations as outlined by the ministry of

education. To be sure, most of the officials had a few schools to
show off, but these were so few as not to be worthy of mention,
but there were schools where the officials could show that a large
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amount of money had been spent with very little work done. When
asked the causes for the poor work that had been done, the following
were some of the complaints offered: 'The course of study contained
too many subjects; the funds for the school were not sufficient to
employ well - qualified teachers; and the number of hours of study too

limited.' We believe these complaints are true." In the old course
there were eight subjects; in the new, history, geography, and natural

science are not to be studied as subjects, but some knowledge of them
o he obtained from the.subject matter in their new readers. In their
place music is added and drawing is made. optional. In place of 80
recitation hours per week, as in the old course, the new is to have 36
hours. Sunday forenoon is to be used for reviewing the week's work,
and the afternoon is for rest. In the easy course the pupils will study
reading, Chinese literature, and mathematics. If a school is located
in a city the-ptudents should have physical drill. but if in the country
they may do without it, especially if they have no teacher to do the
work. Dritwing is made optional in this easy course. The people
living in a place ma} decide which course shall he taught in the school,
and if they wish both courses in the same schhol, two departments
may be formed. In case a pupil who has completed a short course

wishes to enter the higher primary, he must make up all the work
required in the complete course before he enters. The number of

years may also be cut

course.

The Chinese language has no phonetic system, but is made up of
an unknown number of complicated idiographs, called characters.
Each of these characters must be separttely learned by the child
through
effort of memory. Ile must r-esettgnize by the form of a
character its name and meaning, and he also must know how to
%trite the character from memory. All this places a heavy burden
upon the child and prevents his milking as rapid progress in his
studies as could be made using a phonetic language. Wang Chao,
the secretary who figured so conspicuously at the! time of Kitting
Ilsurs reforms, has invented a phonetic systein that. has some good
points, but as a whole is not generally considered satisfactory. The
new era is looking for an inventor to bring this blessing to China.
After completing the lower primary course of study students may
enter Ow higher primary. The course is limited to 4 years of 36
hours' recitations per week. These schools may be established in
any city, town, or village. In every hsien there must be one so-called
Government higher primary school. In any city or town, if there
have been any self-supporting schools, they may be classed as higher
primary school4 by conforming to the rules of the ministry of education, and where these schools have been supported by contributions and collections, such as have been used for theatrical purposes,
these collections may be regarded as endowments, and the schools
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so established are known as public higher primary schools.

Several

villages may join together and establish a higher primary schoolafter first securing the consent of the magistrate. When anyone
establishes and pays all the expenses of a higher primary school, the
school is classed asa private higher primary school, and must conform to the same rules as govern higher primary schools. The local
magistrate is to see that higher prinuiry schools are established and
regulated according to law, and any violation on his part will subject
him to censure unklpossibly to punishment. Ile may select respectable citizens to assist him in establishing these schools. The finances
are left in the hands of the cities, towns, and villages 4o manage.

The pupils are not required to pa?' tuition in the lower, but in the
higher primary schools a moderate fee is required. 'I-he nine subjects taught during the four years embrace the following: Morals, 2 ./
hours; Chinese literature, hours; Chinese classics, 12 hours; mathematics,"3 hours;'sdience, 9 hours; Chinese history. 2 hours; geogra:

phy, 2 hours; drawing, '2 hours; and physical drill, 2 hours.

,

As

was the case in the lower primary, so we find in the higher primary
that the Chinese classics occupied the most important place, as ft out
of the 19 hours given are devoted to the reading of the Shih Ching,
'or Book of Poetry; the Shu Ching, or Book of History; the I Ching,
Or Book of Changes; and the-Section on " Mourning,- in the Li Chi,
or Book of Rites. The remaining ti hours are devoted to the explanation of the texts, and the 96,856 characters in the texts read.'

The work in Chinese literature is devoted to the study of the
ku won, or ancient literature, and.the translation of it into mandarin,
the official language; the writing of essays and the study of mandarin.
In mathematics the larger portion of a grammar-school arithmetic
is completed and drill is given in the use of the abacus. The work
in Chinese history' begins with the ancient period and attention is
paid only to the most important events and changes made in the life
of the nation. The work in geography includes the study of China
and foreign nations. In science the first., second, and fourth years
are devoted to the study of biology, and the third year to elementary
chemistry. The object in teaching morals is to develop character, and
this is done by bringing out prominently the characteristics of great
men and their sayings or teachings. Use is made first of the four
books. and then selections are made from the Book of Poetry. The

work in physical drill is not alone for the exercising of the body,
but also to teach the student prompt obedience. The principal may
permit the students to take manual training, agriculture, or commerce,
in place of work in biology, and two hours' work may also be dropped
from other subjects, and if the three subjects, manual training, agri?The Book of Poetry bas 40,849 words In the text the Book of History, 27,1:14 words;
the Book of Changes, 24,437 words; and the Section on Mourning, 4,437 words
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culture, and commerce,, are desired, the scheduled number of !lows
may be increased by two. There should be eight classes and no
more in the school, so that students may enter at either of the two
terms of the.year. No class is to have more than GO pupils. Qualified pupils up to the age of 15 may enter the beginning classes in the

school. The principal may' diinitt the number of hours of recitation 20 days before the close of each term. When the pupils are
examined the principal should invite the local magistrate to be
present and help look over the papers and grant the certificates.
At the end of the second term of each year every pupil. who has
completed all the subjects required in the course is to receive a certificate showing that he is a graduate of that school, and this certificate will be his passport into the middle schools. The rules forbid
using corporal punishment on a boy above the age of 13, mind when
administered 'should not be too harsh. This rule had no 'place in
the schools of the old regime, where a stupid pupil was often severely

flogged to aid his memory or to pacify the anger of the master.
Punishments of a milder form may be administered. The teachers
are not to insist upon pupils repeating their lessons word by word,
as was the case in the old schools, and which the old-fashioned
teacher still likes even in theimodern schools; in fact, they fall back

into that rut unless constttly watched by the principal of the
More attention is being given to the explanation of all

school.

subjects read. The excellent, new Chinese readers that have lately
been prepared for the primary. schools by western-trained Chinese

men, and that are now widely used in the schools, art' doing the
most to overcome the faulty methods of the past; but even in the
teaching of these books the old Government degree man needs to be
watched or he will lapse into the old method and the pupils will be
repeating word by word without comprehending the text read. The
schools are now required to use textbooks authorized by the ministry
of education.

The regulations for schools recommend that the principal of
primary schools should be a normal graduate, but knowing that
there is not a sufficient number of such graduates to Man the schools,

permit anyone reputedto be a good manager to be employed temporarily as principal. The, principal and his teachers are not
allowed to leave their posts, nor to have any other occupation outside
of the school, except by permission of the local magistrate.
Reports of the priMary schools are to be made at the end of the
second term, stating the number of teachers, assistants, students, and
graduates, and given the local magistrate who will forward the same
to the viceroy or governor of the Province, and he in turn will forward them to the ministry of education.

4
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Public buildings, private temples, and nunneries may be to-ken for

the use of primary schools. These buildings may be repaired or
changed to meet the needs of the schools. Large numbers of there
buildings have been turned into schoolhouses, and, in some cases,
the rents of the temple lands have been used to support the schools.
The school buildings are to consist of one story and must contain
recitation rooms, session rooms, and a large public room where all
the pupils may assemble for public services. Dormitories are not
at first to be required, but later on they may be built to accommodate boys from country villages some distance from the school. All

schools are to provide drill grounds, and the -compound is to be
sufficiently large to accommodate all buildings without crowding.
The primary schools in some Provinces have not been establishe.d
as rapidly as the Government had hoped. This has been duo to
various causes, but largely to the lack of funds. For the same reason
many public and private schools have been closed, and again many of
the schools have suffered for want of qualified teachers, especially
for those who could teach 'the Modern sciences. We must remember
that the time since beginning the establishment of these schools has

not been longonly about five or six yearsand the normal schools
have not yet had time to prepare anything like an adequate number
of teachers for the millions of children that should be in the primary
schools. But that so much should have been done in such places. as

Chihli Province holds. out great hope that the time will come to
China when as large a per cent of her children will be attending the
primary schools as now attend the Japanese schools. In the year
1907-8 there were in Chihli Province 8,675 lower primary schools
having an attendance of 148,399; graduates for the year numbered
537; the number of teachers, 8,969, with an average of 16+ pupils
per teacher. The 'cost per pupil during the year was 2.63 tads, or
$1.88. The amount received during the year for the schools was
381,998 taels, or $272,855.71.'

The following report gives (1) the attendance in the lower primary
schools in Chihli Province from 1902-3 to 1907-8, and (2) the ratio
or per cent of attendance to the number of children of school age.
Attend-

Year.

once.

I Per cent of
attendance
lo children

Year,

- of school

A ttend -

allee.

ate.

1932-3
1903-4
1904-5

I

Per cent of
attendance
to children
of school
Me.

-

1,000

0.0173

1905-4

65, ON)

6,000
36,344

.1043
.632

190(-7

109,467

1.1826
1.9037

1907-8

148,399

15808

I

1 Allowing exchange of 1.40 taela for $1.
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In the same year there.were in the Province 121 half-day schools;
number of pupils, 2,971; graduates, 133; number of teachers, 133;
number of pupils per teacher, 22.3; cost per pupil for the year, 0.178
taels, or $0.127. Amount received from the half-day schools during
the year, 514 taels, or $367.14. The half-day public schools were sup-

ported by (1) rent. from temple lands, (2) subscriptions, and (3)
taxes on wine, tobacco and cigarettes, and taxation on estates. The
highest number of teachers in any of the half-day schools was 12,
and 400 pupils the largest attendance. The lowest number of pupils
in ltny school was 5.
,-For the higher primary schools of that year we find the following:
Total number of schools, 220; total number of students, 10,599; number of graduates, 521 ; average number of pupils per teacher, 20.4;
cost per pupil for the year, 39.53 lapis, or about $28.23. The amount.
of funds raised that year. for higher primary schools was 419,048
t.aels, or $299,320. The largest attendance in any one school was 244,
and the largest number to graduate from any school was 54. Graduates of higher primary schools are recommended for admission to the
normal schools and middle technical schools, as well as to the middle
schools. The following rewards are given the students at the time

of graduatiotA: To the first grade is granted "lung sheng," to the
second grade " tseng sheng," to the third grade " fu sheng." To the
fourth and fifth grades there are no rewards.

CHAPTER VI.

MIDDLE SCHOOLS, PROVINCIAL COLLEGES, AND UNIVERSITIES.
MIDDLE SCHOOLS.

The Government proposes to have a middle school (chung lisueh
tans) established in each fu, but if any chow or hsien can provide for
such a school and desires to do so, it is allowable; but in the beginningit was thought wiser to establisl: these schools only in the fu
cities. According to the Chihli provincial regulations forsiddle

schools, as published in the llsueh Pit Kuan Pao, Volume XEI, De
partment IV, page 441, on December 1. 1907, there must be at least
one Government middle school established in each chow of the
Proving, and more than one where the population is large enough
to warrant doing so. We do not understand that this rule is bipding
on other Provinces. Each fu is responsible for the financing of its
When the finances of any middle school are managed
V the magistrate and some of the wealthier citizens of that ft, and
Nwforms to the regulations of the middle schools, it is classed as a
public middle school. Any school established and supported by
individuals or by a corporation conforming to all the regulations of
the middle schools is entitled to the same recognition, privileges, and

protection as are given to the Government schools and will

be

known-es a priKate middle school. Public buildings. nunneries, and
temples may be rented for the use of these private schools. Not only

are graduates of the higher primary schools entitled to enter these
middle schools, but also all others who are able to pass by examinations the requirements for admission. The students are expected to
pay tuition, but that is left for the provincials to settle. At. the time
of the opening of the middle schools there were few pupils qualified
to enter, and so provision was made to admit, for the first. five years,
boys between the ages of 15 and 18 who had a good knowledge of
Chinese classics and some knowledge of science. The Peking Daily
News of May 31, 1908, states that the ministry of education has notified the commissioners of education in the Provinces that hereafter
only graduates of the'higber primary schools are to be admitted into
the middle schools. Reports are required of the middle schools the
same as of the primary schools. The course of study as first outlined
extended through five years of 36 hours' recitations per week. The
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following subjects were required: Morals, 1 hour through the course;
drawing, I hour; physical drill, 2 hours; Chinese classics, 9 hours;

mathematicsalgebra, geometry. and plane trigonometry-4 hours;
Chinese and foreign history. 2 hours; a foreign language, the first
three years S hours, and the last two years hours; Chinese literature, the first two years 4 hours, the third year 5 hours, and the last
two years 3 hours; geography, the first two years 3 hours, the third
anti fourth years hours; natural science, the first and second years,
botany and zoology, 2 hours: the third and fourth years, physiology
and mineralogy, 2 hours; the fifth year, tte ()logy, .2 hours; physical
science. the fourth year. physics, 4 !ours; and the fifth year, chemistry. 4 hours; political science anti political economy. the fifth year.
3 hours.

It was soon discovered that the course of study was 104) difficult
and needed to be motlified. The ministry in a memorial acknowledged
that only three or four students in a school were able to complete the

work well in live years; that they had observed that there were too
ninny subjects for the average student to get well. and recommended
that, the work in the middle schools should follow more closely the
methods of the ( ierman schools; and that both )1 technical course and a
literary course should be offered in the.middle schools. The memorial
was granted April 20. 11)09. The students entering the middle school

may choose either course. In the technical deimrtment the major
requirements are a foreign language, mathematics, physics, chemistry.

and biology; the minor subjects are Chinese classics and literature,
history, geography, drawing. political science. and political economy.
In the literary department the student must take for his major work
Chinese classics and literature; a foreign language. which may be
English, German, French,- Russian: or Japanese, but English and
Japanese are recommended by the ministry of education as the more
important languages, and Chihli Province requires English; history.
which includes Chinese. Asiatic, European. and American; and geography. Ills minor subjects are mathematics, science, political science
and political economy, drawing, and physical drill. All textbooks

before being used in the schools must have the approval of the
ministry of education. The schools are to be supplied with suitable
laboratories, especially for the teaching of physies and chemistry.
Charts of all kinds are to be supplied for the work in botany, zoology-,
physiology, and also good maps for teaching geography. Each school
is expected to be able to accommodate from 300 to 400 pupils, and if
the funds of the school will permit there should be accommodation
for 600. Every school should seek to have no less than 30 pupils in
each of the five classes, but in the beginning of many schools classes
had to be formed with fewer pupils. In Chihli Province the rules
permit the authorities to admit pupils from adjacent thous in order

BO
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to make up the number required in each class, but on no condition to
accept unqualified pupils. A student from one middle school may he

admitted into another, provided he presents the proper certificate;
but should a pupil secretly change from one school to another he is
subject to expulsion. Dormitories and dining rooms. also evading
rooms, are to be provided for the students in the compound. Pie
principal and SUMP of the teachers are expected to live in the corn
pound, where they may have personal supervision of the students.
The pupils can not leave the school premises except at stated times
or by special permission. An athletic ground is provided for the

pupils where they have military drill and various athletic ,ports.
The teaching staff is composed of the principal, who has sWI'vlS1011

of the school and coplNe control of his subordinates, teachers and
assistant teachers. librarian. secretary, a proctor who looks after the
general affairs of the school, and two proctors who have charge of
the pupils' domitories. The instructors of the middle schools are
to be graduates of the Chinese normal colleges, who have obtained
high rank in, their classes, or gnoluates of normal colleges in foreign
countries. The pupils pay tuition and board Recording to re;_nilations, and should any clian;...re be found necessary in regard to the
charges it must he reported to the educational commissioner and local
magistrate. Pupils in Chihli are expected to furnish their clothing,

uniforms, and stationery. The pupils arc minim' to take the following examinations: ( I) Monthly; (2) term examinations: (3)
entrance exyear examinations; (-I) graduate examinations;
aminations for provincial colleges. The examination for promotion
the presence of the commissioner of
to the middle sclmols is
Education, and for promotion from the middle schools to the provincial college is held in the presence of the viceroy or governor and the
commissioner of ed.ucation. Any two of the three following paties
may constitute an examining committee: (I) The district magistrate;
(2) the board of education: (3) the educational chili After eacJi
of the examinations the standings must he published. This is usually
done by posting all the names of the students, with their standings,
on the outside of the compound wall, near the main entrance to the
that he is
school. The student whose name comes last. indicating
The
magisand
chair.
'the poorest of his class, is said to" sit in the
and
after
each
yearly
or
trate fixes the dates of the examinations,
graduating examination the officer in charge of the school sends to
the educational commissioner all the examination papers and boo
recording all the standings. The awarding of certificates belongs

the officer in charge of the school, but the conferring of rewards
belongs to the educational commissioner, who in turn makes his report

to the viceroy or governor of the Province. The following are the
rewards granted to the graduates of the five-year course of the middle.
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schools: To the first -grade students is given the '' pa kung," to the
second grade you kung," to the third grade sui kung." These
three grades are recommended for admission to the provincial, normal,
and technical colleges. To the fourth - grade. student is granted the
" ling show," and those below are given no reward.
Up to 1909 there seems to have been many middle schools where
little attention was paid to the requirements, and their students were

permitted to graduate in four years or, in many cases, in even less.
do great was this evil that- an edict was issued January 19, 1909, forbidding these violations and declaring that thereafter only graduates
of the five-year course should receive rewards.
In February, 1909, I visited the Paotingfu middle school, which is

recognized as one of the best of the Government middle shook
found the buildings poor and cheap looking, especially the two main
buildings, which were two-story buildings with bedrooms below and
four session rooms above. The furniture was poor and 'cheap, the
blackboards were small and ..provided only for the teacher's use.
'rhe bedrooins would each accommodate about 4-0 students, each boy
having a small stall sefiarated from his neighbors by thin board partitions. In front of each narrow stall was a table, at which the students could write and study. The floors were paved with bricks, mak=
ing the room damp and insanitary. I judge this plan for the dormitories,for the middle schools is not uncommon, as I had previously
found similar ones in some of the Tientsin Government schools, but
these had been fitted up out of temple buildings, while at Paotingfu
the buildings had been newly built. There were about 200 students in

the schol. The laboratories were poor and had but little apparatus.
The teaching that I saw was not of as high grade us I had hoped
to see. As a whole. the school was a disappointment to nie. Only a
few days before I had visited sonic of the leading schools in Tientsin
and had seen the excellent work that was being done in the private

middle school of whic Mr. Chang Pai Lin was principal.- Mr.
('hang is an exceptional man, and is recognized as one of the Ablest
educators in north China. The school buildings were new and the
lest planned of any middle school that I have seen in China. Many
of the teachers were Mr. Chang's former pupils, who had imbibed
their master's enthusiasm and were, in the absence of the principal
Mr. Chang at that time was abroad, having been sent by the Government. on a commission carrying on the school in an -able manner.
To be sure they labored under ma y disadvantages, trying to follow
the prescribed course of 36 recite ion periods per week, which left
but little tune outside of the class urs or preparation. This was
not the fault of the teachers, but of the system which they were witpaled to follow. The teacher of the Chinese classics is still the old
Government graduate who teaches. in the old orthodox way, explain-

a
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ing every bit of the text himself according to the accepted com.mentaries. The pupil is not expected to do any reasoning and little
thinking. All that is essential on his part, according to Dr. Arthur
Stnith, is that " he should have a memory like that of a phonograph."
Perhaps the framers of the modern educational system in China expected that much of the teaching of modern science would be taught
in this manner. If not, why have they imposed so many recitations
upon the modern school boy? Surely not until a more rational
course of study .is outlined for the Chinese student can we expect to
find excellent results in the schools of the middle Kingdom.
By January 1908, ther.were 32 middle schools in Chihli Province,

enrolling 2,125 pupils, and 101 pupils had been graduated: There
were 157 teachers in these schools, witli an average of 13.5 pupils per
teacher. The amount received for the schools from all sources was

207,097 taels, or $149,355. The examination for promotion to the
middle schools is held in the presence of the commissioner of education. The examination of students of the middle schools for promotion to the provincial college is held in the presence of the viceroy
or governor and the president of the board of education.
PROVINCIAL COLLEGES.

In each provincial capital there has been established a higher
school (kao teng hsueh tang), more commonly called the provincial
college. During the first five years after these colleges were established they could receive students who had a thorough knowledge of
the Chinese classics and had had one year's preparation in history,
'geography, mathematics, science, drawing, Japanese language, and
English. In the beginning most of the work was necessarily preparatoky for, the college, and even in 1909 there was a middle school
connected with the provincial college at Paotingfu. To-day only
graduates of middle schools are received in these colleges. The
curriculum requires three years of 30 hours per week. The grade, ates are prepared to enter/the colleges of the imperial university at
Peking. The national sy4etn of education permits the establishing
of but one such college in a Province, and requires that.accommoda; tion should be made for at least 500 students, but any college may
.4ipen with 200 students. Each Province must attend to the finances
of its own college. At the end of the second semester of each year
reports of the college must be sent to the provincial board of
tion, who in turn makes reports to the ministry of education. The
curriculum provides for three courses of study: Course A prepares
students to enter the imperial university colleges of Chinese classics,
political science and laW, literature; and commerce. Course B pre-

pares for the colleges of science, agriculture, and engineering.
Conn* C prepares.for the college of medicine.
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COURSE A.
Number of boors.
Subject.

First year.

Second
year.

Third year.

Ethic&

I

1

1

Chinese classics

2

2

2

Chinese literature
Foreign languages:
English
German or French

5

9

9

8

9

9

8

Distory

a

3

Geography

3

2

Oratory
Law
Political economy
Military science
Military drill and gymnastics

4

2

2

2

Total

3

3

3

36

36

36

In place of oratory in the second year a student may elect mathematics or physics. Students wishing to study law may elect 2 hours
of Latin in the third year. Those who wish to specialize in Chinese
classics may take mathematics in the second year in place of oratory,
and physics in the third year in place of Chinese literature. Those
who wish to specialize in German law or French law in the imperial
university may change their hours in foreign languages as follows:
English 4 hours 'during each of the three years, and German or
French 14 hours during the first and second yeKs and 12 hours the
third year.
COURSE B.
Number of hours.
Subjects.

First yearEthics
Chinese classics

Chinese literature
English language
German or French
Mathematics
Physics
Chemistry
Geology and mining

Drawing
Military science

Military drill and gymnastics

Total

Second

Third year.

year.
1

1

2

2

3

2

8

7

3
4

8

7

4

4

8

3

a

4
2
3

3

2

a

2
2

att

86

2

2
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Those who wish to specialize in botany, zoology, or geology, in the
scientific college, or agriculture, may drop mathematics in the third

year and substitute 4 hours' work in their special line of work.
Those who wish to specialize in architecture, electrical engineering,
paval construction, mathematics, phySics, or astronomy, may drop
2 hours in chemical experiments in the third year and substitute in
its place a 3-hour course in surveying. A 2-hour course in Latin
in the third year may be elected by any who wish to specialize in
zoology, botany, geology, agriculture, and veterinary science.
COU MI. C.
Number of hours.
Subjects.

Second
year.

First year.

Third year.

Ethics
2

2

2

2

2

1

2

3

3

3

4

2

2

Chinese classics

Chinese literature
Military science
Military drill
kLatheatatka

Mabry

4

3

Gall= v

13

13

9

3

3

3

English or French
Pk Pik"

3

6

3

ChM Mirky

2

LAW

36

38

'Fetal

Those students who before entering the college had made a study of
German might have their work in foreign languages as follows:
Number of houri.
Sul.}eots.

First year.
9

German
English or French

Second

Third year.

year.
.

9

7

6
I

II

Students can not enter the imperial university until they complete one of the above courses, but there is little doubt but that these
courses of study will be changed, as the number of hours required is
too, many to secure good results. Special stress is placed upon the
acquiring of modern languages, so that in the university the students
may be able to read with ease textbooks and reference books written
in a foreign language. The English language has first place in the
colleges. In the North China Herald of November 7, 1908, page 313,
is the following interesting item: "As a sign of the times we notice
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that the educational board has cut out the teaching of Japanese in
the imperial provincial college at Kaifeng and, that only English and
French are now taught, together with Chinese. Whether this is the
case in other provincial colleges or not, it seems to be one of the many
indications that China is turning away from the leadership of Japan,
and is determined to drink for herself from the fountains of learning

from which Japan drank, and not be content any longer with predigested diet." In an editorial of the same paper of December 11,
1909, we read : " Not the least interesting feature of the curriculum
of the Taian fu college' is the emphasis laid upon instruction in English. It is * * * the predominant western language-in the education of the Chinese, and there can be no doubt that they are wise to
adhere to One foreign language as the lingua franca of the Far East.

To what an extent this position is already occupied by English is
shown by the number of publications in our language connected with

Chinese student life at home and abroad. Of these magazines we
need only mention, by way of illustration, The World's Chinese
Students' Journal, Shanghai." The regulations for the colleges require dormitories with studies and bedrooms provided for the students, and residences are to be provided for the president and professors. Laboratories, apparatus, museums, and libraries are also
to be provided. An athletic field is required, but this may be located
outside of the compound. A director is at the head of the college
looking after All the finances and general organization and supervision. He is visually a man who has little or no knowledge of western sciences and is wholly lacking in pedagogical training. He has
no knowledge of how a college should be supervised and seldom holds
the office for more than a year. This position is used as one of the
rounds of the official ladder where he may imburse himself while
waiting for some more desirable position. Below the director is the
president, who is usually a man of wider learning. He superintends
the work done by the teachers, and makes recommendations to the
director of ways and means of bettering the work. It is necessary

at the present to employ foreign teachers to conduct many of the
classes, as the number of qualified teachers is not equal to the

mand.

The regulations require that the instruct
in the provincial college shall be such graduates of the university as have receired high
rank or graduates of a college or university in a foreign country.
In the beginning of the establishing of these colleges, Op-vision was
made for the employing of any Chinese scholar thought qualified to
teach in these colleges, and if it were not possible to secure a sufficient

number of qualified Chinese instructors, to invite foreigners well
qualified for the work.
a Provincial college of Shantung.
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When I visited the proiincial college of Chihli, at Paotingfu, in
February, 1909, I found the college housed in good one -story Chinese

buildings that had been used as the official palace of the viceroy
before the removal of his office to Tientsin. I was entertained by my,

friend the president, Mr. Fei Chi Hao, a graduate of Oberlin College, with a master's degree from Yale University. He is well qualified for the position, which he had then held but a few months, but
his hands are often tied because of the ignorance of the director.
Were he at liberty to carry out his many excellent plans for improvement, the good results might easily be doubled without any
increase in expenditure. I was told that' the annual expenses of the
college were about $42,825. The director is supposed to receive 300
taels, or about $215, per month, and each of the three foreign professors a like amount for the first three years and, if the contract is
renewed, an increase of 50 taels per month. The president's salary
is doubtless not less than that of the director. At the time of our
visit the college enrolled 260 students, but this number included one
class from the middle school. The middle-school students were required to pay 3 taels per month for board, but the college students
were not required to pay for anything, even their books being furnished them. Some of the native teachers were graduates of the
Tientsin Naval College and were doing good work. Classes were
formed in both the literary slid scientific courses. English is the
principal foreign language, and the classes were doing good work.
Some French was being talked, but no German, though it was hoped
later to secure an instructor who could teach it. Sonic of the work
in drawing was excellent. I found some of the classes in mathematics taught by lectures, the instructor working the problems on
the blackboard and the students copying with a Chinese brush pen.
One class in geometry had over 50 pupils. The laboratories were not
well equipped. Apparatus of very inferior quality had been purchased of the Japanese at about one-half the price it would cost in

Germany. I understand that Japan has been catering for the Chinese trade in school supplies, but as the Chinese appreciate and are
not unwilling to pay for good quality, I believe Japan can not li,e
keep this trade. The college had no library, but the reading room
was supplied with 10 newspapers and magazines. The students
studied in rooms having from 4 to 6 tables, with room for 8 students
at a table. The dormitories accommodate 8 boys in a room. In the
school year of 1907-8 there were in the college 207 students; 37 had
graduated from the college. There were 9 teachers, 7 Chinese, 1
American, and 1 Englishman. The average number of students per
teacher was 23. The cost per student for the year was 243.59 taels,
or about $174.
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In December, 1909, in the provincial college at Chinanfu, Shantung,
there were 268 students in attendance, 107 taking the literary course,
69 the scientific course, while 92 were in the preparatory course., All
were taking English, and in addition German or French, mostly the
former. The Peking Daily News reported July 17, 1908, that many
provincial college students failed to secure their diplomas because
they were unable to meet the requirements of the course.
The examinations of the graduate students of the provincial college
are held in the presence of the viceroy or governor of the. Province, a
commissioner of education (hsueh cheng), and a chief examiner ap-

pointed by the Throne (ta chu kao). The following rewards are
bestowed upon the graduates: (1) Those who are in the first grade
are given the chit jell degree and may enter the imperial university
if they choose; otherwise they are given the official title of chih chou
and are candidates for positions in the different Provinces. (2) The
second grade are granted the same honors as the first grade, except
they are given-,the official title of chili hsien or district magistrate.
(3) The third grade are given the same as the second grade. (4) The
fourth grade are required to stay another year in the college for study,
and if in another year's examination they fall below the third grade,
or should they refuse to remain another year in the college, they are
granted a certificate, but no degree or official title. (5) To the fifth
grade no reward is granted.
UNIVERSITIES.

The educational code of China provides for an imperial university
composed -of eight departments or colleges: (1) Chinese classics;
(2) law ; (3) literature; (4) medicine; (5) sciences; (6) agriculture;
(7) engineering; (8) commerce; and a graduate school to be located
at Peking; also such other universities as may be established later by
the Provinces, and which shall not be obliged to furnish instruction.
in more than three 4epart merits as outlined for the imperial university.
So far there have been established, besides the imperial University, the
Tientsin University, and the Shansi University, located at Taiyuenfu.
The imperial university up to 1910 has been confined to the work in

its two preparatory departments, preparatory college (ta hsueh yu
ke), and the preparatory' technical college (ta hsueh shih ke). In
the spring of 1909 about 100 students were graduated from these
preparatory departments, but the colleges of the university were not
prepared to admit students before' 1910. On the 5th of March, 1910,
examinations were held for admission to the university, but only a
very few candidates presented themselves. .This no doubt wits-largely

due to so many of the advanced students having gone abroad for
study, alSo that the provincial colleges have not been able to graduate many students,- and again there are so many lucrative positions
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now open to men who have the qualifications kir entrance to the
university that many are induced to forego a university training.
The university is being built outside .of Peking city, southwest of
the Tartar city, near the fu Cheng Men. Two million taels, or about
$1,425,000, have been set aside by the board of finance for the construction of the buildings, and are to be paid in four yearly installments. The campus contains over 30 acres. The Government expects to allow about 200,000 taels for the annual-budget. The president is under the control of the ministry of education, and has general charge of the university and its different colleges. Each college
has at its head a dean, who exercises a general supervision over all
matters connected with the college; a director of studies, whose du
ties are to superintend the instruction given in the college; a supervisor of the dormitories; and a superintendent to look after minor
affairs. All these officers are responsible to the president: The professors and assistant professors of the university are to be graduates
of the graduate school of the imperial university, or graduates of
universities in foreign countries. At the opening of the university
any Chinese student qualified to teach any special required line of
work may be employed. Foreigners may also be employed. The
university council is to be composed of the president, the deans ofall
the colleges, the professors, and assistant professors.. The president
of the university convokes the university council and presides at its
meetings. Matters to be submitted to a meeting of the university
council for its deliberation are as follows: (1) The institution or abolition of a course of study in any college; (2) the questions concerning the chairs in the university; (3) regnjations for the internal government in the university; (4) granting of degrees of the graduate
school; (5) questions put by the ministry of education or by the president of the university. Faculty-meetings shall be held in each college, composed of all the professors and assistant professors. Thedean of the college shall call the meetings and preside ober them.
The matters to be submitted to the faculty meeting of each college for
its deliberation are as follows:).(1). Curriculum of studies; (2) ex7
amination of students; (3) qualifications of candidates for degrees;
(4) questions put by the ministry,of education or by the president of
the university. In case of a disagreement between the president and
the university council in regard to matters concerning higher education, the question may be submitted to the ministry of education
for. settlement. All courses offered in the colleges cover 'three years'
work, except the two courses in the law college and the course for
physicians in the college of medicine, which require four years' work.
The graduate school (tong ju yuan) requires five years' work. The
present outlined courses are supposed to remain unchanged until
- after the first classes of the college have graduated, when the presi-
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dent of the university and the deans of the colleges may be able to
make intelligent changes to meet the future special needs to prepare
men for the greatest service to the Empire.
The College of Chinese Classics offers 11 courses, each requiring
24 hours per week. These courses are so unique that we give an out-

line of the course in the Book of Changes (I Ching). The first
course of study offered in the College of Chinese Classics, with the
major subject in the Book of Changes (I Ching), is as follows:
Number of hours.
Subjects.

First year.

Seyeas.
cond

Third year.

Book of changes

6
MINORS.

Minor odes
Chinese etymology

2

Selections from the classics, sanctioned by the Throne
Complete Chin4se history, sanctioned by the Throne

1

4

4

2

3y

Comparative study of political institutions and laws of all the
Chinese dynasties
History of education, China and foreign nations
history of foreign sciences
Geography of China and foreign countries
General history
One foreign languageEnglish, French, Russian, German, or Japanese

Total

I

6;
24

1

6

6

24

24

The other 10 courses in the Chinese classics are the saute with the
exception of a major subject. The'following majors are substituted

for the Book of Changes, and each course bears the name of the
classic taken as the major: (2) Book of History (Shu Ching) ; (3)
Book of Odes (Shih Ching); (4) Spring and Autumn Annals (Tso
Chuan) ; (5) Rites of Chou (Chou Li) ; (6) Three, Annals (San
Chuan); (7) Manners and Rites (I Li) ; (8) Book of Rites (-Li
Chi); (9) Analects (Lun Yu); (10) Morals; (11) Mencius.
The object of these courses is to make a very careful study of all
commentaries on the major subjects. On the Belok of Changes
(I Ching) there are 500 different commentaries; on the Book of His
tory (Shu Ching), 150; on the Book of Odes (Shih Ching), 150; and
the Spring and Autumn Annals (Tso Chuan) has 250 commentaries.

The college of law has two courses, political science and law.
Each course requires 24 hours' recitations per weeks The course is
planned for four recitations per day. Sundays at now used for
holidays in all the higher grade schools and colleges. Below we give
the course in law:
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The course in low.
Number of hours.
_.

Subject-v.

Second

First year.

Fourth

Third year. I

year.

year.

""-

Elementary law
Laws of the present dynasty
Chinese history of criminal law
Chinese history of political Institut iOnS
.......
Comparison of political institutions of foreign count ries.
Constitutions of foreign countriesForeign civil law
Foreign criminal taw
Commercial law of foreign Nilo t ries ....
Diplomacy
Internal WWI law
.

.

:1

3

PrI.E ENTS

Administral ice law of foreign eatintrie.s
Domestic economy

Political mammy
Total

24

21

24

1

The college of literature offers the following nine courses: (1)
and

raphy; () Chinese literature; (5) English literature; (6) French
literature; (7) Gentian literature: 0) litis'sian literature: (9) Japanese literature. The number of hours per week ill all courses is IA.
The following is the outline for the course in English:
Number or hours.

Subjeet,.
'1

English language and literature
History of modern English literature
English history
Latin

9

Philology
Education
Chinese literature

2

Total

'

Second

Fir,t. year.

Third year.

year.

9

9

3

2

2

2

2I

1

3

2

3

I

,

I

2

2

3

3

5

24

24

24

3

The courses in French,-German, Russian, and Japanese a the
same in substance except substituting the special language of le
course for English. In the other courses offered 6 Burs per week
of some one foreign language are required throughout the course.
Besides the subjects named in the course of English literature arr,
the following subjects offered in addition as electives: Chinese h.

asarmarstammoss
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tov, foreign ancient history, elocution, psychology, sociology, anthropology, Greek, Italian, Dutch, German, French, Russian, and
Japanese. Surely enough is offered to satisfy the most ambitious
scholar. Another prim) of how ittle the framers of the educational
system knew about west
lei ling.
In the medical colleg, vo courses are offered, the course for
physichins and the course in pharmacy. In the course for physicians
courses in Chinese medicines are taught, but. because of Chinese
customs and ceremonies it. is not possible to teach anatomy and
osteology as is done in foreign countries, so these subjects are tO
be taught by use of charts and models. Stress is laid upon using the
best Chinese medical books for reference. In one Government medical college in Peking courses were given in the WA` of both Chinese

and. foreign ineilicineone by a quack Chinese fotor. the (alter by
a Chinese who was a graduate of an Anwrican medical college.
The remaining colleges and their courses of study are Modeled
after those of the Japanese nniversities, With some very slight. changes

to inert. the demands Of Chinese conditions. Below are arranged
the colleges; slid courses of study under each. with a statement of
the number of recitation hours required each week in the entire course.
The credit for laboratory work is not given in the schedule. I.nder
the physics an d chemistry courses the statement is made that. the
lecture and recitation hours are few, but the hours for laboratory
work a re unlimited until the subject is thoroughly
thoougly understood. In
the college of agriculture the laboratory work is considered the more
important. The. Japanese universities have no college of commerce
Live the Chinese. Ill .Japan commercial law is included in the
ltiolitical sienee
l'S41.
COLLEGE OP 141'11.:N('E:4
Number of hours.
Courses of study.
Second
year.

First 'year.

I

17

I

In

12

17

:

14

10

21

21)

Mat Amalie
Astronomy
l'hysles
f'hemiStry
Zoology and botany

IC:
II
321
1

Geology

"

Third year.

13

.3i

2fi

hi

3

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE.
Agriculture
Agricultural chemistry
Forestry
Veterinary medicine

22

15

18

14

9

22

22
32

24

20

9
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COLLEt I

OF ENGINEER INt:

.

Number of hour,.

Courses of et tidy.

l'Irel year.
Architecture
Mechanical engineering.
Naval architecture ...
Technology of ann._
Electrical engineering
Civil engineering
.

Chemical engineering
Technology of e' plug] ye

Mining and metallurgy

Third year.

81.111m1

year.

1

36

34

.

.iia

31

1

15

42

0

32

34

31

36

37

I

an

:in

ii

41

34.. I

35

33

I

II

:tr.

11;

1

:c

24

21

24

24

24

24

24

24

30
I

32

4.01.1.E4 (Ii' elm 444e
Banking and
tttttt
Trade and train,
Taiga and customs

....... .

.

21

Each student upon entering the university must present a bond
signed by an official living in Peking, but who is a resident of the
same Province as that from which the student comes. Dormitories
are to he provided for all the students. The officers and members
of the faculty are about the same as those in the Japiinese universities.
The graduate School admits graduates of the colleges and applicants who are not graduates of co Ileges, who can pass the examination for admission
ion given by a com
mitte. appointed at a faculty meet:
ing of the college to which his chosen subject belongs. A graduate

f,

student is placed under the supervision of the dean of the college
hosen. and the dean may appoint a professor or professors to superintend the student's investigations. The student at the end of each
college year must make a report of the results of his investigations
to the dean of the college, and the dean presents it to the faculty for
inspection. If the work of the student is not satisfactory, lie may
be dismissed by a vote of the faculty. After a residence of two
years in the graduate school the student may secure permission to
live outside of the city, providing it does not retard his graduate
work. At the end of five years the studtnt may present a thesis, and
if approved by the faculty it shall be presented to the yresident
of the ministry of education, who will memorialize the Throne, reeommending the conferring upon the student suitable rewards.
The Tientsin University in January, 1908, enrolled 89 students,
39 having graduated. Its faculty numbered 14, of whom 5' were
Americans, 2 Japanese, and 7 Chinese, making an average of 6.3
students per teacher. The cost per student for the year was 764
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taels. or about $M5. There were that yea5 classes. 1 in the law
college. 2 in the civil enginerih g. and-2 in the mining eourse. In the
suminer of 1905 oditieil curricula were submitted through Vieeniy
Yang to the ministry of education and received their sanction. (1radHates of the provincial college at Paotingfu are sent to this university, but up to 1909 these students_were required to take some pre
paatory work before entering the university oiurses. President
Wang bas studied in England and is-a most able administrator. and
is much respected by the faculty and students. There is little doubt
but that the highest grade of all (' ivernmenl college work is being

done in the Tientsin University. Up to 1009 all of its work was
being carried on in one-story Chit ese buildings. but these will soon
give way to more convenient buildings of foreign architecture. Its
outlook is most promising.
The Shansi University has a unique history. In the settlement of
the Boxer troubles of 1900 the Chinese plenipotentiaries asked Dr.
Timothy Richards to aid them in comin p! to an agreement with the
foreign powers as to the reparation to i.e made fur the massacres in
the Province of Shansi. After consultation with various missionaries in Shansi. Dr. Richards proposed that instead of indemnities
for the lives of those mis*ionaries who had been 11111rderVil in the
outbreak the Government- should pay annually for 10 years the sum

of .0.000 tads as a line toward the founding of a university ford
Shansi Province, aml by its teachings end the ignorance which had
been the chief mow of those outrages. The Government accepted
the proposal and placed the administration of the university and
its fuiuts in the handsaf Dr. Richards for a period of 10 years. When t
the institution was to revert to the provincial .government. In 1902.
when Dr. Richards readied Taiyuenfu. he found that a col1ege.hud
been started in the city by the provincial authorities in response to
the edict commanding the establishment of colleges in each provincial capital. A compromise or understanding was agreed to by
which the ( hwernment consented to the two institutions being united
to form a university. The college to be established by DrAtiehards
. was to form the western department, whieli should have the supervisiou and control of all western subjects of study. and the college
already started was to be the Chinese department of the university.
and to confine its work to 4he tetteliing of Chinese studies. The
finances and management of theItwestern department are under the
control of foreigners, while those of the Chinese department are under the supe'rvision of the Chinese. The work has of necessity been
confined to the grade of teaching found in the provincial colleges.
The college has an excellent foreign faculty, and their work has been
of a high grade. Suitable college buildings of Chinese architecture
were early constructed. The western department has a preparatory
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.141school of three years and college courses in law, medicine, science.

literature, and engineering. In 1905 there were 400 students in
nttendanee in both departments. The annual expenses of the university were 9:4000 taels.

The fish' tsai ( A. B.) degree was required
of all students for entrance. In 1906, 300 students competed for 5
vacancies in the western department. In 11105 there were ?O0 students

in this department. The graduation examinations of the imperial

university are to be held in the presence of the president of the
ministry of education (Ilsneh Wit Tit ('hen), together with it commissioner. appointed by the throne (Tsung Tsai). The graduates
are divided into the usual live grades: (1) The first grade is honored with the Mullin degree ( LI,. I).). and may enter the graduate
school: 2) the second grade also receives the Ilanlin degree. but of

a little lower rank than that given to the graduates of the first grade:
these graduates may also enter the graduate sclosil should they de-

sire to do so: (3) the third grade receives the chin shift ('T'L. D.)
degree, and is given an official yank of the sixth order and assigned

to some one of the different boards: (4) the fourth grade is given
the chin shill degree, lint is required to take another year' work at
the university and another examination. but should any prefer lint to
remain for study. or in the following examination fail to raise their

grade, they are given the official rank of a district magistrate and
appointed to some position in the provinces: (5) the fifth grade'
receives no reward. No rewards have yet Veen determined upon for
the graduates of the graduate school. These men, having completed
the entire 25-year outlined course of study for the national schools,
should be granted higher honors than the 'Mllin degree, and when

there are candidates for these honors the minisy.y of education
promises that suitable reward's shall lie bestsivedliptltritll ,siiccessful
candidates.

CHAPTER VII.
NORMAL, TECHNICAL, AND MISCELLANEOUS SCHOOLS.
NORMAL SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES.

'Chem the modern educational
WaS established in China the
Government realized that the various sliools to he stitTe,4111 11111,t
have qualified teachers. .Accordingly it at once adopted tire two

possible methods of securing themthe one. that of preparing
teachers itself, and*(heother. that of sending students to foreign
countries for training. Normal schools were opened in the provincial capitals and later in the larger centers. . school
e,1111)11,11ed Wider the general supervision of l IV 11111)4'6 al tint\ ersity.
no longer under
later licVelolieti 11110 a 111)1'11131 College and
the control of the university. Om ing to the urgclit net tl of teachers
of the 1:,nglisli language for the middle schools of Chihli l'rovii)ce,
tile.
lath; added a normal department. \\nch

was supplied with students taken from the vaMus classes in the
university. At the end of a year 25 graduates had completed the
course laid down and were distributed among the middle schools of
the Province. A second mla,s 1\ as fornall in 1907, composed of
students sent to the 11111Ver;Ity front the provincial college.
Six

students received their (11100111a. in 190S. alter which the normal

work in 'ale onivcrsit was discontinued. St 11(11111:,

\Very selettetl

and sent to study in lialebor111:11 schools of .1a11:111, anti

111)011 COM-

ing their courses of stinly in Japan they returned, ill ninny cases
in less than:a year. and were assigned positions in the schools of the
Province. Most of the Provinces sent students to the normal schools
of Japan, mild at one time they were numbered by the thousands.
Meanwhile China lost no time in establishing normal schools by.the
hundreds thmighout the Empire. By 190s in Chihli Province alone,
outside of Peking city, tibere were 9R normal schools, having 165 instructors, 3.448 stutirtits, 5.608 graduates, with annual receipts of
270,672 taels, or $193,337, while the two normal colleges reported 46

instructors, 935 students, 533 graduates, and annul- receipts of
The average annual expense that year for
each student in the normal school was 48.21 tads, or $34.43, and in
156,228.taels, or $111,591.

the normal colleges 170.33 taels, or $121.66.

The normal schools were established to train teachers for the
lower and higher primary schools. Graduates of the higher primary
75
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four-year course are admitted to the normal schools. At first there
being no graduates of higher primary schools, students were selected
from the literati, who were especially good in Chinese composition.

It is expected that each prefecture and district will provide, and
maintain a normal school that will accommodate at least 150 students.

The pupils were not to be required to pay tuition, but those who
wild could be self-supporting. The subjects taught in these schools
are 12 in numberethics and morals, Chinese classics, Chinese literature, pedagogy, history, geography, mathematics, natural sciences,
physical sciences, penmanship, drawing, and drill. Two courses of
'.study were outlineda long course and a short course. The long
course covers 5 years of 45 weeks, having 36 hours' recitations ver
week. Special pains are taken to train pupils to be patriotic, to be
faithful to the Einperor, and filial to parents. The students are

instructed to restrain their words as well as their actions, and to
observe such laws of health as will develop in them strong constitutions. They are also taught to form habits of study and to do independent work. The pupils entering the five-year course of study are
to be between the ages of 18 and 25. Those entering the short course

between 25 and 30 years of age. During the first four months of a
student's residence he is put upon probation, and only worthy students are retained. Necessity compelled the nOrmals at first to offer
short courses of study in order to secure temporarily teachers for
the primary schools. Many schools offered one year and a few
schools at first offered six months' courses. The Government requires the following service of graduates of normal schools: Government students graduating from the long course are required to
give six years' service teaching in the schools to which they may be'
assigned; self-supporting students are required to give three years.
Government graduates of the short course give three years, while the
self- supporting students give but two Should a graduate refuse to
render this service, he must pay to the sclu the full amount it
has cost to educate him. After giving the required time of service,
the student may, if he wishes, enter the normal college. In the
normal schools the teachers and assistants are chosen from graduates
of the normal colleges and from foreign normal colleges. Most
Of the foreign teachers are Japanese. 'In the beginning it was necessary to. employ some Chinese teachers who had received no normal
training. Graduates of the five-year course receive the followink
degrees and rewards: To the first grade,." pa kung; " second grade,
" yu Yung; ".third grade, "lin kung." The first and second grades
are made instructors in the higher primary schools, and the third
grade are made assistant instructors.
The regulations required that a normal college should be estabed at__
Peking and at each provineial capital, which would seem-
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modate at least 240 students. Graduates of the normal and middle
schools were to be admitted. These colleges have three departments,
(1) common school studies or a general course; (2) special studies;
and (3) graduate studies. The general course requires 1 year of 36
hours, and gives instruction in 8 subjects: Ethics. Chinese classics,

Chinese literature, Japanese language, English language, logic,
mathematics, and military tactics. The department of special
studies offers 4 courses of 3 years each of 36 hours recitations per
week. These courses are intended to prepare teachers as specialists
in certain subjects. In the A class 13 subjects are required: Ethics,
Chinese classics, Chinese literature, history, pedagogy, psychology,
authors of Chou an Chin dynatics, English language, German or
French language, logic, zoology, physical sciences, and military tacticzi. The following is the outline of 'course B:
Numt IWO hour..
81111(17K

Firsi )ear.

Third year.

Scet,:rn:1
I

'

..

Ethl

I

2i

21

2

Chinese classics ,,

6'

5

4

Chinese literature.

I

1

1

Pkagogy... .....

. .....

.

.....

.

Psychology
Mathematics

I

1

P hysics

Chemistry
English language
Drawing
5f eitanies
Military tactics

Total

............ ..I

.
.

6

4

I

I

1

1

e

6

.6

I

5!

6 I.

7

I

41

5I

5

a

a

I

4

3
2

'

I

3

4

36 I -

I

361

36

Course C has 12 subjects offered:. Ethics, Chinese classics, Chinese

literature, pedagogy, psychology, geography, los ry, )olitical science, finance, English language, zoology, and-military tae 'es.
. German is elective.
e
Course D offers 14 subjects: Ethics, Chinese classics, Chinese lit-

erature, pedagogy, psychology, botany, zoolbgy, physical science,
Mining, geology, agriculture, English language, drawing, and military tactics. German and chemistry are offered as electives.
In the graduate department the following.10 subjectS are offered,
of which the student must-elect at least 5: Ethics, pedagogy, school
administration, school supervision, aesthetics,' experiffiental,psychology, school hygiene, professional education, child study, and practice
teaching. After completing. his subjects the student is required to
write a .thesis upon his work. The course is one year in length, and
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the number of hours is left to the discretion of the faculty. Students
who wish to enter the general course must be recommended by their
home prefect or magistrate. Each student must furnish two guarantors, acceptable to the school, that he will faithfully discharge his
duties. He must also declare his intention toAmake teaching a profession and promise to render the service requirdd by the Government
after his graduation; namely, to serve for a period of six years, the
first two years to be at the disposal of the president of the ministry
of education and the viceroy or governor of his Province, and to accept any position to which he is appointed. Any graduate refusing
such service shall be required, as a fine, to pay back the full amount
of the cost of his education. After performing the full period of
service, the student may, if he so desires, enter the university. Connected with the college is to be a model primary school and also a
middle school. The professors of the normal allege are to be graduates of high standing of special colleges of the imperial university,
or graduates of normal colleges or universities of a foreign country.
It was allowable when the colleges were first opened to employ any
Chinese teacher thought, to be qualified. Graduates of the normal
college are divided into five grades: The first three grade4 receive the

degree of chu jen (M. A.) and the honorary title of the " Fifth
Order," and are appointed professors in the middle and normal
schools.

The tither two grades are treated as in other schools.
The normal college at Paotingfu is located about three quarters of
It mile outside of the city wall, and was one of the first normal colleges in China. Most of the teaching was done, at the tine of my
visit, by the teacher lecturing iincl the pupils taking notes. In one
class of Chinese history the teacher had his lecture printed, and each
pupil was furnished a copy to 'consult during the lecture. The
classes 'Were very large; too large, in fact, to obtain the best results.
The laboratories were fairly well equipped. Courses were at that
time being offered of one-half year, one year, two .years, three years,
and four years. Only one four-year class bad graduated. Doubtless this four-year course contains some work that belongs to the normal school. Courses were offered in vocal and instrumental music;
also in manual training and kindergarten work.
The North China Normal College is located at Tientsin, and has
an excellent equipment. In February, 1909, I was told that it enrolled 330 students, and that there were 270 students in its graduating
class.. This college is said to be the largest and best-in the Empire.
Its faculty was composed of 8 Japanese and 4 Chinese professors.
Sixty-six students were pursuing courses in both the Japanese and
English languages. The students-tinged from 20 to 35 years of age.
The. laboratories are well fitted for all kinds of normal-college work.
It-also has a library and reading room.
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While good work is being done in other schools, it is expected that

in the near future the National Normal College, just built in the
southern city in Peking, will be the model for all other normal
colleges in the Empire.
TECHNICAL SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES.

The fundamental object in establishing technical schools is to encourage-Chinese agriculture, commerce, architecture, and engineering.
The Government hopes as soon,as possible to establish outside of the

university collegeNbe following technical schools: (1) Teachers'
technical training schools of the same grade as those. of normal colleges; (2) polytechnical colleges of the rank of provincial colleges;
(3) middle technical schools of the same rank as the middle schools;
(4) primary technical schools of as high rank as the higher primary
schools; (5) fishery schools of the same grade as the middle school;
and (6) industrial schools having courses equivalent to the courses
of primary and middle. schools. The main difficulties in the establishment of these schools have been lack of qualified teachers and
funds to support such schools. The Government has sent students
abroad to .,prepare for teaching in these schools and has urged the
wealthy to contribute for the establishment of such schools. We have
already referred to the technical departments of the universities. In
the Imperial Polytechnic Institute of Shanghai courses are offered
in civil, mechanical, electrical, and marine engineering.' The Tangslimy-Engineering and Mining College is located at Tangshan", in
Chihli Province. It is supported by the Imperial Railway4 of North
Chins and the Chinese Engineering & Mining Co. It has excellent
buildings, a fair equipment,-and its location, being near to the railway shops and the mines, gives its students in engineering and mining special advantages. It is expected to graduate its first class
in 1911.

In the report for Chihli Province for the yew- ending February,
1908, we find reported 5 technical schools above middle schools with
an attendance of 433 students and having graduated 182 students.
The number of teachers employed was 44; the amount received for
the annual expenses was 272,319 taels, or about $123,000; the annual
cost per student was 177.41 taels, Or $126.72. There were that year
in Chihli 17 technical and speciac primary schools, enrolling 446
pupils, having graduated 38. The number of teachers employed in
these schools was.40 and the cost per pupil for the year 41.66 taels,
or $29.74.

Agricultural schools and colleges were anwng the first schools
to be established in the Provinces. Nearly every Province has its
'North China Herald, Aug. 21, 1909, p. 449.
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agricultural college, many of the larger towns have their agricultural schools, and many of the smaller wns have half-day agriculttural schools, until to-day there are n any of these schools scattered
over the Empire. In many of the arger institutions the instruction has been given by Japanese pr fessors. Provincial agricultural
boards ,have been organized; also branch boards in many of the fus;
chous, and hsiens. Some of the Government students studying abroad
are making a specialty of- agriculture. Mr. M. H. Tang, who grad-

uated in 1908 from (,:ornell University with a muster's degree, is
now the director of the agricultural college at Shanghai. Often
the directors have been men who had no knowledge of agriculture or
of college management. The day is not far distant when China will
be able to have her own staff and faculty%uf trained men for each of
her agricultural colleges.
The Kuang Si .Provincial Agricultural College, located outside of

Kueilin was opened in May, 1909, with accommodation for 140
students. Its director, a capable, enlightened officer, hoped to engage
German specialists as instructors for the college: It has been stated

that agricultural commissioners were to be appointed for each
Province to supervise all agricultural schools.'
A few schools of commerce are being established outside of the
perial riniversity, and are under the control of the board of *commerce.
A large commercial college with commodious buildings has just been
established in Peking to accommodate several hundred students.
Many industrial schools, of various grades have been established.,
One of the first was a private industrial, school established soon after

the Boxer troubles by liming Sze En, a Mullin,' in the Southern
City of Peking, fOr. We benefit 'of those without employment, and
several trades were taught. This school, although still in existence,
has been surpassed by a number of Government schools that have
.lately been established. There are in Peking at least 7 schoolS,of
this grade, and outside of the city there are several being established
for the Manchn .people. These schools have a twofold purpose,
namely, to educate boys and men to do skilled work in many industries and also to train men who may teach them to others. The botird
of commerce has established in Peking one of these training schools'
at a cost of 100,000 tuels, or over $70,000. It .is well equipped and
'teaches spinning, weaving, glass blowing, carpentry, dyeing, leather

work,ovell digging, rattan work,'embroidery, drying, and lacquer2 Pekin Daily News, December 0. 1905.

This capable man, became of his proforeign "tendencies, was Imprisoned under Hellof death In the summer of 1900. After the iellet of 'Peking he was rescued from
the mperial prison through the Toreign legations. Since the establishment of this Indus.
...trial school his former rank has been restored and additional honors conferral upon him
ten

by the Imperial Goveinment.

.
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ing. It enrolls about 500 students, who come from all parts of the
Empire. There,is another school in the city under the control of the

same board, which gives a more general education in addition to
teaching the 'above-industries. It has about 30 Japanese instructors
and 300 students. 'Connected with this industrial school is a higher
technical school, witheabout 200 students who are being prepared in
engineering. In 1909 there must have been at least i?,,000 students in
the industrial schools crf Peking. Tientsin and other large cities have
estakjished industriiil schools similar to those in Peking.
The North Chin"a Industrial College is located at Tientsin, and has
good buildings and equipment. Ili Februany. 1909,\t had about 100
students. Its faculty was composed .of'1 European, 1 American, 2
Japanese, and I Chinese. I was informed that a student. after com-

pleting the course of study in chelistrye would be able to enter the
junior-class in chemical eqgineening at Cornell University.

iliany sniall schools-teaching one or two trades have been established in the smaller cities and towns from a business orphilanthropid
motive, and are .doing a good work by training penniless persons,
making then; self-supporting.
MISCELLANEOUS SCHOOLS.

The Boxer outbreak closed the Tung Wen College, and the College of Languages (II-Isueh Kuan) was organized to take its place
and carry on practically the same work, preparing students -to fill
the same popitjons as did. the, Tung Wen College. The College of

Languages is located in the Tartar City of Peking, and offers a
cimrse of 5 years of 36 hours-per week to 120 students, who.are given
free tuition, board, and books, and also to special students, who pay
tuition and caber expenses connected with the college. Tuition was
$1.50, and board from $1.40-to $2.50 per month; -dormitory privileges
were $5 per year, and $10 had to be deposited for uniforms. English, French, German, Russian, and Japluese languages are taught.,
and each student., is required to specialize in one of these, languages.

gpiduates of the middle schools, after taking an entrance examina
tion, may be admitted to.the College of Languages.' At the time of
.the opening .01 the college, students who had some knowledge of a
foreign language were admitted after an examination. Students
of.the Chin Shih Mien, who understood 'a foreign language, could 4
be admitted. In May, 1907, there being so few griichiates of the
middle schools, the ministry of education grartied%permission for
students who had completes two yearework in the middle schools
to he accepte4 as students of the College of Languages. .. 9581 °11-13
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Course of study for the College of 1,4Priguages.
Number of hours.
Subjects.

First

1

year.

S
Ethics

1

Chinese literature, classics, and composition

3

HistoryChinese, Asiatic, and western
Geography Chinese Asiatic. and western
One foreign language, English, French, Russian,

2

German, or Japanese
Mathematics
Physiology and mineralogy
Phyties

Second I Third
year.
yertr.

Filth

year.

year.
1

1

2

2

Iti

lfi

4
9

Fourth

2

2

2

2

2

,
18

2

18

3
:

Drawing

Military drill
Botany and zoology
Chemistry

2
2

biplonutcy

3

3

Political econoiny
Education

.

3

Geology

-

Total

:Ili

Ilsuch l'u Kuan l'ao, vol. 38, Dept. 3, p?

In February, 1909, when visiting the college, r was told that the
enrollment was 360; that the English department registered 130 students; the German, 50; the 'French, 110; and the Russian, 60. There
was at that time no Japanese department, but all students were required, to devote one or two hours per week to the study of hat
langtage. The English classes were taught by two foreign proftWors, one being a doctor of philosophy from Yale, and three Chinese

assistants; the French was taught by two foreign 'professors and
one -Chinese a'ssistant ; the German, b3r a foreign professor and a
Chinese assistatt ; and. the Russian by a Chinese professor. The.
.salary of
foreign professors was from $400 to $645 Mexican per
month. The Chinese instructors received from 50 to 150 taels per
month. The old Tung Weta College was supported by the imperial
maritime customs, but the College of Languages is sumrted and
.

superintended by the ministry of education. The, monthly expenses
were reported to be about 7,600 taels, or $.5,429.: The director of the
college was a Member ot the ministry of education. He was supposed to visit the college three or four times a week, and he receives
no salary foPt his services to the college, but his traveling expenses are
allowpd.
learned the following facts in regard to the second class

in English, which contained 40 students : They repreented 15 provinces; the oldest was 33 years of-age, the youngest 19, the average ago
N years; 27 were married, some having as many as 4 children ;
14 had Chinese degrees and "'had Chinese official titles. In the
spring of 1909, 39 students were graduated and granted the degree
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of chu jen (A. M.)'. ;Sonic of these graduates were assigned to the
ministry of educations and the others were divided by lots among the
following ministries {Foreign affairs, agriculture, and commerce;
put in case any Chinese minister abroad wished additional help in his
legation he had a right to ask the ministry of foreign affairs to'select
him one of these graduates.'.
In November, 1907, Viceroy Tulin Fang established a provincial
college of languages at Nanking. He is reported as having given
6,000 taels toward its establishment. It 'admitted 120 students.
Fre4), and German are the languages emphasized. Russian was
not aught. Colleges of languages have also been established in
Tientsin, lin Pell, and Manchuria. Ministers accredited to foreign,
countries ate expected to select their interpreters from the graduatib
of the College of Languages or the provincial colleges of languages.
The professorships of languages in the various' schools in the Em,B ire are to be filled by graduates of the highest. grade of these col-

tl.\ of languages.
legys

The Chin Shih College was established- in Peking to give the
chin shihe(Ph. D.) and Mullin (LI,. I).) graduates of the old system
of Government examinations an opportunity h) study western learn.tor a period a three years, believing that a- general education
was necessary to prepare them for their future official duties.. Men.
over 35 years of age had the righl,to petition to be excused from
attending the college, in which case hey were given the title of
district magistrate and distributed alining the Provinces for official
duty. Those below 35 years of age were compelled to attend the
college. Each student was granted an annual stipend of NO facts
if he were a ILaulin. or a chung shq, and 160 tatls was granted to
those of lower degree.
r011I'MC Of

fOr (hr Chin Nhib Nunn.
Numbor of hours.

Sol)el.D1

First year

history
Geography
Physics
Pedagogy
Law
Political economy

See°"
year.

5

21

2

2

4

b

6

4

3

4

l'hemistiy

2

3,

Diplomacy..
Commerce

3

Military Belem./

.

Architecture
Agricultpre.:
Total

Third year-

4

2
2

2

6'
24

iDnieh Du Kuan Pao, vol. 84, dept) 1, pp. 3-6.

24

24
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Students who successfully complete the course of study are examined to, an imperial commissioner and the president of the ministry
-64due1ition, and those who pass the examination are introduced to
the regent and later receive official appointments. Many of these
students have been sent. abroad to study 'and upon their return are
examined. Pntlarc1i,15 and 17, 1909. four of these students were
examined not only oft the special studies lint also in Chinese history
and literature.'
A number of law schools have been established in the Empire,
The two most prominent. ones are the law school in Peking. which
had in the beginning of 190!) about 710 students training for the
board of law, and the North China Law Sehool, in Tientsin, which
now occupies fine buildings that were constructed in 1907. This law
school wits established in 106 for the purpose of giving a threeyear course in the study of foreign law and treaties, preparipg the

students for dipioniatic service. .After the graduating of the first
class changes were made by imperial sanction. and the school became
a provincial law Thool and receives not only Government students,
but hopes also, by enlarging its faculty, to receive ninny self-supporting students. In 1909 there were 4 Japahese awl 16 Chinese professors. All the students were required to minty the Japanese language.
It has it very, Stir library of Chinese and,Jarwesehooks. The pros-

pect of, soon having a 'constitutional government for China will
stimulate many'young men to study !nix-, and doubtless the time is

not fig/distant when every Province in China will have its provincial
law stool, modeled after that of North China.
"Chinese medicine, which began so well, has made no progress'
during the last 2,000 years. It has, on the other haiitl, greatly de-

generated both in dignity and influence, until at the present time
there abounds all over the Empire an enormous number of illiterate
and unscrvpulons (Flacks, who * * * trade entirely upon the
superstitions and fears of their numerous clients."2. To show the
strong hold that the old system of medicine has on the people, we
quote
. the following- from the North China Herald, -May 1, 1909,
page '246: Chenchow can now boast of a new medical school with
two teachers and five medical students. The school is opened in a
new temple lust Completed. The teachers are both Chenchow men
and know nothing.of medicine except what they have learned from
reading their own Chinese books and practice. Tlyrofficial in speaking.of the medical profession here said there were no good doctors,
and the new, school was proiided to enable all those who wanted to
-

I Ilsuel) Pu Kuan Pao, vol. 82, dept. 1, p. 1.
2" The position of pediral science In China es compared with that of the West." w.
Lien Te, M. A., M. D. (Cambridge.) The.World's Chinese Students' Journal, vol. 2, No. t,
.
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practice to get a certificate, and thus give the profession a legal

standing. The money, something over $1.000, was raised by sub scription." A.nd again from the game paper, May 29, 1909: "According to a Chinese local contemporary the members of the alive-named
institution, "The College D f Imperial Physicians,' are too conservative in their education and training, and some of them are even

unacquainted with modern hygiene and its principles. Owing to
this, a grand councilor is said to have recently advised Prince Ching
of the necessity of making some improvements toward better training
of the members of the college in view of the importance which should
be attached to human life."
One of the greatest needs in China i more medical schools. It is
strange that the Government. having displayed so much activity in
opening. schools for science, language; engineering, the. army and
navy. should have been so backward in establishing a national system of medical education. It has the North China Medical College
and the Army Medical College at Tientsin, where .surgeons are prepared tor army and navy service. The North China Medical School
has at three-yea course of study. and in March, 1908. graduated 35
students in the first grade; these revel veil the degree of lin sheng;
1 made secOnd gi-ade and received the tseng shetig degree.
Doubtless the. best medical college in all China is the Union Medical
College of Peking, formed by the union of the two missionary medical. colleges of the NOrth China Educational Union and the relfing
'University. 'It has a large faculty., composed of graduates of the
medical colleges of the leading American and British universities.
All- instruction is given in Chinese and covers a five-year course of
stifily. The kite Em_ ress Dowager contributed 10,000 taels toWed
its establishment and the Chinese Goveinment has promised to make
animal contributions towia its support.. It is the only missionary

medical college.4 China which has received the sanction of the
Throne and whose graduates are entitled tiPenter the Government
exaMinations and receive Government degrges and rank. Its first
class *ill graduate in 19f2.
The Noblest School in Peking was opened June 15, 1906, for the
sons of nobles and the sons of the first and second class officials.

The

school provided for IGO students, to be divided into four classes,
according to scholarship. The course of study at first was planned
for Nve years, but this was changed to three years. The first. class,
of 96 students, graduated in 1909, the ministry of the army onferring

0

first grade upon 70 and the second grade upoil 26. It. is e )ected that
many of those young then will go abroad to study in milit ryor naval
academies and later enter the Chines Armand Navy.
of. Sharp,
in The Educational Systerfi of Japan (p. 33O), wyitOs: " It as hoped
,

that the young peers would take to the army and navy but cm-
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paratively few succeeded in entering them, as the examinations are
hope that the sons of the
stiff and they enjoy no privilege." Let
nobles of China may prove themselves More capable than their Japanese neighbors.
Military schools have been established in several of tin; Provinces.
In 1909 there were 18 military schools (hi chin hsiao hsueh tang)* in

the Empire. In Peking. on the. Mei Chang Street, is located the
school to be the model for'all otliers. it has a three-year course of
study, and in February, 1909, enrolled 387 students. Its first class of
180 students was exi)ected to enter the newly established military
school '(m Chin Chong Ilsueh Tang) for two years' study. There
are 'three other large'schools or academies at Nanking,. Wu Chang,
and Hsi An Mi. In 1900 the military school at Paotingfu graduated
-too students.' The midstry of war is now contemplating- the establishment of Otiognilated sYstem of national and provincial *military
schools. A military commission is now visiting foreign countries
examining their military systems and schools. A naval commission
has just returned from.a tour of inspection of the naval systems and
schools of foreign countries, and the ministry of adMiralty are now
considering the reorganization of their naval schools sand are planning Co. establish a national system of naval academies and schools:
At present there are naval schools at Fu Chou, Tientsin ('hefoo, and
Nanking. We have noted that military drilland tactics are receiving much attention in the curricula of the Government schools of
China. This drill has developed a military spirit in all the schools.
as well as a spirit of patriotism. It has also creati4iJnore respect for
military officers Ad the army. The Clbinese have always been a
peace-loving people, and we believe they are likely to remain such.
bot they see the necessity of providing for self-preservation, and
we may expect in time that China will have at her command one of
the best organized and best disciplined, and the largest army in the
world, which will place the valance of power in her hands, and may
we not hope to secure through her arbitration universal <peace?.
The 'Government in 1908 sanctioned the memorial recommending
the establishment of a customs training college in Peking, to be
under the control of the imperiql customs, for training Chinese young

.men for positions in the imperial maritime customs and postal

The entrance requirements are English and Chinese. Students between 16 and 22 years of age are admitted by competitive
examinations. -The course comprises four years of study, after which
the successful students are to be drafted into the indoor staff of the
customs. It is expected that in time these. graduates will replace the
foieign staff. Mr. Brewitt-Taylor, a member of the customs staff.

system.

North Chlna.Herald. May 29. 1909. p. 487.
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noted for his scholarship and ability; has been appointed the director
of the college.
The inistry of finance, having secured the sanction of the Govern:

ent, are expecting to open a school of finance in Peking in 1910
which will ak.comodate 130 studentS: The course will be given in
Chinese and English. A preparatory school will be connected
with it.

.

The Chinese Students' Monthly, volume 3, Sots. 7-$. page 279, contains the- following item concerning a railway school in Peking: IIis
EXcellency 1111i-holm. director general of the Tieptsin,Pukou Railway,

has obtained the sanction of the ministry of posts and communicition
to establish a railway school in Peking. having for its object the train' ing of men for service on that road. The school will be divided into
two departments, namely, traffic and telegraph. Taotai Yuan Chang

Ku has been appointed director general of the school. The site of
tthe school is in the vicinity of Chunmien Gate, and the estimate for
flue maintenance of the school is :0,000 taels per indium. Taotai
Yuan is a returned student from the United States and a member of
the Chinese educational mission which was sent over in (lit middle
of the''sellent

A. school for the training of diplomats, known as he " llantsai
Kuan,- is riported as having been established in Peking, from which
recruits will doubtless be drawn for the foreign service.'

On February 20, 1909, the board of the interig (min ceng. pu),
having memorialized the Throne, it was decided To establish a police
high school in each provincial capital. and police training schools in
all the fusand lisiens.2 The North China police high school was es-

tablished in Tientsin in 190. Men who are able to read and write
are taken as students. The number of students in the two-year
course is limited to 100. and in the one-year course to 160. It had up
to 1909 rec;eived.766 students, 676 havingsraduated. The provincial

police schtml for Chihli was established at Paotingfu in 1906 by
Viceroy Ynan Shill Kai. In this school a course of six months and
another of; a year are offered. It is able to accommodate about 500
students. In 1906 there were over 300 attending. These schools have
provided well-trained police for the smaller as well as for the larger

cities of the Province, a very marked contrast to the incompetent
potice.seen before 1900. The very best order is now maintained upon
the streets'of Peking and Tientsin. In the Tai Yuenfu police school,
as early as 1904, 17,000 taels were spent to educate 112 students. Its
teaching staff was made up of three Japanese and to Chinese teachers. Simdar,schools have been-established in other Provinces.
The World's Chinese Students' Journal, vol. 4, No. 1. p.
lIsuell I'u Kuan Pao, vol. 83, dept. 8, 9. 8.

18.

,
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The president of the ministry of the interior has decide to establish a detective school' at Peking for training men for espionage service in the ministry. The pupilesure to be chosen from the first-grade
graduates of the p(IliCe schools.'
In Tientsin-I visited in February. 19(19, an institution !mown as It
reformatory school. The followingfive classes of persons were admitted: (1) Men having no means nor mime). (2) orphans above 10
years of age without home or friends: (3) incorrigible children sent

by their parents to the school for discipline: (4). people who have
become standetrin Tientsin: and (;o) petty thieves. both old and
young. Those hetween it) and 20 years of age were taught arithmetic, writing. reading. and athletics. Suitable lectures wore provided for all the inmates. and they were taughr a munber of trades.:
such as are being taught in the industrial schools. At that time I
was told there were about :)00 in this seloxyl. We enderst alai that

similar schools are being established in olio.? large cities of the
Empire.

During the last decade great changes have been inaugurated in
prison life. Model prisons.- with schools connected with them:
are now being erected in most of the Provinces. In:tead of keeping
the prisoners,' as was the custom before Itio. ehained in filthy. insanitary buildings, they are now placed in moJeln buildings similar
to those of Japan. and are required to work and live a more holesome and natural life. The spirit in the prisons is reformatory and
the prisoners are placed in the prison schools, where they are taught
trades. Yuan Shili Kai, when viceroy of Chihli, was the first to
institute these 'changes.

The Government has shown great wisdom in establishing a preparatory school in Peking for students preparing for tlw "Ameriptii
indemnity scholarships." The course of study will includealriliose"
subjects required for entrance to the colleges of the best,tiniversities
of the United States. his Excellency Tang Kai :±art',"-a former Yale
student, a man of the highest character and at taiiiinents. has beet) appointed the director of the school, and we..a-ric informed that a corps of

18 American teachers. composed of-iin Nunl number of men and
women, will constitute the faculty. From this school will be sent to the
United States well- prepared, earnest, enthusiastic students, who will

he sure to rank, high and win honors in the Ameriegn universities.
Let us hope that the training they will receive in the United States
will fit them to become great national leaders upon their return to
China.

His Excellency Chang Oh Tung, when viceroy of Hu Kuang1 established "*IleA.es for the preservation of the old learning ".*(Tsuri Ku
The Chinese gOultmts' Monthly, vol. 4, tip. 4, p. :221.4
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llsueh Tang). Their object is t o encourage students to specialize in the
Chinese classical learning.. much as was done in former days. It is

reported that other Provinces have follovied his excellency's Lxample and founded similar institutions. Did the ghost of the past
arise to disturb ('hang Chill Tung's dreams of mo4lern education in
China the One Who wat: the author of.- China's Qnly Hope,- the
founder of some of her curly modern schools. one of the framers- of

her present educational system, and the general controller of the
ministry of educationf
(nie of the most important features of the reNolution in Chinese
education is the proVision now made Iry the Government for female
education.' 1"nder the old ri",ginie no provision was made for the
in rare case; an indulgent father taught a
education of
brilliant daughter: but, as a whole. the women of China Were altogether inwilifcated.! To-day the.mos-t enlightened1/4('hinese realize
'that the future greatness of their Empire depends largely upon the

education of their girls as well as of their boys., ;They have discovered that no country is great where the women are ignorant. and
the educat hum) connnissionershave learned that the greatest civili-ration and material progress are in those countries where,. Wffilleli
are he most highly idueated.. They have also discovered that the
Vt111Ciitt`il W0111111 111:11WS I be best wife :Ind mothcr. There have been
some.st rung WOUW11 in China. like the sister,: of Prince Su. who. hav-

ing been ymlowed with good intellects and with not a little independence, have started private girls' schools of their own ;mil have
used every means to encourage the establishment of other schools.
These and other strong women have worked until they have secure'd
Govermlient recognition for girls' schools. Tuan Fang. before and
after his going abroad. urged the establishment of female education
the United States they
in China. When tbecommissioners %yen.
were greatly improssed by the advantage., in ethical i011 offered American women. and made Most favorable reborts to the Throne. The

late Empress Dowager was greatly 'interested in female education,
and 14 no opportunity of leatning all she could of \vestern methods
. from American women concerning female education in the United
States. As a result to-day there are Government, public. and private-girls' -schools established in almost every Province. Government provision has been made for primary and middle- schools,
normal sigmas, and colleges for women.

By the beginning of 1908 there were outside of Peking 121 girls'
schools in Chihli Province. Of this number. 43 were Ciloernment
schools, 39 public schwils: and the remaining 39 were privatuhools.
The schools enrolled 2.523 pupils, and, were taut by 168 teachers,

having graduated 95 students. TO total annual income Mom all
sources was 71,612 tads, the expenditure 68,668 taels, or -a little over
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27 taels per student. At this time the North ehina Provincial College
for Women (Pei Yang Kao Teng Nu Hsueh Tang), located in Tien:

thin, had 7 teachers and 74 students. The subjects taught were
Chinese classics, history, wenli composition, geography, domestic
science, mathematics, English, painting, sewing, Chinese penmanship,
mi ic, and calisthenics. The annual income for the college was 9,831

tads and thee- annual expenditure 9,586 tads. The North China
Broad Nnowledge Woman's School (Pei Yang Hung Wen Nu Hsueh
Tang) had 10 teachers and 82 pupils. In addition lo the subjects
taught in the alcove-mentioned college were physics and the use of
the sewing machine. Its income was 2,158 taels and its expenses
were 8,640 taels for the year. The North China Woman's Normal
School, with four-year course of study, is also located in Tientsin,
and had, in 1908, 9 teachers and 84 students, having graduated 78.
The Japitnese language was taught in place of English. The annual
expense for the year had been 24,203 taels, and its income but 23,387
to s. In 1909, when I visited this normal college, there were 13
to hers, 6 men and 5 women and 2 student teachers. The enrollt Was 98. I was told that more than half of these students were

g d Chinese scholars. I visited classes in botany, drawing, music,
algebra, all of which were well condiicted. The students were
gnified, making a good impression and giving every' promise of

veloping into good teachers. At that time I also visited the
Oman's Nurses' Training School in Tientsin. Dr. Yamei Kin, an
dingly well-informed Chinese lady, and a graduate of the Wo's Medical College of New York, is the director of the school.
Kin had personally superintended the vmodeling of the buildin used for the.school, and had shown excellent judgment in all the
arrangements. A class of 23 pupils was pursuing a two-year course
of study. Later on Dr, Kin hopes to open a woman's medical college in connection with the nurses' school. Most of the remaining
e

schools in Chihli Province were primary, enrolling from 7 to 156
students. The subjects taught were similar to those given above,
only of a more elementary character.
Provision was made in July, 1908, for a woman's normal college to

be opened. in Peking in two temples outside of the Hsi An gate.
Appropriations for 50,000 taels for repairs and 30,000 taels for annual expenses were provided by the Government. Women !between
the ages of 20 and 30 are to-be admitted after passing the required
entrance. examinations. -,41.11the teachers are to be women, with the
' exception of the director and the teachers of Chinese subjects, who
must be over 50 years of age. The future success of girls' schools is
assured, for the Regent is known to take much interest in the estab-

lishing of schools for girls, and has several times urged upon the
ministry of education the importance of seeing that these schools,
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were rapidly established in the Provinces. He desires that all the
regulations boncerning girls' schools should be carried out, except the
one in regard to the employing of men above 50 years ofage 4 teachers in girls' schools. SinCe there is an insufficient number of qualified.
men of that,age to man the schools, the Regent feels that there should
be no delay in'the establishment of these schools, and that the need,
of good teachers justifies the employing of younger men. In 1908

there were reported to be 771 girls attending the primary si.Kils in
Pe Org. Doubtless, by to-day the attendance has been more than
doubled.
The establishment of girls' schools is sure to revolutionize the home

and social .life of the people. The Government has refused to admit
gills with bound feet into the schools, and this will be the most effective weapon that can be used to blot out that pernicious custom. It
is sure to open the way for women to be self- supporting. Tuan Fang,
in advocating female education, pointed out that 'in time the women

would be able to teach the primary shools. The graduates of the
mission girls' high schools have proved themselves excellent instructors, and the educated women will be preferred, to men as teachers of
the young children. The Chinese western-educated young men have
a desire to see their sisters educated, and all Chinese educated women
5 are the' reciRients of their chivalrous attention, as was demonstrated
the United
last summer when the Chines young men studying
States invited all the Chinese women students to be their guests at
their summer conference held at Hamilton, N. Y. The young ladies

accepted their invitation and, properly chaperoned, attended: Tli
courtesy of the young men extended even tothe payment of their
traveling .expenses. The western-educated young man wants an
educated wife, a companion, not a slave, and those who are married
to uneducated, superstitious Women feel that their lot is "hitter," but
must be endured. A graduate of a Christian college, in speaking of
.his uneducated heathen wife, said: "She is like a carbuncle on my
neck." She was largely what the old educational and social system
had made her. The fault was not hers, but that of the system. In
time the education of women is sure to destroy the present system of
early marriage. It will liberate women and do away with concubinage.

It will give the educated woman a different position in the

home of her mother -in -law, and will be the greatest means that can
be employed to do away with superstitions. The future educated
mother in China will be to her husband, home, and children all that
we find in her educated sisters of other countries.
A

CHAPTER VIII.
CHINESE STUDENTS STUDYING ABROAD.

Never,in the history of the world has any other country sent so
many students to study abroad as has China since entering upon
her educational reforms. In the very beginning of the movement
the Government was forced to recognize the fact that China was
wholly unprepared to meet the demand, for she lacked men prepared

to take up the work of the construction and execution of a policy
to be built on the ruins of the old educational system. She recognized that her vast army of scholars, who had been trained in the
old and were ignorantof the new learning, would prove a menace
to reform unless they could be trained in western learning and induced to se *e in the Organization of a work that they themselves
would be unable to carry out to completion. It was a master stroke
on the part of China that she held out such great inducements to her
literati to foreign study and travel. That Japan was chosen for a
field of study, and especially for short courses in training, was due
to her proximity as well as to her similarity in customs and the
written language --an economy in both time and expense. The experiment has not been entirely satisfactory, although her main object

has been accomplished, and to-day the new educational system,
though imperfect as yet in detail, is firmly established.
In September, 41, the Government, as we have seen, commanded
the viceroys and goyernors to send students abroad for study, and
required that their expenses should be met by their native Provinces.,
Each Government student now receives 120 taels for traveling expenses, and 400 taels aid per year while in Japan studying. The
imperial Government, following the advice of Yuan Shill Kai, sent
many Hanlin and chin shihs abroad for study or travel, indNin this

wily these men also were brought in line with the new system.
Special competitive examinations were held for those who held rank!'
above the first but had not obtained the second degree, and the best
-a these- men were made expectant 'officials. Those having failed

realized that they had been given a chalice and had lost, and now
they were content to fall in line and enter such positions as were
open to them. Thus was a great revolution in education brought
about with little or no opposition. " Early in 1902 there were 271
Chinese students, from 15 Provinces, studying in the Sunrise King02
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dom."' In 1903 there were 591,/and during the year 1904 they
increased at the rate Of 100 per month, until in January, 1905, there were 2,406, and by November of that year the number had increased
to 8,620..2 In the autumn of 1906 the Japan Mail gave the number
as not less than 13,000, and in the spring of 1907 the Chinese ambassador estimated that there were 1.5,000..students in Tokyo,' while
later according to His Excellency Wu Ting Fang. there were at one
time studying in Tokyo as many as 17,000 Chinese students.* Although

the experiment was not entirely satisfactory, the fault was not all
on the part of Japan. A great majority of the students sent by the
Provinces and others, supported by city or village guilds, or by

friends or parents, were in no sense prepared for study in the
Japanese schools. Most of them had no knowledge of the Japanese

language, and had first to devote months to the study of it before
being able to enter the public schools. Many were there for short'term courses-of a year or less, while others came because it was
popular to do so. Some came for political reasons, while others, too
old to learn a language, on finding the work difficult, became discouraged and returned home. Again the Japanese- Government
schools were wholly unprepared to accommodate such an invasion of
,students. Private schools were opened especially for Chinese stn.;
dents, and often by incompetent and -unscrupulous Japanese, who,
caring only for the Chinese silver, offered " short-cut courses," and
sold diplomas to dishonest students. These, oq their return to China,

were able for a short time to impose upon the ignorance of their
Japanese educaticin into general discountrymen and so
'repute. Too much veneer and too much political agitation soon _
brought the movement into disfavor. The Peking Government applied a restraining hand by requiring all Government students who
wished tifio abroad for study to pass an examination upon all the
subjects required. in the middle schools' before leaving China, and
in August41908, required that students should have a sufficiefit knowledge of the language of the country where they intended to_study to

be able to attend and undeNand the lectures; and, as students still
disregarded this action, an edict of December, 1908, gave warning
that any returned.studentr whose examination papers had not been
filed with the ministry of education before going abroad for study
would not be admitted to the imperial examinations for returned
students.* In September, 1908, the GodeinMent announced that all
returned students. from Japan, before being admitted tb the ink1The Educational Conquest In the Far East, p. 184.
*North China Herald, Mar. 10, 1006, p. 569.
The Chinese StUdents' Migration to Tokyo, p. 4.
4 The World's Chinese Students' Journal, vol. 8, No. 1, p. 11.
1 Much Pu Kuan Pao, vol. 4, dept. 2, p. 59.

aid, vol. 78, dept. 3, p. 2.
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perial examinations, must first pass an examination before the ministry of education on general subjects, including Japanese classics
and language.. The reason given was that many students had secured
diplomas from Japanese scientific schools very eagily.1

Many returned students from Japan have miserably failed in the
imperial examinations at Peking. In the report of the examination
held October, 1908, appears This statement : " Twenty were rejected

as failures; youths who had studied in Japan." Not only is rigid
Oversight of the students inaugurated at Peking, but the strictest of
measures are being enforced by Chinese officials in Tokyo. The
result is that unprepared pupils are not going to Japan as formerly,
and all the short -term schools hive been discontinued. The Government schools and the large private schools, like Waseda University,
now refuse to admit students unless they snroll for a specified number
of years. All this has resulted in reducing the nuniber of Chinese
students. In 1909 there were in Tokyo 1,992 Chinese Government
students in the collegiate schools and 395 in the military schools,
making a total of 2,387 Government students in that city. There were
also at leaSt 2.500 private students. It is estimated that not less than
5,000 Chinese students, 11;0 of whom are women, are now studying
in Japan. Though their numbers _have been greatly decreased, the
quality and moral standing of the students have materially increased.
Both the Government and private students now in Japan are there
for earnest Ofort, and with the .intention of completing prescribed
courses of study:. they are doing`their work well and many in the
higher courses are winning honors among the Japanese students.
They re. present the better element of China, having been selected by
competitive examinations or because of their social standing. The
revolutionary class, at one time so strong, has largely disappeared.
Rev. P. J. Laird, in the Chinese Students in Japan, says: "Although
drinking .and drunkenness are far more prevalent among the Japanese than one had imagined before .coming to live in Tokyo, one has
not yet seen a Chinese intoxicated." There is no likelihood that the
Chinese Government will decrease its number of scholarship students
for some years to come. The Imperial Government, beginning with
1909, proposes to send 200 new students to Japan each year for the
next five years.a By imperial decree of January 3, 1909, Government
2

aid was to be granted in future, especially to students who were
actually taking'technical Or medical courses in the higher institutions
of Japan, as the ,Government is in need of their services.* The

students in Japan are able to advance in Chinese learning, which
I 11Nueh Pu Kuan Pao, vol. 65, dept. 1, p. 3.
'The Chinese Recorder. January, 1907, P. 01.

'North China Herald, July 81, 1909, P. 281.
411sueh Pu Kuan Pao, vol. 77, dept. 2, p. 4.
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gives them some advantages in the imperial competitive examinations

at Peking over students having studied in other countries. In the
examination of returned military students in 1908, of the 68 competing students 12 had studied in Germany and 56* in Japan. The

examination resulted in 27 being graded " first class," 26 fro*
Japan and 1 from Germany; the remaining 41 candidates were graded
second class." The failure of the students from Germany to make
first class" was due to.their poor preparation in Chinese. There is
a geneeal feeling among the Chinese students that to study in Japan
is to receive a knowledge of the western sciences and literature second-

hand, and that it is far better to obtain it first-hand in America or
Europe. Many of the Students now studying in Japan hope later
to take graduate work in some western country. The tendency of the

Chinese Government has been each year to send more and more
students to the Occident.
The rigid enforcement of the Chinese exclusion laws prevented, in
the beginning, many Chinese students coming to America, and sent
them to Japan or Europe. This was due not so much to the existence

of the law, as that in some cases it was unjustly interpreted by the
United States Government officials at San Francisco; but more often
it was due to carelessness or ignorance in 'linking out credentials.
Chinese officials often signed passports who, according to the trejty,
were authorized to do so His Excellency Li Hung Chang tlfg no
exceptionand students were at times held up or sent back because
passports were not legally made out. We have never heard that a
Chinese student Who presented a properly made-out and witnessed
passport had been denied admission to the United States. But there
are connected with it most humiliating conditions that can not but
offend a Chinese student, arid this lack of courtesy and justice creates resentment against the United States.
The fixed allowance given by the Chinese Government to students
studying in universities and schools in western countries is as fol-

lows: England. £192 per year; France, 4,800 francs; Germany,
8,840 marks; Russia, 1,620 rubles; Belgium, 4,800 francs; United
States, $960. Those pursuing studies in preparatory schools receive
one-fifth-less than that given aboVe.' Traveling expenses are always
allowed, and sometimes additional money for an outfit as in the case
of the Chinese indemnity sti,,lents.
In 1900 there were but a few Chinese students in England. 'Later,
and especially after .1905, larger numbers began to arrive, many at
their own expense, while others held provincial or Government scholarships'. Among the latter were students sent from Nan Yang Col-

lege," the Imperial University, College of Languages, Hupei Iron.
1 Muth, Pu Kuan Pao, vol. 9, dept. 5, p. 10.
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Works, Kiang Su, Sze Chtian, and Kuang Tung educational I!- reaus,
and Shanghai Polytechnic.College, until in 1907 there were about 60
students. These students were attending the Universities of Oxford, Cambridge, London, Manchester, Liverpool, and Birmingham,
also some of the Scotch universities, while others were studying the

iron and steel industries at Sheffield or were in attendance at the
principal technical and commercial -schools, Navigation Training

ea

College, and the Royal School of Mines in the United Kingdom.
April 11, 1910, tilt following information was sent from the office
of the educational commissione of -Europe: There are to-day some
140 Chinese GovernMent scholarship students, and about an equal
number of students supported by private funds in the United 'Kingdom. In Belgium there are about 70 Government students; in France,
80; in Germany, 60; in Austria, 10; and in Russia, shout 15. No statistics Could be sent regarding the private students in these countries,
as they are not under the direction of the commissioner.' " In all these
countries the subjects that. are generally stuilied are: (1) Enginee'ing, which includes mining, ciil, electrical, andniechanical: (.2) law
(LL. B. as well as the barrister-at-law) ; (3)- science.- pore and applied; (4) -Arts; (5) economics, banking and commerce ;- (6) miscellaneous, such as agiiculture, textile manufacturing, architecture
and shipbuilding,. military and naval subjects, gunnery, and gun making.:' There are also about 30 naval students in Enghlud,
military students- in Germany, 10 in Austria, 8 in FrAnce. and 3 in
Belgium. There are many private students on the Continent, among
them a sonofPrince Su, who is in Belgium.

The universities of no western country are attracting so many
--Chinese students as are those of the United States. The reasons are,
first, that of all the foreign languages the English is the most familiar to the Chinese student; second, because of the democratic spirit
of the American universities; and, third, because of the cordial reception now tendered Chinese students-by the American Government
and people. In 1905 .theie were 5,1 students in. the American universities' and 19 graduate students.' At. that .time there were enrolled

in the University of California 17; in Columbia University, 6; in..Cornell University, i5; in Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 5;
and in Yale University, 4. The next year 217 students were reported
as studying in the United States; of this number 122 were attending
universities, colleges, or technical schools; 2 62 were in high schools
and 133: were unclassified. There were 13 female students. One
hundred and eighteen -of the students in the universities, colleges, and
technical schools Were pursuing the following courSes of study:.
Philosophy, 1; education, 6; political science, 9; law, 6; economics,
'Admission of ChIncee Students to American Colleges, p. 100.
'Mel Cbou Liu Deueh Pao Ka%
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includimg public finance, commerce and com'mercial law, 14; arts
and sciences, 3; .physics and mathematics;2; chemistry, 4; medicine,

3; railway and sanitary engineering, 21; mechanical engineering,
5; electrical engineering, 8; mining engineering, 13; agriculture, 10;
forestry, 1; textile manufacture. 10; and military science (West
Point),
The universities having tlit largest attendance were:
Cornell, 17; Harvard,' lfi; California, 14; Yale, 10; Columbia, .6;
Brown, Chicago,g and. Pennsylvania, 5 each.'
In the summer of 1007 Viceroy Tuan Fang, desiring to send some
students to the Uniteti States,'hold at Nanking the first Government
competitive examination. for the selection of students to go abroad.
The examination was unique, as it was the first to be opened to women.
Out of g00 students who made application only 72 young men and 10
young women were deemed qualified to enter the-examination. After
a three-days' test, 10 male and 3 female students Were chosen, all of
whom were well qualified to do university 'work. One was admitted
to the junior class in Cornell University. The following year a simi-

lar examination was 'held at Che Kiang. Of the 200 candidates,
about 25 were disqualified physically. The examination was based
upon the system of entrance examinations of Yale and Harvard.
The examiners were Mr. Chao Sze Bok, M. A., I.L. M. (Yale) ; Mr.
Leo, a returned student from lielgium, who conducted the examination in French; Mr. T. H. Lee, B. A. ( Yale) ; and Mr. Pu, B. Sc.
(California). Of,,the 20 students chosen, 3 were from 'St. John's
University, 10 from the Imperial Polytechnic, 3 from Ching Tan College (Shanghai), 1 from Tientsin University, and 3 from other institutions Ont of gratitude for the return to China on the part of the
United States of over $10,000,000 gold of the Boxer indemnity, China
pledged herself to send to the United States 100 gtudents each year
for 4 years, and 50 students annually thereafter for 28 years, in all
1,800 students. One-half of these annual detachments are to be of
advanced grade, who, upon their arrival in the United States, will be
able to enter some college or technical school; the other half are to
be under 15 years of age and to possess a good knowledge of Chinese
and some knowledge of English and western studies. The Indemnity
Scholarship Preparatory School is to admit. 300 students, composed of
100 of the higher tirade; all of whom are to be under 20 years of age
and Mnst-posSess a good knowledge of the Chinese classics and literature, a-lid:200 of the lower grade. The advanced students are to be
Iliosen by competitive examination without regard to Province, race',..

or religion; Chinese, Manchus, Chinese Bannermen, Monguls, and
Thibetans are all equally eligible; th/e conditions being to pass the

9 pm° --)
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Mel Chou Liu howl) I'ao Kao, p. /113.

/bid. pp. 1-36.
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examinations. The lower-grade students are to be chosen from the
Provinces, each Province to be represented in the preparatory school
by the number allowed according to the proportion of Boker indemnity it has to pay. but this does not insure each P.roviiice of its quota
being sent to the United States, as the students are to be chosen from
the school by competitive examination, which means that students
from some Provinces may stand higher in the examination than those

front other Provinces. In September. 1909, the Governtiient selected.
bycompetit,ive examinations held at Peking, the first class of indemnity students to be sent tosthe tinted States. Out of about 600 applicants, 4; students were chosen. but they arrived in the.United States
to bite to.enter college Classes. The students, with the exception of
2, were placed in eastern academies for the remainder of the'year.
when they will all enter college classes.
In January. 1910. there were not less, than 600 Oltinese students
studying in the United States. According to statistics given by the
Chinese Students' Monthly, of Maich. 1910, therehare 462 students

located east of the Rockies, distributed in institutions as follows:
I7niversilies, 244; colleges, 2S; profc=,:ional institutions. 29; semineries, 21: academies, 63; schools, .'")0; grammar' schools, 2; and
unclassified. 2S.' The universities enrolling the argest number of
students are: Cornell, 35; Harvard. 26; Colnuibiii. 23; Wisconsin,
22; Yale, 22; Illinois, 20; and Pennsylvania, 10,i According to the
distribution by States, there are in MessaehuseAts 124 Chinese stu-

dents; New York, 89; Illinois, 65; Pennsylvanie01 ; Connect lent, 30:
Ohio, 24; Wisconsin; 23; Indiana, 19; and Niichigan, 15.2 The 4

Provinces sending the largest number of students to the United
.States are Knangtung. Kiangsu,Chekiang, a d Chihli...
The first imperial metropolitan examinatio t for returned student
was held in Peking in 1905. under the directi.in -of the board of rites.
The examination not being well advertised, only 14 candidates lip-.
peered, all from Japan. Degrees were conferred upon all, 2 receiving yle Mullin, 6 the chin sbih, and 6 the clot jen. Since then time
examinations have been conducted each year bfr the ministry of eihtGraduates of schools
cation. The first was held in October, 1906.
Japanese
high
school
were eligible. but
not. below the grade of the
their
diplomas.
notebooks, ant!
candidates were required to present
such pulylished works as they might have. There were 42 candidate

were ftom Japan, 16 from
ranging from 44 to 23 years of age;
from Germany. The
front
England,
and
the United States, 2
tinese
who had studied
composed
of;
board of examination was
abroad, and were representatives of the sc ools. of England, France,
Russia, Germany, Japan, and the United tates.
P. 269.

a P. 288.
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The following is a quotation front an article in the Chinese Recorder by Prof,. W. W. Yen. who limbed second in the examination:
"The examination was divided 100 two 1)1111S. occupying two whole
days, the 27th and the 29tb of the eighth moon. -On the first da, thecandidates were exanlineq in the subjects they speeialized in while
at college. Each candidate was handed an envelope containing the

qnestions, of which there were three in each subject : he was required, however, to reply to two only! Permission was granted to
the men to write in any language they preferred, and nearly all the
returned students from Europe and America employed English as
their vehicle of expression. To enable the reader to form some

idea of the thine:4 put forward by the examiners. the three proffered
co the candidate in philosophy are here presented: (1) Define philosophy and distinguish it from science and ethicS Explain the following systems of philosophical thought: Dualism, tlier.m, idealism,
materialism, pantheism. agnosticism. IIpw would yid classify, according to the western method, the following Chinese philosophers:
Chuang Tzu, Chang Tsai. Chit Tzu. 1,u Tim, and t'ang Yang - Wring?

() Explain why philosophy develokd earliest in Greece.

What-

are-the leading thoughts in the tillching of Ileraclitus? Why will'
his system. at one time almost obsolete, again hectic popular? (3)
Expound. fully Mill's four methods,of induction mid locution some
of the scientific discoveries and inventions which may lie directly
traced to them. At the(examination on the second day, which was
aimed at testing the general knowledge of the men, the same two
subjects for an essay were given out for all the candidates, one for
those desiring to compose a Chinese essay and the other for the returned students front western countries. The former was ypically
Chinese. and May be roughly transliterated as To4respect,fttose in

'authority, to love one's kin, to venerate one's elders, and to Segregate

the sexes; these are principles that will abide for all generations':
the latter was a theme for argumentation, and was worded, ' Will
it be expedient for China to adotit a system of compulsory educa-

tion?' All the candidates, since ,they came from so many countries
and represented so many institutions, *ere placed on the Annie level
and had to be graded (1) according to their foreign degrees, .(2)
according to their achievements since their. clay of graduation, and
(3) according to the quality of the papers submitted to then exaitiners.: All those attaining over 80 out of a possible 100 marks
were to' receive the degree of chin shili; over 70, a first-class chit
Ljen, over 60 a second-class chu :jen, while those who received over
50 gotonly a certificate stating that the holder had attended the
board examination. Ten out of the 42 men failed even to make 50
points, and were requested to try again next year."'
I Tile Recent Imperial Metropolitan. Esaminationa, January, 1007, pp. 34-39.
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The examination resulted in conferring the chin shill degree on
9 .canditlates, all. of .whont, with the exception of 1, a graduate of
Trinity College. Cambridge University, were graduates of Atnerican institutions. In the second class 5 were granted the. chit jen
degree: the first 3 were from America, the last 2-from Japan. At
the third class IS reeeived the second-class -hit jen degree: the gradu
ate of Berlin UniveNity ranked eighth in this class, and the I from
London University occupied fifth place.
Those who received degrees at these Metropolitan examinations
must have added t% the degree the special subject in which they are
examined. as fa UP chin shill (doctor of law), ming Ice chin shit
(doctor of agriculture), or loing-k'e elm jen (master of civil engineering). In this first examination a graduate of an American dental
college was given the chin shih degree. One candidate could scarcely
write his name in Chinese, but by using a foreign language in the.
examination, secured his degree. The next year.,1907. the examinations were more rigid. Essays written in Chinese were required,
and the diplomas. instead of being on the same basis, were graded as
follows: Dodo,. of philosophy degree credited with DM points: IMISter of irts, with 90 poipts : bachetor of arts. with SO points: profes.

blond
sional and te(

cal degrees were liven fiatrtli place and but 70

Ugh-school diploma from Japan wit ,.,. granted 60U
This
schedule
has not in all cases worked satisfactor.ily, t.et
"points.
it is influencing many students to take a Ph. D. degree in connection
with their professional or technical degree, who would not otherwise
do so. At this second examination 7 received the chin shill degree,
17 the chit jen degree, and 14 the secnd -class elm jen degree. At the
examination held hi 1908 there were 15 graded first class, 45 second
class, and 47 third class, making a total of 107 to receive degrees.
At the last regular examination, 1909, 30 passed first class, 57 second
class, and 15 third class, 102 securing degrees.' At a'Special examination for a -list of officials who had studied abroad the chin- shill
degree was conferred upon 12 and the chit jen degree upon 7.7 Sonic
of these successful chin shills were members of the.firSt boiird of
+examiners under the ministry of eitucation. All government schi)larship students are expected to take these examinations upon their
return to China and to serve the GoVernment a limited number of
years. These examinations are being carefully conducted and are
_becoming more rigid each year. Aceading to the memorial published in the Hsueh Pu Kuan PaC,8 students of medicine, engineering,
physics, and agriculture who are graduates of colleges and students
, who are graduateS of high schools (Japanese) may be excused from
while

l North ibloa Herald. June 5, 1009. p. 535.
' North Chia& Herald, Jan. 21, 1910, Is, 144.
' Vol. 40. pp, 62-64.
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writing the Chinese essay at the examinations; but it further provides that students who are excellent in Chinese as well as in science
shall, be eliwsed as first grade; those who are goisl.in science and fair

in Chinese shall be classed second grade; and those who are very
good in -science and pNi in ,Chinese shall be classed in the third
grade. It also emphasizes the fact that students shall be strictly
graded according to their standing: that ,it is not necessary "to
sqeeze.' i-tudents into the first grade.; that the lirst orweond graded
inay he left vacant if there are no students passing high enough for
those grades; and should
tirsi grade, then they must be
ranked in that grade. This, of course, is a dime inniNatiun on the,
old systtfm of examinations wtich allowed a certain number of de-

.

grees at each examination.

'

.

After this examination, held by the ministr of education and t lie examiners appointed'hy the throne, these
surcesAll candidates a re later received in imperial audience and
undergo another examination. after which official rewards are conferred upon the students according to the result of the two examinations. The chin shills who. stand first in the palace examination are
given the title of Mullin. pien hsim, or,chien tan; the st wond are re-.
warded with shu chi shill c.f the Hardin Ynan, and three years later,
upon the recommendation of the president of the Ilanlin Yawl, may

be rewarded with pier kin or chien tau; those Who stand in the
third class of the chin shill and the first clifssof the elm jen are rewarded with clin shiii and given offices in the 'different ministries
according- tot heir special line of .study. Those chu jen who stood in

the fir.t class in the examination held by the ministry f education,
but fell in the third class at the palace examination.- are rewarded
with chili kien and given distrkts to givvern at once. Those in the
second class of chn fen and rank second class at, theialace examination are rewadigl with small post; Of the seventh' rade in Peking
and are given positions in the different ministries- or hoards; anise
who stand in the third class at the palace examination are given the
-title of 'chili hsien, or distyiet magistrate.
centu 1.,.v

has past since China began her stniggle with

modern. education. 4pAt first, forced upon her a; it was, she. regarded
it wit)) contempt. her greatest literati !hang everything`possible to
prevent its getting a stronghold in the Empire. They not only

despised the western barbarian, but placed -little confidence in the
Chinese who condescended to use him as their thher, and as far as
possible kept them out of official employment. ..But there were men'
of vision, like Tseng Knu Fan'owlio saw that there must be read justments in Chinese educatioli in order to have 'jnen prepared for
China's fiqu're needs. Up to 1900 the presidents of .the-11a-nlin Yuan
were bitter opponents of western4ucat ion ; since that tune they have.. been strong advocates in its favor. We have seen how_ little the Tung
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Wen College and its annexes were able to accomplish because of the

.bitter antagonism putside; how Li Hung Chang, as successor of
Tseng Kuo Fan, failed in courage to brook the opposition to the first
student mission to the United States, and allowed those promising
.students to be returned to China before completing their cAirses of
study, and'to suffer so many indignities upon their arrivtl home.
The sight of American war vessels in Japanese ports caused Japan
to appreciate the necessity of immediate reform, and she set out at
once to make herself great by learning all she could of the arts and
sciences of the west; but it took the artillery of the world to awaken
China to the keen apprecititimr of her danger and the necessity of
educational reforms if she were still to maintain her sovereignty. It
was not until after the allied armies had relieved the besieged legations in Peking that the Empress Dowager, in her flight for safety,
-realized that the " Boy Emperor " had been in the right in attempting
to make his country great by the introduction of western learning.
Convinced, then, of the need of instituting reforms, that woman of
indomitable will stayed not her hand until she had given the death
blow to the wen chang and had annihilated the old competitive examinations and established a system of Government schools that
should be free to poor and rich, male. and female, alike. This.educational reform was the conception of her nephew..Emperor, but she it
was who possessed the power to carry to completion the greatest revolution in education that the world has ever witnessed. She lived to
see it firmly established and to know that the greatest of her people

approved the establishment of an educational system that would
make possible the carrying out of her promise that the nation should
have a constitution, proVincial assemblies, and a national parliament.

There, are many defects in the educational system: The attempt.

to make a combined course of study that would contain all the
classical learning of the old literati, and all the arts and sciences of
the, west, hei proved. a fOlure, but it can and will be remedied and
suitable' courses will be worked out to meet the special needs of the
Chinese people. The requiring of too many hours of recitation
.work, and the leaving.of too little or. no time for study, have failed

to produce the desired results. Time will overcome the lack of
competent administrators and trained teachers. The lack of funds
to meet the future demand of the schools will be the problem that
the provincial assemblieS and national parliament mrist solve. There

has developed in the new system a lack of that reverence for the
teacher that characterized the old system.. The goggle-eyed; stoopshouldered, subservient student of the ,past is no longer to be seen.
'In his place has come the bright-eyed, military-trained lad, whO loves

athletic 'sports, is intensely patriotic, and is impiktietit for the day
when he shall be prepared to aid in the regeneration of his nation.
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Suck lads are no longer /content to be taught by antiquated teachers.
The new and the old are out of harmony.
We must not forget that' the system has been in operation only

8 years, and under the control of the ministry 0 education less

than 5. What China has accomplished in modern education during

this time

is marvelous.

Note. the number and variety of the

schools established, the aid her people have given by private gifts,
their enthusiasm for the system, and the thousands of students that
have migrated to foreign lands in search of western learning. Never
has a country accomplished more in so short-a- time after the estabIishment of a new system of education. Great opportunities await
these returned students. Their country needs their services, not only
in the construction of the many railways, the opening of mines, the
'establishment of industries, the conducting of great commercial.
enterprises, the providing of an adequate national defense on land

and sea. the drafting of laws and the prepariltion of a national

constitution, but to them, more than to any others, belongs .the duty
of solving the problems that yet confront the educational system of
China. The men of the old r4tinket like .Chang Chih' Tung, Sun
Chia Nai, Yuan Shih Kai, and Titan Fang, cane -nobly to the front
and, in the face of many difficulties, aided in the establishment of the
'present educational system. It now-becomes the duty of the chosen
men who have been given every opportunity that inoney and western

culture can offer to revise the courses of study and develop this

national system of education, and we have faith to believe that they
will accomplish the task and that the Chinese people shall yet contribute largely to modern thought and culture.
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